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Dear Class of 2005:

They say that good things come in small packages. That certainly applies to you. The Class of 2005 may be among the smallest we’ve had in recent history, but it is large in spirit and long on a sense of community and caring.

It is in the nature of yearbook timetables that I write this letter in the fall. While enough time hasn’t yet elapsed to see how your Senior year unfolds, already I know that you have accepted the mantle of school leadership, forging new traditions. For example, you exhibited an amazing degree of solidarity in your costumes and acting discipline for your revival of Night of the Living Dead in the Halloween Parade.

It was your class that made Fall Weekend and spirit week unforgettable, with a picture-perfect bonfire and thrilling athletic events capping off a week of western wear, ‘80’s garb, Kyle clones and brilliant blue. I won’t soon forget the reaction of the visiting head of a neighboring school upon seeing the theater lobby blocked off by eager shirt salespersons infecting passers-by with their excitement.

Whether working with Homefront last year or at Isles this year, your class has always made community service a priority to take seriously while having fun. I admire your zeal, your affection for the school, your spirit and your adaptability, welcoming your 11th grade interim dean with warmth and welcoming back Ms. Bencivengo with enthusiasm.

In addition to all the ways you contributed to the sense of community and culture of PDS, your class honored the school with superlative academic accomplishments, too, ranging from National Merit recognition to group and individual success in coursework and academic competitions.

With almost 25% of you “lifers,” you contributed greatly to PDS over the years. Thank you for all you do and all you are. It has been a privilege and a delight to know you. I wish you all the best in the years to come. Please keep PDS in your hearts.

Sincerely,

Judy Fox, Head of School
Dear Señora Marquez,

During our high school careers, your kind words, your warm smiles and your incredible personality have etched a piece of you into all of our hearts.

You have helped and inspired us to work harder, to be consistent, and to never give up. We’ll never forget the “educational” trips to the snack bar during Español, nor will we forget your unique costumes during Halloween. Your office door was always open and you were never too tired to offer a helping hand. Thank you for everything that you’ve done with our class. You’ve joined us on Community Service Day, you’ve chaperoned us at Prom, and above all, you’ve been an amazing teacher. Thank you for respecting us, but most of all, for being our mentor and friend. Your enthusiasm and energetic personality have only made us love you more! Thank you for everything!

Love,
The Class of 2005
Dear Mrs. Bencivengo,

Over the past four years you have lead our class to the best of any dean’s full potential. (In educational matters as well as the latest fashions.) Although you did miss out on our junior year, we have learned to forgive you! We know it took a while for you to get used to our grade’s wacky tricks and humor, but as our time together is nearing its end, we know you have learned to love us. It makes us smile knowing that this year we finally made you proud to be our dean when our entire class came together as zombies and won the first annual Halloween Parade. (We are still upset that you chose to not dress up.) Thank you for learning and growing with us as a class and for doing it in the most stylish way possible. We will miss you!

Love,
The Class of 2005
Dear Mrs. Latham,

First and foremost, thank you for filling in for Mrs. Bencivengo during our junior year. As our dean, you helped us sell wrapping paper, you assisted our prom committee in helping them plan out our Junior Prom, and you even came as a chaperone! It took a lot of courage but you never seemed intimidated by the task at hand. Although we never said it out loud, we always appreciated your help. Your warm smile and willingness to help our grade went above and beyond the job description for an interim dean. Even now that you are no longer our official dean, we still go to you for your incredible Calculus explanations and the "objective" advice on life. Your guidance will never be forgotten and we truly appreciate that you believed in us.

Love,
The Class of 2005
Above: An unhappy Will Denise smiles even though he has a test next period.

On Right: (L-R) Colin Johnson, Kyle Hogan, Yasmin Malhotra, and Jim Butler hang out in the Theater Lobby.

Above: (L-R) Brett Gallagher, Vik Gupta, and Harrison Epstein wait to test their bridges during the Annual Physics Bridge Contest.

Above: (L-R) Ami Patel (Stuart Country Day), Cecily Moyer, Victoriya Kovalchuk, Katie Chomiak (MIA), and Annaliese Rosenthal get ready to go to the Junior Prom at the Trenton War Memorial.
On Left: The Seniors enjoying the annual Physics trip to Six Flags Great Adventure. (L-R) Dr. Gadd (eating), Jay Bavishi, Snoopy, Nick Maloney, Vik Gupta, Catherine Tomasulo, another Snoopy, Lauren Hinkel, and Scooby-doo.

Below: (L-R) Sunny Anuzis and Bryan Wexler are all smiles after a long, tiring school day.

Above: (L-R) Kristen Modzelewski and Gyan Kapur

Above: (L-R) Brittany Clemons and Rajiv Maliipudi
Below: (L-R) Mimi Reed and Victoriya Kovalchuk

Above: Kyle Boatwright

Below: (L-R) Gourmet Chefs in the making - Hilary Richards and Kaitlyn Langdon.

Above: Eighth grade Blue and White Day. Clockwise from left: Mia Turner, Annaliese Rosenthal, Suzi Jackson (MIA), Hannah Waters, Kristen Modzelewski, Carly Crouse, Mimi Reed, Isabelle Kenyon (MIA), Hilary Richards, and Caroline Woodworth (MIA).

Above: (L-R) Jon Wilson, Mia Turner, and Travis Helm
Below: (L-R) Hannah Heller and Ilana Goldfus

Below: (L-R) Robert Quigley, Victoriya Kovalchuk, and Cecily Moyer.

Above: (L-R) Hillary Widlitz and Chris Haldane pose for the camera on their way to class.

Above: (L-R) Travis Helm, Avery Fox, Jared Makrancy and Brett Gallagher grab a snack in the Campus Center.

Above: (L-R) Masters of the ultimate "goofy" look - Travis Helm and Stephen Adams.
Above: (L-R) Brittany Clemons and Kyle Boatwright

On Right: (L-R) Stacy Dubov and Lauren Hinkel hang out at the bench outside the Theater lobby.

Above: (L-R) Anu Shah, Robert Quigley, and Steve Pezzi

Above: (L-R) Lisa Kazmierczak, Kristin Modzelewski, Saya Russell, Jim Butler, and Chelsea McCue get ready to test their bridges at the Annual Physics Bridge Contest.

Below: (L-R) Chris Benchley, Danny O'Brien and Saya Russell brave Dead Man's Freetail during a trip to Six Flags.

Above: (L-R) Carly Crouse and Kristen Modzelewski

Above: (L-R) Jessica Parton and Catherine Tomasulo working in the computer lab.
Below: (L-R) Carly Crouse and Charlie Bird

Above: (L-R) Larissa Pawliw and Jackie Pisaturo

Below: (L-R) Charlie Bird, Jared Makrancy, Jess Burns, and Andrew Sieglen

Below: (L-R) Ilana Goldus, Larissa Pawliw, Hannah Heller, and Kyle Boatwright

Above: (L-R) Emma Mason, Sabrina Osse, Lauren Hinkel, and Brittany Clemons hang out at the bench outside the Theater Lobby.

Above: (L-R) Will Denise and Meg Kerwin
Below: (L-R) Carly Crouse, Kristen Modzelewski, and Kristina Costa

Below: (clockwise from left) Efren Bernacel, Alex Realmuto, Meg Keegan, Hillary Widlitz, Jim Butler, and Chelsea McCue

Above: (L-R) Kishore Chundru and Anu Shah

Above: (L-R) Kristen Modzelewski and Saya Russell

Above: (L-R) Toby Fox, Kaitlin Mischner, and Stacy Dubov
Below: (L-R) Jon Haddad and Travis Helm...back in the day.

Below: (L-R) Matt Cook (MIA), Will Denise, and Charlie Bird

Above: (L-R) Sabrina Osse and Brittany Clemons outside the Theater lobby.

On right: (L-R) Avery Fox makes a crazy face while Carly Crouse hides from the camera and Charlie Bird smiles along.

Above: The rowdy Physics bus coming home after a day at Six Flags Great Adventure.

Above: (L-R) Meg Kerwin, Chelsea McCue, and Will Denise
On Left: (clockwise from left) Bryce Lively, Alex Realmuto, Ryan Palsho, Colin Johnson, Jon Wilson, Evan Crumiller, Jim Butler, Efren Bernacet and Peter Martin hang out in the theater lobby.

Below: (L-R) Saya Russell and Danny O'Brien

Above: (L-R) Kristen Modzelewski and Pierre Hoppenot

Above: (clockwise from left) Mimi Reed, Kaitlyn Langdon, Katie Chomiak (MIA) and Victoriya Kovalchuk get ready to play in the first ever Powder Puff Football game against the senior class of '04. The Juniors WON!
Below: (L-R) Charlie Bird, Avery Fox, and Evan Crumiller

Below: (L-R) Colin Johnson and Ryan Palsho


Above: (L-R) Stacy Dubov and Liliana Goldfus smile while working on yearbook plans and layouts.

Above: (L-R) Sylvia Van Endert Schultz ('03-'04 German Exchange Student), Saya Russell, and Kristen Modzelewski

Below: (L-R) Kristina Costa, Victoriya Kovalchuk and Cecily Moyer enjoy a relaxing day at the beach.

Below: (L-R) Jess Burns, Kaitlyn Langdon, Jackie Pisaturo, Victoriya Kov­
alchuk (bottom), Jessica Parton, and Carly Crouse play in the first ever
Juniors vs. Seniors Powder Puff Football game in November '03.

Below: (L-R) Hannah Waters, Ilana Goldfus, Hilary Richards, and Hallie Slamowitz at 8th grade graduation.

Above: (L-R) Bruce Thurman and Cecily Moyer get ready for their Junior
Prom at the Trenton War Memorial.

Above: (L-R) Alex Realmuto with Vik Gupta (studying), Kristen Mod­
zelewski, Jay Thornton, and Gyan Kapur

Above: (L-R) Charlie Anderson and Amanda King hang out in the "nook".

Above: (L-R) Hannah Waters, Ilana Goldfus, Hilary Richards, and Hallie Slamowitz at 8th grade graduation.
Above: (L-R) Bryan Wexler and Mike Lin

On Right: Jim Butler celebrating his victory during the Annual Physics Bridge Contest with (L-R) Bryce Lively, Chelsea McCue, Hillary Widlitz, Peter Martin and Danny O'Brien looking on.

Above: Night out with the girls (L-R) Jess Burns, Hilary Richards, Kaitlyn Langdon, Isabelle Kenyon (MIA), Annaliese Rosenthal, Saya Russell, and Chelsea McCue.
On Left: Senior Class President, Evan Crumiller, disturbing the peace of the "Fourth President Debate" as he raises the stakes of the Halloween Parade for the underclassmen.

Below: (L-R) Sabrina Osse and Stacy Dubov

Above: Derrick Walker breaking it down at Prom 2004 at the Trenton War Memorial.

Above: (L-R) Meg Keegan and Hilary Richards
Below: Hillary Widlitz peeking out from behind her locker.

Below: (L-R) Hannah Waters, Ilana Goldfus, Kaitlyn Langdon and Hallie Slamowitz on Halloween.

Above: (L-R) Hannah Waters and Annalliese Rosenthal Above: (L-R) Kristen Modzelewski, Kristina Costa, Jessica Parton, Catherine Tomasulo, and Lauren Hinkel on Community Service Day at Isles in Trenton, NJ.

Below: (L-R) Nicki Coates, Victoriya Kovalchuk and Kaitlyn Langdon

Above: Mrs. Mortenson's eighth grade English class.
Below: (L-R) Catherine Tomasulo and Stephen Adams

Below: (L-R) Saya Russell, Kendal Bushnell and Chelsea McCue at a field hockey game.

Above: (L-R) Mia Turner (hiding), Jared Makrancy, Mimi Reed and Avery Fox

Above: (L-R) Emma Mason and Kaitlyn Langdon

Above: (L-R) Stacy Dubov and Hannah Howard
Above: The lifers get a blast from their pasts as they hang out in the 8th grade lounge in the Middle School. Back row standing: (L-R) Jared Makrancy (JK), Will Denise (JK), Andrew Sieglen (JK), Bruce Thurman (JK), Gyan Kapur, (JK). Sitting on the bench: (L-R) Kendal Bushnell (1), Ryan Palsho (K), Yasmin Malhotra (K), Charlie Bird (JK), Hilary Richards (K), Kristina Costa (K) and Mimi Reed (K). On the floor: (L-R) Toby Fox (K), Jon Haddad (JK), Anu Shah (K), Stephen Adams (1), Kyle Boatwright (1), Krisien Modzelewski (K), and Peter Martin (K).

Above: (L-R) Toby Fox and Kyle Boatwright hug at the benches outside of the theater lobby.

Above: (L-R) Jared Makrancy and Andrew Sieglen reminisce on their fourteen years at PDS.

Above: (L-R) Hilary Richards and Yasmin Malhotra smile for a picture in the spring of 7th grade.
FIRST GRADE SONG

Alex and Andrew started to prepare
The apples for pudding
Alex and Anu stirred up the sauce
Wow, what a pudding!

Chiara cooked the cranberry sauce
Charlie cut the cornbread
Christian cooled his carrot cake
Yum! in the tummy

Kyle and Kristina rolled out a crust
While Peter prepared the pumpkin
Wells and William whipped up the cream
Sweet pumpkin pie!

Toby took the turkey to task
While Stephen made the stuffing
Robert and Ryan roasted in brown
Tom, Tom, the turkey

Mimi and Matthew mixed and mashed
Potatoes for our dinner
Yasmin made a yam souffle
Pow! What potatoes!

Kristen and Kendal creamed the corn
Gyan stirred the gravy
Win and Robert roasted nuts
Crunch! Love those chestnuts!

James and Jared came with some jam
Jon and Jade brought jelly
Jessica jigged her jam in the jar
Sweet, sticky jelly

Billy and Brendan buttered the bread
Benjamin baked some biscuits
Matthew made some muffins for me
Wow! Munch muffins!

Alastair set the table for twelve
Will and Chris lit candles
Hilary and Matt made a pretty bouquet
Great time for dinner!

Above: (L-R) Yasmin Malhotra, Vidhya Ramalingham (MIA), Kyle Boatwright. Kendal Bushnell, and Mimi Reed dress up for the Thanksgiving assembly in 2nd grade.

Above: (L-R) Jon Haddad, Will Denise, Andrew Sieglen. Charlie Bird, Gyan Kapur, Bruce Thurman and Jared Makrancy (lying across). These boys consider themselves "the true lifers;" they've been PDS students since the unique all-boys Junior Kindergarten class in 1991.

Above: (L-R) Alastair Smith (MIA, but would have been a lifer), Kristina Costa, and Charlie Bird when they were in Middle School.
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"So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past." - The Great Gatsby

Lisa
Kazmierczak

"I declare a holiday" - Radiohead
In another action-packed adventure!

Evan Crumiller

discover...

his secret origins!

his closest allies!
"A heart is not judged by how much you love; but how much you are loved by others."

- The Wizard of Oz
"ONLY GOD CAN JUDGE ME SO I'M GONE, EITHER LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME ALONE." - JAY-Z

MOZZLE TOZZLE
"REALITY IS WRONG, DREAMS ARE FOR REAL." - TUPAC

"HEART FULL OF PRIDE, HEAD FULL OF ANGER, ATTITUDE OF A WINNER, INFRARED FOR THE DANGER" - LLOYD BANKS
"When you only see [one] of us, watch out... Because the other one is probably rifling through your stuff."
The world is overrun with the wealthy and the wicked, but God is sufficient in disposing of affairs. Gunmen and stockholders try to merit your fear, but God is sufficient over the plans they prepared.” – Fear Not of Man

I annihilate as I articulate.

Though I walk through the valley of the shadow I fear no man because faith is the arrow.

The world is bitter, like baby mothers
Harrison Epstein

"Don't take life too seriously, you'll never get out alive."

-Van Wilder
"I think it's important to be understood, to be honest, to be hard working, and ultimately the press, the public, the organizers... they'll decide. But I can only be myself. I can't be the guy that goes out and puts on a show... I can only be myself." – Lance Armstrong

"People know me. I'm not going to produce any cartwheels out there. I'm not going to belong on Comedy Central. I'll always be a tennis player, not a celebrity." – Pete Sampras

― Hey what would it mean to you
To know that it'll come back around again
Hey whatever it means to you
Know that everything moves in circles...

He murders some part of the world
These are the pale deaths which men miscall their lives
All this I can't bare to witness any longer
Cannot the kingdom of salvation take me home?"

"...I've
Become so numb
I can't feel you there
Become so tired
So much more aware
I'm becoming this
All I want to do
Is be more like me
And be less like you..."

Peter Forsberg - 21

Jason Kidd - 5
"I WISH TO PREACH NOT THE DOCTRINE OF IGNOBLE EASE BUT THE DOCTRINE OF STRENUOUS LIFE." - TR

Gyan is the best. He rules.

Jay Thornton
"Following the light of the sun, we left the Old World."
- Christopher Columbus

JAY BAVISHI

"He that hath a beard is more than a youth, and he that hath no beard is less than a man."
- Shakespeare

"Ya Gotta Believe!"
-Tug McGraw
Pierre Hoppenot

"Le Commandement, c'est l'exemple"
Kristen Modzelewski
'Cheshire Puss,' she began... 'Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?'
'That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,' said the Cat.
'I don't much care where--' said Alice.
'Then it doesn't matter which way you go,' said the Cat.
'--so long as I get SOMEBWHERE,' Alice added as an explanation.
'Oh, you're sure to do that,' said the Cat, 'if you only walk long enough.'

my old friend told me one time: you never get wise, you only get older, and most things, you never know why, but that's fine... well the future is frightening, and i seem to be fighting, but as soon as it's brightening, well the future is brightening, yeah, future is frightening, but i... i feel fine, oh yes i... i feel fine.
If you'd call my name out loud
and when your deepest thoughts are broken, keep on dreamin' cos when you stop dreamin' it's time to die.
and as we all play parts of tomorrow, some ways will work and other ways we'll play.

but i know we all can't stay here forever, so i want to write my words on the face of today... and oh as i fade away, they'll all look at me and they'll say, hey look at him and where he is these days. when life is hard, you have to change.

do you suppose that i would come running

do you suppose i'd come at all

...i suppose i would

kyle
hannah
ilana
“Don’t worry about a thing, you know your path is true, just ease your mind, have a banana or two”
-Dispatch
And the best thing you've ever done for me is to help me take my life less seriously, it's only life after all"
- Indigo Girls
A man can be destroyed but not defeated.
—Ernest Hemingway

Andrew Hendrickson
Kristina

I do it for the joy it brings, 'cause I'm a joyful girl.
'Cause the world owes us nothing, we owe each other the world.
—Ani Difranco

Maybe I'll live my whole life just getting by.
Maybe I'll be discovered.
Maybe I'll be colonized.
You could try to teach me like a pet,
You could try to teach me to behave.
I'll tell you that I haven't learned it yet,
I ain't gonna sit,
I ain't gonna stay.
—Ani Difranco
Steve Pezzi

“You might have heard I run with a dangerous crowd,
We ain't too pretty, we ain't too proud.
We might be laughing a bit too loud,
But that never hurt no one.”
-Billy Joel

one team
one city
one dream
one

'05
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ANU SHAH
Matthew 6:34: "So do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will bring worries of its own. Today's trouble is enough for today."

Thank you to my family and friends for their constant love and support. You've been there through it all. All my love.

nicki
Common sense is the collection of prejudices acquired by age eighteen. -Albert Einstein

The day after tomorrow is the third day of the rest of your life. -George Carlin (Sometimes a Little Brain Damage Can Help, 1984)

With my wife, I don't get no respect. I made a toast on her birthday to 'the best woman a man ever had.' The waiter joined me. -Rodney Dangerfield

Kishore is the sexiest man alive. -Pamela Anderson

Kishore Chundru
Hilary Richards

You made it there somehow
You're a big girl now.
-Bob Dylan

You said you and me was gonna get out of town and for once just really let our hair down. Well darlin', look out 'cause my hair is comin' down!
-Thelma and Louise

We cannot really love anybody with whom we never laugh.
-Agnes Repplier
Blackbird singing in the dead of night
Take these broken wings and learn to fly
All your life you were only waiting
For this moment to arise.

I myself am often surprised
at life's little quirks.
Would you stop thinking about what everyone wants? Stop thinking about what I want, what he wants, what your parents want. What do YOU want? What do you WANT?

They didn’t agree on much. In fact they rarely agreed on anything. They fought all the time and they challenged each other everyday....But in spite their differences, they had one important thing in common, they were crazy about each other.

dusk, i realized then, is just an illusion, because the sun is either above the horizon or below it and that means that day and night are linked in a way that few things are; there cannot be one without the other, yet they cannot exist at the same time. maybe we’ve lived a thousand lifetimes before this one and in each of them we’ve found each other. and maybe each time, we’ve been forced apart for the same reasons

"the most important thing to have is integrity" -mom

"Bye bye my little babe, i love you and have a wonderful day."

Jackie Pisaturo
I've heard it said
That people come into our lives for a reason
Bringing something we must learn
And we are led to those who help
us most to grow if we let them
And we help them in return
Well, I don't know if I believe that's true
But I know I'm who I am today
Because I knew you
-Wicked

Sometimes you're flush
and sometimes
you're bust, and when you're up,
it's never as good as it seems,
and when you're down,
you never think you'll be up again.
But life goes on.
-Blow

Hate is baggage. Life's too short
to be pissed off all the time
-American History X

Kaitlyn Langdon
ANDREW SIEGLEN
We would like to thank all of our Families and Friends.
- Jared, Jon, Avery, Charlie, Andrew & Ryan
Jessica Parton

Yesterday is gone
Tomorrow may never come
Today is a gift
That is why it is called the present

"Fate makes our relatives...

"You know it's love when you can't sleep because your reality is better than your dreams."

"Be nice to your children, they'll choose your nursing home."
~Haha, Love you, Mom~
"Forever always seems to be around when things begin, but forever never seems to be around when things end."

DANCE
as though no one is watching you
LOVE
as though you've never been hurt
SING
as though no one can hear you
LIVE
as though heaven is on earth

"I'll love you forever, I'll like you for always, as long as I'm living, my baby you'll be."
~I love you Mummy, Daddy, & Brother~
I logged a lot of miles training for that day. And I downed a lot of donuts. Little Chocolate Donuts. They taste good, and they've got the sugar I need to get me going in the morning. That's why Little Chocolate Donuts have been on my training table since I was a kid.
Meg Keegan

"and when the pretty girl laughs
ooh man she laughs so loud."
- Jack Johnson
Chelsea McCue
Kendal Bushnell
HILLARY
Someone from your past has returned to steal your heart.
Lucky Numbers 3, 6, 12, 24, 36, 42

Mom and Dad - Thanks for everything. I love you!

Yay for nerds!
Mimi - we finally made it!

It has been a great four years. Good luck in college!

Mia
Mimi Reed A.K.A.
"BOSS LADY"

To all my family and friends, in and outside of school:
A billion "I LOVE YOU's" will never be enough Thanks for the support. WE MADE IT!

"Welcome to PDS. You are now officially a nerd... but at least your bestfriend is there to be a nerd with you too."

Thanks for all the great years
Mia!!!

"I'm young, I'm pretty, and I can't possibly be beat."
Muhammad Ali

"Okay if knowledge is the key then just show me the lock. Got the scrawny legs but I move just like Lou Brock. With speed, I'm agile, plus I'm worth you wile, one hundred percent, intelligent black child."
A Tribe Called Quest.
"How incredible our life is!
How much there is that
we do not understand."
- JS Baca

"And I don’t want the world to see me
Because I don’t think that they’d understand"
When everything's meant to be broken

I just want you to know who I am

- Iris
"The other one, the one called Borges, is the one things happen to. I walk through the streets of Buenos Aires and stop for a moment, perhaps mechanically now, to look at the arch of an entrance hall and the grillwork on the gate; I know of Borges from the mail and see his name on a list of professors or in a biographical dictionary. I like hourglasses, maps, eighteenth-century typography, the taste of coffee and the prose of Stevenson; he shares these preferences, but in a vain way that turns them into the attributes of an actor. It would be an exaggeration to say that ours is a hostile relationship; I live, let myself go on living, so that Borges may contrive his literature, and this literature justifies me. It is no effort for me to confess that he has achieved some valid pages, but those pages cannot save me, perhaps because what is good belongs to no one, not even to him, but rather to the language and to tradition. Besides, I am destined to perish, definitively, and only some instant of myself can survive in him. Little by little, I am giving over everything to him, though I am quite aware of his perverse custom of falsifying and magnifying things.

Spinoza knew that all things long to persist in their being; the stone eternally wants to be a stone and the tiger a tiger. I shall remain in Borges, not in myself (if it is true that I am someone), but I recognize myself less in his books than in many others or in the laborious strumming of a guitar. Years ago I tried to free myself from him and went from the mythologies of the suburbs to the games with time and infinity, but those games belong to Borges now and I shall have to imagine other things. Thus my life is a flight and I lose everything and everything belongs to oblivion, or to him.

I do not know which of us has written this page."
Annaliesc
1994 MERCURY VILLAGER

got metabolism?

THEY CALL ME HOOPS
“For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons,
neither the present nor the future, nor any powers, neither height nor
depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is Christ our Lord.”
Romans 8:38–39

“Stupid is as stupid does”
–Forest Gump

“That’s right, Ice-Man. I am Dangerous.”
–Maverick Mitchell

“1995 Toyota Celica

“He alone is my rock and salvation; he is my fortress, I will never be shaken.” Psalm 62:2

THEY CALL ME CHILL.I
The pressure builds,
You buy a gift.
You're hoping that your dread will lift.
It glitters on her like a glass,
You shudder as,
It comes to pass.

Apologies,
To Laue and Lit,
Conversation with Ed, a drink with Jill.
You're friends confuse you in their worlds.
One by one, a string of pearls
Confused you say,
This isn't me.
You hover in their unity,
Ashamed
You slowly lose your grasp,
Release the links;

Until the slept.
The eels that slip down off the
Or wash back, sinking in your knee.
To treat your head and heart
You laugh and laughing
Fall apart.

O. Burton
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I do it for the joy it brings,
cause I'm a joyful girl. Cause
the world owes us nothing we
owe each other the world. -Ani
Sabrina Osse

“If you don’t laugh at yourself, life is going to seem a lot longer then you want it to” - Garden State

“It is better to be a failure at something you love than be a success at something you hate” - George Burns

“All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them” - Walt Disney

“Let go, jump in, oh well, what are you waiting for? It’s alright, ‘cause there’s beauty in the breakdown” - Frou Frou

To my family and friends: Thank you so much for putting up with me, supporting me and always being there for me, I don’t know what I’d do without you. I love you all!

“May you live every day of your life” - Jonathon Swift

“Be glad of life because it gives you the chance to love and to work and to play and to look up at the stars” - Henry Van Dyke
"Be more like a fire than a firefly, 'cause that's the best way to be happy."
- Letters to Cleo

"Forget not that the earth delights to feel your bare feet and the winds long to play in your hair."
- Kahlil Gibran

Sunny Anuzis

"To play like an angel, you have to work like the devil."
- Carlos Salzedo

"Complacency equals DEATH!!!"
- Straight Hood

"Life is too important to be taken seriously."
- Oscar Wilde
"The glory is not in never failing, but in rising every time you fall."
- Chinese Proverb

"Bite off more than you can chew and then chew it!"
- Peter Brock

Stacy Dubov

Мама и Папа – Я вас очень люблю! Спасибо за всё!
Бабушка – ты меня всё время спушала и помогала мне.
Спасибо и я тебя тоже очень люблю!
Jess - You’re my long lost sister! I love you so much!
To my friends - You guys are amazing! You’re smart, silly, but above all, you’re you, and I love that!!!
"We are the movers and shakers; We are the dreamers of dreams."

"We’re not here for a long time, just a good time" - Mike Newman

"Follow your dreams, for the possibilities are endless"

"...at sometime we shall be glad to remember these days..." - 1.203 Aeneid Virgil

Lauren Hinkel

Family and Friends:

Thank you for your strength, your commitment, your encouragement, your humor, and most of all, being you.

You’re my inspiration...
"Happiness is found along the way, not at the end of the road."

Catherine Tomasulo
Alexander Realmuto

“Money won is twice as sweet as money earned”
-Eddie Felson
I don't wanna go to school. I don't need no education
I don't wanna be like you.. I don't wanna save the nation
I just wanna live my life.. everyday a celebration
One day I'm a leave this world... I'm waitin for the revelation
-D12

All the things worth doing we're doing right man
-Johnny Depp, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas
Jim Butler

You can’t guard me. The Secret Service couldn’t guard me. - Lil’ Penny

RESPEK - Ali G
Pete Sanchez Martin

To every wrong decision I've made
To every sister I've played
-Jay-Z

Comin' up I was taught 'never back down.' That's why I act the way I act now
- 50 Cent
Kyle Pat Hogan

“He’s a natural born world-shaker.”

Cool Hand Luke
Colin Huth Johnson

That was a crazy game of poker...
We are the music makers, we are the dreamers of dreams, we are the movers and shakers of the world, forever, it seems. -Arthur O'Shaughnessy

The man who has no imagination has no wings. -Ali.

One must learn to fall, if one would fly. -Richard Bach.

Be humble for you are made of earth, be noble for you are made of stars.

Life is like playing a violin solo in public and learning the instrument as you go.

The world is conspiring in your favor.


A good bookshop is just a genteel black hole that knows how to read. -Terry Pratchett.

The friend is the man who knows all about you and still likes you.

Be glad you had the moment.

Whatever you are, be a good one. -Lincoln.

I may not agree with what you have to say, but I’ll defend to the death your right to say it. -Voltaire.

The truth may be out there, but lies are inside your head. -Terry Pratchett.

Be the change you wish to see in the world. -Ghandi.

Life isn’t about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself.

In three words I can sum up everything I’ve learned about life - it goes on. -Robert Frost.

~Amanda
Did you know that before you came into my life
It was some kind of miracle that I survived
Some day we will both look back
And have to laugh
We've been through a lifetime
And the aftermath
   -Billy Joel

Listen, should we leave our children?
Listen, our lives stare in silence; help us now.  -Yes

If you surround an enemy, leave an outlet; do not press an enemy that is cornered.  -Sun Tzu

Ah, distinctly I remember; it was in the bleak December
And each separate dying ember wrought it's ghost upon the floor
   -Edgar Allen Poe

Justice is not blind; she's cross-eyed
   -Yakko Warner

All that is gold does not glitter
Not all those who wander are lost
The old that is strong does not wither
Deep roots remain untouched by the frost
   -J.R.R. Tolkien

alia jacta est  -Julius Caesar
Many people feel that they are in control of their lives, but in reality, we are all subject to forces beyond our control. This can be frustrating and disheartening, but it is important to remember that we can still make choices and take action within the constraints of our situation. By focusing on what we can control and making small steps towards our goals, we can improve our situation and achieve success in our lives.

Some strategies that can help include:

- Setting realistic goals and breaking them down into smaller, manageable steps.
- Creating a plan and sticking to it, even when progress is slow.
- Celebrating small victories along the way.
-寻求支持和鼓励，无论是来自家人、朋友还是专业人士。
-保持积极的心态，即使面对挑战也要保持乐观。
-不断学习和成长，为未来做准备。
-保持耐心和韧性，知道成功需要时间。

通过这些方法，我们可以更好地应对生活中的困难和挑战，朝着我们的目标前进。
Bryan Philip Wexler

Dad, Mom, and Andrea,

Wow, where do I start? It seems like we have been through it all these past two years, but we have stuck together and your support, guidance, and love have helped me through. I can't thank you all enough for everything you have done for me. Thank you so much for always being there for me, and I promise I will always be here for you guys. I dedicate this page to the three of you. You are the best in the world and I love you all so much. And never forget, "Enjoy Life! This Is Not A Dress Rehearsal!"

Love, Bryan

"...giving to others is what makes me feel alive,"

- Tuesdays With Morrie

"Devote yourself to loving others, devote yourself to your community around you, and devote yourself to creating something that gives you purpose and meaning."

- Tuesdays With Morrie

"Can I get a L'Chaim?!

-Me

"The only way to have a friend is to be one."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

"I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set before you life and death, blessing and cursing; therefore choose life, that both thou and thy seed may live."

- Deuteronomy 30:19

"Whoever is happy will make others happy too."

- Anne Frank

"If you can dream it, you can do it."

- Walt Disney

Enjoy Life! This Is Not A Dress Rehearsal!
Most Likely to be in the Olympics

Mia Turner
Will Denise

Biggest Flirt
Colin Johnson
Larissa Pawliw

Class Angel
Carly Crouse
Avery Fox

Best Dressed

Most Likely to Succeed
Jay Thornton
Kristen Modzelewski

Derrick Walker
Meg Kerwin
ATIVES

Most Likely to be a Rabbi

Bryan Wexler
Hannah Heller

Most Likely to be on The Bachelor

Larissa Pawliw
Alex Realmuto

Best Hair

Peter Martin
Hillary Widlitz

Class Clown

Jim Butler
Hallie Slamowitz

Best Eyes

Chris Haldane
Saya Russell

Biggest Drama Queen

Gyan Kapur
Most Likely to Marry Rich
Bryce Lively
Hilary Richards

Most Talkative
Hallie Slamowitz
Yasmin Malhotra
Sunny Anuzis

Biggest Gossiper
Anu Shah
Meg Keegan

Most Likely to Become President
Kyle Hogan and Chelsea McCue

Most Likely to Become a PDS Teacher
Nick Maloney
Kyle Boatwright

Kyle Hogan and Chelsea McCue
Worst Luck With Cars

Charlie Bird
Hillary Widlitz

Most Likely to Get Fired by Donald Trump

Peter Martin
Jess Parton

Best Smile

Carly Crouse
Travis Helm

Most Likely to Become Oprah

Gyan Kapur
Mimi Reed

Cutest Couple

Will Denise
Meg Kerwin
Where do we go from here? We've been through a lot together: twenty one of us are lifers, the other sixty have joined through the years, but we have blended together and formed a strong united class. Our friendships are priceless and as we go our separate ways, we'll never forget the people who were our friends, teammates, and supporters.

**Stephen Adams**

Nickname: Chili
Intrigued by: Cars and sports
Obsessed with: Cars and madden
Consumes: Sushi and buffalo wings
Pet peeve: People who make lots of noise when they eat
Favorite expression: "Im gonna crush you!"
Lost without: Top Gun
Laughs at: Nick not finishing his jokes
Can you imagine him being a Spanish teacher?
Will probably end up playing lacrosse
Favorite PDS moment: Kish trying to do a power kick

**Jay Bavishi**

Nickname: Vice-President
Intrigued by: High-pitched voices
Obsessed with: Making the basketball team
Consumes: Veggies
Pet peeve: The computer lab
Favorite expression: "Sell papers!" - McEachern
Lost without: The unmoderated caucus
Laughs at: Survivors of Honors Chem
Can you imagine him shaving every morning?
Will probably end up with a really long beard
Favorite PDS moment: DC Model UN 2003 & 2004

**Charles Anderson**

Nickname: Sir Edmund, Curious George, Bob, Carlos
Intrigued by: Heidi
Obsessed with: Nicknames
Consumes: Books
Pet peeve: Unwanted advice
Favorite expression: "Ergo"
Lost without: A pen
Laughs at: People's misfortunes
Can you imagine him not quoting things?
Will probably end up broke and happy or rich and evil

**Christopher Beachley**

Nickname: Big Slick, Mr. Slippery, Markelbachcrvialop
Intrigued by: Pranks
Obsessed with: Chapstick
Consumes: Fried chicken and watermelon
Pet peeve: Slow drivers
Favorite expression: "I'll eat your face!"
Lost without: Mom's homemade sandwiches
Laughs at: People falling over and Jay Bavishi
Can you imagine him dancing?
Will probably end up governor of California
Favorite PDS moment: Jay Bavishi getting tickled so much that he wet his pants and screamed like a girl in front of his peers and parents at college night
Efren Bernacet
Nickname: Eef, Hispanic
Titanic, Eefie, Efrenado
Intrigued by: Underclassmen
Obsessed with: Younger women
Consumes: “Borrowed” snack food
Pet peeve: Juniors
Favorite expression: “What?”
Lost without: Melissa
Laughs at: Himself
Can you imagine him with mad loot?
Will probably end up with Filipino-hispanic babies
Favorite PDS moment: Yelling in Hawaii

Jessica Burns
Nickname: EJ, Jessie
Intrigued by: The boys
Obsessed with: Canada
Consumes: Buffalo fries
Pet peeve: People with no motivation
Favorite expression: “Your Mom!”
Lost without: Jess Parton and my family
Laughs at: Everything
Can you imagine her not getting with mad dudes?
Will probably end up a soccer mom
Favorite PDS moment: Graduation

Charles Bird
Nickname: Chucky-B, C Bird
Intrigued by: Tyler Pakradooni
Consumes: Ice Cream
Pet peeve: Nerds
Favorite expression: “Tyler Pakradooni”
Lost without: Packindoonies
Laughs at: Tyler Pakradooni
Will probably end up in a ditch
Favorite PDS moment: Major Hug

Oliver Burton
Nickname: Ollie
Intrigued by: Tackling Garrett
Obsessed with: Driving
Consumes: Petroleum
Pet peeve: My gas mileage
Favorite expression: “I need a break”
Lost without: A map
Laughs at: Funny things
Can you imagine him becoming a priest?
Will probably end up broken down on the side of the road
Favorite PDS moment: Indoor snowball fights

Kyle Boatwright
Nickname: Kylie, Big B McGee
Intrigued by: Dirty boys
Obsessed with: Asia
Consumes: Swedish fish
Pet peeve: Guitars that need to be tuned, people who think I’m kidding when I tell them my name is Kyle
Favorite expression: “Scam!”
Lost without: The hobbit
Laughs at: The wrong times...
Can you imagine her small, flat and feminine?
Will probably end up Bryce Hayes IV
Favorite PDS moment: Praveen and the walk-in

Kendal Bushnell
Nickname: Kenny B., Fluffy, Kenny Chesney
Intrigued by: Garrett Helm
Obsessed with: Redd 5’s impression of Yasmin
Consumes: Bagels and Wintergreen Lifesavers
Pet peeve: Driving the Buick Century
Favorite expression: “Paper or plastic?”
Lost without: Hilly
Laughs at: Jim singing Alicia Keys
Can you imagine her tan?
Will probably end up with Mulatto children
Favorite PDS moment: Dating Chelsea and Ryan in 8th grade
James Butler

Nickname: J hova, Jimmay
Intrigued by: D $
Consumes: Gatorade
Obsessed with: The incredible edible
Pet peeve: Rules
Favorite expression: “Holla to Allah”
Laughs at: Wacky adventures
Lost without: The crew
Can you imagine him sitting still?
Favorite PDS moment: Freshman vs. Sophomore rumble in the circle

Nicole Coates

Nickname: Nicki
Intrigued by: The concept of dust-bunnies
Obsessed with: Skiing
Consumes: Chocolate covered gummy bears
Pet peeve: Bad manners
Favorite expression: “Ginormous”, “Redonkulous”
Lost without: Lara
Laughs at: Lara
Can you imagine her skiing in a bikini at Snowmass?
Will probably end up as the Ski patrol at Sugarloaf U.S.A.
Favorite PDS moment: Cotton Eye Joe in the bleachers with Hannah T. at the US Open and getting asked to dance at matches to liven up the crowd

Kishore Chundru

Nickname: Kish
Intrigued by: Everything other than English class
Obsessed with: My power kick
Consumes: Mountain Dew
Code Red
Pet peeve: People chewing with their mouth open
Lost without: Family Guy
Laughs at: Everything
Can you imagine him playing professional sports?
Will probably end up an ophthalmologist
Favorite PDS moment: Learning the power kick

Kristina Costa

Nickname: Sina, May, X, Special K
Intrigued by: How JT is always tan
Obsessed with: Blue paint
Consumes: Colin’s arroz con pollo
Pet peeve: When people touch my neck
Favorite expression: “Ahhh it’s Aunt Molly!”
Lost without: Pinecones
Laughs at: Trendy rain boots and popped collars
Can you imagine her not grounded?
Favorite PDS moment: Homecoming weekend cheering for football painted blue and white (SUPERFANS!!!)

Brittany Clemons

Nickname: Brit
Intrigued by: The Black community at PDS
Obsessed with: Morris Chestnut
Consumes: Twinkies
Pet peeve: People saying “That’s so ghetto.”
Favorite expression: “You big loser!”
Lost without: God
Laughs at: Everything
Can you imagine her dancing off beat?...I think not.
Will probably end up married to Ed
Favorite PDS moment: Graduation

Carly Crouse

Nickname: Car, Cars, Carkeys
Intrigued by: Kristin’s random accents: how Nicki eats her sandwiches
Obsessed with: All of Mimi’s relationships/dramas
Consumes: All of Kristin’s food with Sara
Pet peeve: Getting pushed by Andrew
Favorite expression: “Umm...Eww”
Lost without: The East Shore
Laughs at: Everything
Can you imagine her tall and married to Efren?
Will probably end up a cowgirl with a pony
Favorite PDS moment: Efren yelling at Misha. [--] close...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nickname: Evan, The Angel of Darkness</th>
<th>Nickname: Harrison Epstein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrigued by: Pete</td>
<td>Obsessed with: Golf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessed with: Japanese Feudal</td>
<td>Consumes: Quiznos subs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaponry</td>
<td>Pet peeve: Slow drivers in fast cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumes: Hoagie Haven</td>
<td>Favorite expression: “Hmmm…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet peeve: Chelsea</td>
<td>Lost without: My hat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite expression: “We’re here to kick butt and chew bubblegum, and we’re all out of gum.”</td>
<td>Can you imagine him keeping Kosher?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laughs at: The face of death</td>
<td>Favorite PDS moment: Freshman math class with Mrs. Sholl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will probably end up a rebel playboy billionaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite PDS moment: The High-Speed Chase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nickname: William, D-nice</th>
<th>Nickname: Avery Fox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrigued by: The Skippah</td>
<td>Obsessed with: Munging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessed with: Flip-flops</td>
<td>Consumes: Hot sauce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumes: Buffalo chicken</td>
<td>Pet peeve: Nerds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet peeve: Tree-huggin hippies</td>
<td>Favorite expression: “Are we rocking?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite expression: “I’m not gonna lie”</td>
<td>Lost without: Mrs. Crouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost without: Meg</td>
<td>Laughs at: Horror movies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laughs at: Gens</td>
<td>Can you imagine him not dancing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you imagine him liberal?</td>
<td>Will probably end up directing bad horror movies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will probably end up living in a van down the river</td>
<td>Favorite PDS moment: July 4th, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite PDS moment: Major hug!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nickname: Anastasia Dubov</th>
<th>Nickname: Tobias Fox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nickname: Stacy, Russian</td>
<td>Nickname: Tobe, Tobes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrigued by: Catherine and all her broken limbs and her attempts at speaking Russian</td>
<td>Intrigued by: Devoutly religious folk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessed with: Fencing</td>
<td>Obsessed with: HiTOPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumes: Hot cider, twizzlers</td>
<td>Consumes: Free time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet peeve: When people don’t do things in on time</td>
<td>Pet peeve: Narrow mindedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite expression: “Aieee!”, “It’s all pretty”</td>
<td>Favorite expression: “Meh”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost without: Jessi</td>
<td>Lost without: AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laughs at: Bryan doing his “cool guy” walk</td>
<td>Laughs at: Bryan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you imagine her not tripping over things?</td>
<td>Can you imagine him in the army?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will probably end up running around on Wall Street</td>
<td>Will probably end up with a cruddy computer job, writing books on the side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite PDS moment: That one time, in Bible...</td>
<td>Favorite PDS moment: Exquisite Corpse Club meetings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Brett Gallagher
Nickname: Brett
Intrigued by: Penguins
Favorite expression: “This kid is ridiculous”

Jon Paul Haddad
Nickname: Juan, JP
Consumes: Swiss Miss Pudding
Pet peeve: Nuggets
Favorite expression: “Ding Dung Fu”
Lost without: Lizi
Laughs at: Nerds
Can you imagine him an Asian ninja?
Favorite PDS moment: Major hug

Ilana Goldfus
Nickname: Lana, Lan
Intrigued by: B. Girl and Li’l K
Obsessed with: Accents and awkwardness
Consumes: Grilled cheese sandwiches
Pet peeve: Parking
Favorite expression: “Not gonna lie”, “True Story”
Lost without: Crazy Jewish friends
Laughs at: Slamo the Clown
Can you imagine her a soccer mom?
Will probably end up in some random other country
Favorite PDS moment: Halloween parade

Christopher Haldane

Vikram Gupta
Nickname: Vik, Veeks, Goop
Intrigued by: Drums
Obsessed with: Sports
Consumes: Anything chocolate
Pet peeve: Vish
Favorite expression: “I bet that I can chug this whole gatorade... anybody wanna see?... anybody????”
Lost without: A basketball
Laughs at: “That’s my boat!”
- Forest Gump
Can you imagine him telling the truth?
Will probably end up a pro tennis player
Favorite PDS moment: Senior Year Halloween Parade! We won!

Hannah Heller
Nickname: Hannie
Intrigued by: Israeli boys
Obsessed with: School’s chocolate chip cookies
Consumes: Red meat
Pet peeve: When people ask to borrow something they don’t really expect to give back, like gum
Favorite expression: “Poop!”
Lost without: My advisee group
Laughs at: Hallie
Can you imagine her a nice Catholic girl?
Will probably end up in Israel
Favorite PDS moment: Squid Dissection
Travis Helm
Nickname: Rav, Thelm
Intrigued by: Fast cars
Obsessed with: Video games
Consumes: Hoagie Haven
Pet peeve: Female drivers
Favorite expression: "Redonculous"
Lost without: Jon W
Laughs at: Kevin Smith’s Antics
Can you imagine him without a Mercedes Benz?
Will probably end up somewhere in Alaska
Favorite PDS moment: Kishore’s Smiley Glasses

Kyle Hogan
Nickname: El Presidente
Intrigued by: C
Obsessed with: Cool Col
Consumes: Breakfast for lunch
Pet peeve: Redd and School Col
Lost without: The Crew and Princess Megan
Laughs at: Adventures with Pah
Can you imagine him awake in math class?
Will probably end up leader of the Free World
Favorite PDS moment: Coun-
cils with Jay

Andrew Hendrickson
Nickname: Hendi
Intrigued by: Frozen waves
Obsessed with: New Jersey
Consumes: Natural resources (deal with it hippie)
Pet peeve: False criminal charges
Favorite expression: "I can’t wait I’m going to Connecticut this weekend!”
Lost without: New Jersey Transit
Laughs at: Blitzer’s wardrobe
Can you imagine him with a crew cut?
Will probably end up working for Blitzer
Favorite PDS moment: 11:15 lunch

Pierre Hoppennot
Nickname: Pierre-Pie, French Fry
Intrigued by: Turtle turtles
Obsessed with: Asians
Consumes: Light & Fit peach yougurt, bruchetta
Pet peeve: Americans and curling
Favorite expression: “Shiza”
Lost without: Sra Marquez
Laughs at: Sra Marquez
Can you imagine him a ballerina dancer?
Will probably end up a cowboy
Favorite PDS moment: Bavi-
shi scoring the winning basket against Lawrenceville

Lauren Hinkel
Nickname: Laur, Hinkel. German
Obsessed with: Make-over shows that fail
Consumes: Chinese food, Coke, Wendy’s
Pet peeve: People who nag, de-nile
Favorite expression: “Oh baby!”
“What did I say? I wasn’t paying attention.” “That’s amazing!” “Oh dear...”
Lost without: Cat
Laughs at: A funny story for a really long time...by myself...
Can you imagine her not dis-gruntled?
Will probably end up: Living in a dumpster with 8 kids
Favorite PDS moment: Car rolling towards a ditch (with Cat in it)

Hannah Howard
Nickname: Hannah
Intrigued by: Cheese
Obsessed with: Tim IV
Consumes: Small World
Pet peeve: Republicans
Favorite expression: “You’re funny...”
Lost without: Euro
Laughs at: Ian McCue
Can you imagine her in Idaho?
Will probably end up the Pope
Favorite PDS moment: Fencing bus Truth or Dare
Colin Johnson
Nickname: Cool Col
Intrigued by: Jack, the Captain, and his parrot
Consumes: Cotton candy
Pet peeve: Crying babies
Favorite expression: “11 inches like mad”
Lost without: The Crew
Laughs at: Tweetrock
Can you imagine him working?
Favorite PDS moment: The Chase

Megan Keegan
Nickname: Meg, Meggie K, Princess
Intrigued by: Kyle’s affection for Cool Col
Obsessed with: Juicy Gossip
Consumes: Vegetarian chili with Becca
Pet peeve: Sophomore girls
Favorite expression: “I have a stomach ache...”
Lost without: Kyle
Laughs at: Anu and his “snips”
Can you imagine her playing sports?
Will probably end up the First Lady
Favorite PDS moment: Praising Tarah

Gyan Kapur
Nickname: Giani Shakur, G, Mr. Tuffy
Intrigued by: Midgets
Obsessed with: Pong, poker
Consumes: Shnacks
Pet peeve: Political correctness
Favorite expression: “I’m down like a clown”
Lost without: Facial hair
Laughs at: Everything
Can you imagine him serious?
Will probably end up a doctor
Favorite PDS moment: Major Hug

Meghan Kerwin
Nickname: Megger Kegger, Meggie
Intrigued by: The Lady in Red
Obsessed with: Ketchup
Consumes: Vito’s
Pet peeve: People who walk too fast (Chels)
Lost without: Will
Laughs at: Just about everything
Can you imagine her a hippie?
Will probably end up at the beach
Favorite PDS moment: Snow Days

Lisa Kazmierczak
Nickname: Lis, Lili
Intrigued by: Green pants
Obsessed with: JP
Consumes: Nutella
Pet peeve: ETS
Favorite expression: “Super hyper chouette!”
Lost without: A purpose
Laughs at: Pseudo-intellectuals
Can you imagine her in France?!
Will probably end up fighting crime
Favorite PDS moment: The Art History cult

Amanda King
Nickname: Manda, Manda Panda, Panda...
Intrigued by: Um... anything?
Obsessed with: Reading
Consumes: Anything Italian
Pet peeve: Normal people.
Favorite expression: “Just a little”
Lost without: The nook
Laughs at: Charlie
Can you imagine her with short hair?
Will probably end up in a library
Favorite PDS moment: Extremely tired in the corner. I laughed a lot that day :)
**Victoria Kovalchuk**

Nickname: Vika

Obsessed with: Chapstick

Consumes: Salt and candy!

Pet peeve: Liars

Favorite expression: "Yay!!!"

Lost without: My mom

Laughs at: My wacky friends

Can you imagine her with lots of free time?

Will probably end up a Russian mail order bride

---

**Jared Makrancy**

Nickname: J-Rock

Intrigued by: Phans

Obsessed with: Eating

Consumes: Steak and Potatoes

Pet peeve: Things too small for me

Favorite expression: "Get that stuff off my couch"

Lost without: My carhartt

Laughs at: Nerds

Can you imagine him in a VW Bug?

Will probably end up a florist

Favorite PDS moment: Major hug

---

**Michael Lin**

Nickname: James Wu, 6

Intrigued by: Airplanes

Obsessed with: Bad games

Consumes: Instant noodles

Pet peeve: Newbies

Lost without: Jean Luc-Picard

Laughs at: Monopoly

Can you imagine him President of the U.S. of A.?

Will probably end up a bush pilot in Inuit, NWT

---

**J-Rock**

Nickname: J-Rock

Intrigued by: Airplanes

Obsessed with: Bad games

Consumes: Instant noodles

Pet peeve: Newbies

Lost without: Jean Luc-Picard

Laughs at: Monopoly

Can you imagine him President of the U.S. of A.?

Will probably end up a bush pilot in Inuit, NWT

---

**Kaitlyn Langdon**

Nickname: Birdy Bird

Intrigued by: Hot hippie guys and the outdoors

Obsessed with: Family Guy and diet soda

Consumes: Pounds of candy with Hilary from Ricky's

Pet peeve: Bike riders on the side of the road

Favorite expression: "Hey y'all"

Lost without: Texas

Laughs at: Just about everything

Can you imagine her with her old nose?

Will probably end up living on a commune

Favorite PDS moment: When Jackie tickled me in the photo lab so much I cried

---

**Bryce Lively**

Nickname: Bryce

Intrigued by: Red 5's cat scratch

Obsessed with: Dutch trance

Consumes: Estrella 5-star

Pet peeve: Stupid people and their stupid questions

Favorite expression: "If it bleeds, we can kill it"

Lost without: Efren

Laughs at: You, all of you!

Favorite PDS moment: Graduation

---

**Yo Yo Zombie, Jazzy Yazzy**

Nickname: Yo Yo Zombie, Jazzy Yazzy

Intrigued by: Jim's nap at Wawa

Obsessed with: Playing taboo in my loft

Consumes: Tea, chocolate, and adderall

Pet peeve: Indian thugs

Favorite expression: "Wanna hear me make 3 sounds at once?"

Lost without: Chels and our shopping dates

Laughs at: Hill drop-kicking Redd out of my house

Can you imagine her a blonde who plays sports? (Meggie)

Will probably end up even more wacky

Favorite PDS moment: Playing on the pirate ship with the boys
### Rajiv Mallipudi


**Intrigued by:** Ice hockey, acting, science, exercising, jokes, and success.

**Obsessed with:** Trying to excel in everything!

**Consumes:** Protein shakes and protein bars. Oh yeah, that’s the stuff.

**Pet peeve:** People not trying hard enough and complaining about their outcome.

**Favorite expression:** “Keep it fly.”

**Lost without:** My perseverance and common sense.

**Laughs at:** Ralph’s jokes, The Simpsons, and myself.

**Can you imagine him actually being smooth with the ladies?**

**Favorite PDS moment:** June 12, 2005! Graduation, baby!

### Emma Mason

**Nickname:** Em, Mase

**Intrigued by:** Life!

**Obsessed with:** Shannon Knoll

**Consumes:** Vegemite

**Pet peeve:** Awkward silence

**Favorite expression:** “Maths” (for Larissa)

**Lost without:** Penny!

**Laughs at:** Everything

**Can you imagine her without her accent?**

**Will probably end up in Australia.**

**Favorite PDS moment:** Being stranded on the “party bus!”

### Nicholas Maloney

**Nickname:** Hoops, That Sexy Guy

**Intrigued by:** Film

**Obsessed with:** Comedy

**Consumes:** Tastykakes, pizza, fries, chicken

**Pet peeve:** Arrogance

**Favorite expression:** “Don’t just stand there, bust a move.”

**Lost without:** An iPod

**Laughs at:** Conan O’Brien

**Can you imagine him a body builder?**

**Will probably end up killed in a physics gang war**

**Favorite PDS moment:** All those crazy parties at Mrs. Bencivengo’s

### Chelsea McCue

**Nickname:** Chelly

**Intrigued by:** Katie Briody’s love life

**Obsessed with:** Donkey-work

**Consumes:** Tea, pickles, and mustard

**Pet peeve:** Bad-spellers, slow-walkers, litterbugs, POM, pretty much everything

**Favorite expression:** “Eww...that’s pervy.”

**Lost without:** Yasmin

**Laughs at:** Jim singing Alicia Keys

**Can you imagine her blonde?**

**Will probably end up Mrs. Ryan Palsho**

**Favorite PDS moment:** Jim and Chris - sugarlips

### Peter Martin

**Nickname:** Pah

**Intrigued by:** Chelsea’s rage Machine at Wegmans: Windex

**Obsessed with:** Making it to the top

**Consumes:** Colin’s artwork

**Favorite expression:** “Don’t worry about it”

**Lost without:** The Crew

**Laughs at:** Kyle’s leash

**Can you imagine him without his boys?**

**Will probably end up supporting the crew financially**

### Kaitlin Mischen

**Nickname:** Mischy

**Intrigued by:** Heart rate Machine at Wegmans: Windex

**Obsessed with:** Uncle Paul

**Consumes:** No meat, eggs, or dairy; hippy berry mix

**Pet peeve:** Snood

**Favorite expression:** “ ‘Til”, “wwyd?”

**Lost without:** Nassau

**Laughs at:** The game “Situations”

**Can you imagine her not in the nook?**

**Will probably end up having 12 children**

**Favorite PDS moment:** 02.09.04
Kristen Modzelewski
Nickname: Stupida
Intrigued by: Animal Planet, French
Obsessed with: Victoria's Secret
Consumes: Tequitos, Lo mein, bruchetta, Spaghetti-o's
Pet peeve: Liberals, junior girlfriends
Favorite expression: "Uh, just kidding...
Lost without: Prime-time soaps, the East Shore, and country music
Laughs at: Uh...everything
Can you imagine her fitting into her family?
Will probably end up as the Crocodile Hunter or with a cowboy
Favorite PDS moment: Mr. Laughlin's Kindergarten class

Sabrina Osse
Nickname: Sabby, Sab
Intrigued by: Online shopping, gossip
Obsessed with: Cleanliness, magazines at the supermarket
Consumes: Teriyaki Boy, asian snacks
Pet peeve: Parking
Favorite expression: "That's funny" and "Just kidding"
Lost without: Family, friends and moves!
Laughs at: Things for a long time after they stop being funny
Can you imagine her walking in a straight line?
Will probably end up running errands for rich people in L.A.
Favorite PDS moment: When we were running in the campus center during fencing practice and Stacy was yelling at people to run and she ran behind a column, slipped on water and fell on her face...loudly

Cecily Moyer
Nickname: Cec, Ceccy, Eiko
Intrigued by: Music
Obsessed with: Friendship bracelets
Consumes: Pepper
Pet peeve: Uphills
Favorite expression: "I'm not a playa, I just crush a lot"
Lost without: Jen
Laughs at: Popped collars
Will probably end up a Samurai warriette
Favorite PDS moment: Efren and Brittany yelling at Misha-Hawaii 2003!

Ryan Palsha
Nickname: Ryzie (Chelsea and Mom)
Intrigued by: Pete
Obsessed with: Danny Glover
Consumes: Wendy's
Pet peeve: Patrick Swayze, Pairs
Favorite expression: "We're here to kick butt and chew bubble gum, and we're all out of gum"
Lost without: D-Money
Laughs at: Jimmy's chemistry
Will probably end up at the Seiglen's
Favorite PDS moment: Every Wednesday at J-Rocks

R. Daniel O'Brien
Nickname: Danny
Intrigued by: The Secret Life of Pete
Consumes: George's
Pet peeve: Ambitious People
Lost without: TV
Laughs at: Seinfeld
Favorite PDS moment: Alex walking super far in the dark through the woods on Halloween to help me find Mike's house

Jessica Parton
Nickname: J-J-J-Jess P
Intrigued by: The mafia
Obsessed with: HiTOPS
Consumes: Buffalo fries
Pet peeves: Rude people
Favorite expression: "Wrap it before you tap it"
Lost without: Jess Burns
Laughs at: The boys
Will probably end up on Jerry Springer
Favorite PDS moment: Graduation
Larissa Pawliw
Nickname: Riss, Lyss, Rissy Muffin
Intrigued by: Whichever boy is on her mind this week
Consumes: Grilled Cheese
Pet peeve: Feet
Favorite expression: “Jerk!”
Lost without: Hilary
Laughs at: Danny
Can you imagine her living in a convent?
Will probably end up lost with her cat
Favorite PDS moment: Lying in the street with Hallie

Robert Quigley
Nickname: rQ, Quigs, Shadow
Intrigued by: Venus fly traps, Mr. T
Obsessed with: Scrabble, writing, words in general
Consumes: Jose Ole Mexi-Minis, bent spoon ice cream
Pet peeve: Squares
Favorite expression: “Okey dokey”
Lost without: Irony
Laughs at: Hanna-barbera cartoons from the 70’s, funny jokes
Can you imagine him in the military?
Will probably end up as a special guest on a late night talk show
Favorite PDS moment that time that one guy tried to throw a ball of paper into a garbage can, but hilariously missed

Stephen Pezzi
Nickname: Pezzi and D-Money
Obsessed with: The Eagles
Consumes: Green apples
Pet peeve: Yankee fans
Favorite expression: “Vegas, baby!”
Lost without: ’95 Town Car
Laughs at: Kyle and Meggie K
Can you imagine him a Cowboy fan?
Will probably end up trampled at a Super Bowl parade
Favorite PDS moment: 4th and 26th

Alexander Realmuto
Nickname: Muto the King, The Real Deal
Intrigued by: Special students
Obsessed with: Nug nugs
Consumes: Pineapple
Pet peeve: Fun
Favorite expression: “Man Up Redd”
Lost without: The Crew
Laughs at: Adventures with Pete
Can you imagine him poor?
Will probably end up in Vegas... broke
Favorite PDS moment: Sandstorm guiding me on my journey home

Jacquelyn Pisaturo
Nickname: Jackie, Jack Attack, Little One
Intrigued by: Hot Spanish guys
Obsessed with: My car
Consumes: A bottle of hairspray a day
Pet peeve: Mini vans
Favorite expression: “That’s so hot!”
Lost without: Jeff
Laughs at: Amish people
Can you imagine her being over 5 feet tall or single?
Favorite PDS moment: Bus ride for Community Service Day in 10th grade

Miriam Reed
Nickname: Mimi, Boss Lady
Intrigued by: Kids who don’t match
Obsessed with: Grand-pops
Consumes: Chocolate and plain-tain chips
Pet peeve: PDS kids
Favorite expression: “YOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!”
Lost without: Carly, Mia and Cecily
Laughs at: you...hahaha!
Will probably end up a PDS teacher
Favorite PDS moment: PDS what?
Who? Where am I???
Hilary Richards

Nickname: Hillytoast, Dumpy
Intrigued by: Juicy gossip
Obsessed with: Reality television and Vanilla Ice (both secretly)
Pet peeve: Relationships
Favorite expression: "I don't bat for that team anymore, Hilary"
-Larissa
Lost without: Rissa
Laughs at: Myself
Can you imagine her having any sense of direction?
Will probably end up a soccer mom

Anand Shah

Nickname: Dawg
Intrigued by: Coach Rodgers
Obsessed with: Philadelphia Eagles!
Consumes: The Wawa
Pet peeve: Starbucks
Favorite expression: "Hey Now"
Lost without: A sandwich, a piece of fruit, and a gatorade
Laughs at: Harriet Winslow from Family Matters
Can you imagine him a doctor?
Will probably end up a guru
Favorite PDS moment: Summer Vacation

Annalieste Rosenthal

Nickname: Ahnaleezah Crowd Pлезаz
Intrigued by: Dog hats
Obsessed with: Circus camp
Consumes: Everyone else’s Oreos
Pet peeve: “No, it’s AH-na-LEE-zah.”
Favorite expression: “Eekah”
Lost without: Wacky adventures in the great red shark
Laughs at: Saya as Machiavelli
Will probably end up running away to the circus
Favorite PDS moment: Zombie pirates

Andrew Sieglen

Nickname: Stilts, Sieggs
Intrigued by: Phish
Obsessed with: Wendy’s
Consumes: Wendy’s
Pet peeve: French people
Favorite expression: “That is ridiculous”
Lost without: PDS hockey
Laughs at: Ryan
Can you imagine him fat?
Will probably end up over 250 pounds
Favorite PDS moment: Playing American gladiators in the theater lobby; The entire day of recess in junior kindergarten

Saya Russell

Nickname: SPUR, sigh
Intrigued by: Danny’s gray hair, Camp Moz
Obsessed with: Family Guy
Consumes: mozzarella sticks and orange soda
Pet peeve: taking my food without asking
Favorite expression: “Who knows?”
Lost without: celeb gossip
Laughs at: trendy japanese girls
Can you imagine her driving?
Will probably end up: On a farm

Hallie Slamowitz

Nickname: Hals, slamo the clown
Intrigued by: B. Girl and Li’l K
Obsessed with: Lip smackers
Consumes: Caffeine and sorbitol
Pet peeve: People driving the speed limit on Pretty Brook
Favorite expression: “I have another doctor’s appointment”
Lost without: My loud voice and laugh
Laughs at: Meggie K and her sophomore girls
Can you imagine her actually going to class?
Will probably end up running away to join the circus
Favorite PDS moment: Lying in the street with Larissa
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Nickname(s)</th>
<th>Intrigued by</th>
<th>Consumes</th>
<th>Pet peeve</th>
<th>Favorite expression</th>
<th>Lost without</th>
<th>Laughs at</th>
<th>Will probably end up</th>
<th>Favorite PDS moment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jay Thornton</strong></td>
<td>Jay</td>
<td>Lots of things-</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Jay Bavishi’s beard and glasses mask</td>
<td>&quot;My friend&quot;</td>
<td>Morons, loud ones</td>
<td>People falling</td>
<td>Sucking money from rich folk</td>
<td>When Kishore’s glasses had smiley faces drawn on them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mia Turner</strong></td>
<td>Fats, Olympia</td>
<td>Lots of things-</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>&quot;My friend&quot;</td>
<td>Morons, loud ones</td>
<td>People falling</td>
<td>Sucking money from rich folk</td>
<td>When Kishore’s glasses had smiley faces drawn on them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bruce Thurman</strong></td>
<td>D-Money, Skywalker</td>
<td>Lots of things-</td>
<td>The ladies</td>
<td>The inconsumable</td>
<td>&quot;Wow!&quot;</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Avery’s jokes</td>
<td>Learning from Efren’s mistakes</td>
<td>When Kishore’s glasses had smiley faces drawn on them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Derrick Walker</strong></td>
<td>D-Money, Skywalker</td>
<td>Lots of things-</td>
<td>The ladies</td>
<td>The inconsumable</td>
<td>&quot;Wow!&quot;</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Avery’s jokes</td>
<td>Learning from Efren’s mistakes</td>
<td>When Kishore’s glasses had smiley faces drawn on them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catherine Tomasulo</strong></td>
<td>Cat</td>
<td>Lots of things-</td>
<td>Take-out</td>
<td>Frozen coke, gum, Take-out</td>
<td>&quot;Ow my (insert body part here)&quot;</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Avery’s jokes</td>
<td>Learning from Efren’s mistakes</td>
<td>When Kishore’s glasses had smiley faces drawn on them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eric Ward</strong></td>
<td>Fats, Olympia</td>
<td>Lots of things-</td>
<td>Take-out</td>
<td>Frozen coke, gum, Take-out</td>
<td>&quot;Ow my (insert body part here)&quot;</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Avery’s jokes</td>
<td>Learning from Efren’s mistakes</td>
<td>When Kishore’s glasses had smiley faces drawn on them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Hannah Waters**

Nickname: Hannie Bananie, Da #1 Stunna
Intrigued by: Dirty, long-haired boys
Obsessed with: Giant squid
Consumes: Various arthropods
Pet peeve: When people say "lol," "brb," "jk," etc.
Favorite expression: "Look, a pileated woodpecker!"
Lost without: Crazy hippie, commie kids and kids who live in the woods
Laughs at: Katie Sanderson falling
Can you imagine her clean? Will probably end up a hobbit

**Hillary Widlitz**

Nickname: Legs
Intrigued by: Christmas
Obsessed with: Jerkin'
Consumes: Tall non-fat lattes, sketchy cereal bars
Pet peeve: Short guys
Favorite expression: "That's so silly!"
Lost without: Kenny
Laughs at: Seeing Pan wearing only a boot
Can you imagine her speaking in public?
Will probably end up a bar/bat-mitzvah dancer
Favorite PDS moment: Thinking Cool Col had a kid

**Bryan Wexler**

Nickname: Bwex
Intrigued by: People
Obsessed with: Making people happy
Consumes: Anything kosher
Pet peeve: Ignorance and not being prepared
Favorite expression: "Enjoy life! This is not a dress rehearsal!"
Lost without: Family
Laughs at: A lot of things
Can you imagine him being mean to someone? Will probably end up a rabbi
Favorite PDS moment: "Sermon on the Mount" on Madrigals retreat

**Jonathan Wilson**

Nickname: Skeletor, Whalter Cronkite, Mookie, Hon, June, Juan, Poncho, Voldy, Johnny no cleats
Intrigued by: Mullets
Consumes: Chuck's
Favorite expression: "Clearly..."
Lost without: The Helms
Laughs at: Kevin Smith playing loud rap
Can you imagine him with a professional career?
Will probably end up a ski bum
Favorite PDS moment: Water fountain fun
New and exciting opportunities arise for upper schoolers each year. Whether it be joining a club, taking a class, or working on a project, students are always trying something new. Freshmen become acquainted with the Upper School, while Sophomores prepare for their infamous research papers. Juniors begin to look into their futures and Seniors prepare to graduate and discover even greater opportunities as they leave PDS and pursue new things.
Class of 2006

Andrew Babick  Christopher Baker  Amelia Baxter-Stoltzfus

Amy Blatterfein  David Blitzer  Emily Bloom  Allison Brill

Patrick Briody  Clark Bristol  Asante Brooks  Katherine Cara

Marissa Carberry  Laurie Cartwright

Above: (L-R) Ian McCue, Sabrina Basu, and Shira Concool
Above: (L-R) Jared Tepper and Aaron Sashihara practice their chess moves in the theater lobby.

Zachary Cherry
Mary Ellen Cook
Alissa Crea
Daniel D'Argenio
Andrew Davidson
Salvatore Drago
Leonie Emde
Rebecca Fein

Jason Ferree
Mendy Fisch
Julia Foster
Rebecca Freedholm
Above: Matt Weinstock catches up on some reading outside of the Upper School Library.

Rebecca Gallagher
Andrew Godwin
Tanvi Goel
David Gordon

Charlie Hamlin
Garrett Helm
Misha Hill
Jon Hoffmann

Katie James
Anuva Kalawar
Elizabeth Kessler-Taub

Above: Ian McCue shows off his fangs.
and Amelia Baxter-Stoltzfus pause on their way to class.

Above: (L-R) Becky Gallagher and Amelia Baxter-Stoltzfus pause on their way to class.

Above: (L-R) Kris Tomlinson, Vinnie Murthy, and Elizabeth Kessler-Taub

Esther Kim

Craig Knowlton

Alexander Kowalski

Logan Laughlin

John Lehmann

Courtney Leopold

Amanda Levy

John Maher
Above: Vinnie Murthy studies in the hallway

Melissa Marks

Sara Martin

Juliette Mason

Ian McCue

Patrick McDonald

Caitlin McPhaden

Conor Meara

Sarah Mischner

Frederick Mittnacht

Jeffrey Moll

Left: (L-R) Jon Siani and Andrew Davidson

Right: (L-R) David Blitzer gives his friend, Andy Babick, a leg-up.
Above: (Sitting L-R) Gwen Shockey and Sarah Mischner (Standing L-R) Tanvi Goel, Beth Wei, Esther Kim, and Misha Hill
Above: (L-R) Anuva Kalawar, Allison Brill, and Matt Weinstock catch up on homework in the Upper School Library.

Aaron Sashihara

Adam Savitsky

Leslie Shapiro

Neil Sharma

Sanjeev Sharma

Alexandra Shechtel

Arielle Shipper

Gwen Shockey

Jon Siani

Kevin Smith

Above: (L-R) Katie James, Charlie Hamlin, and Kevin Smith
Above: Charlie Turndorf makes a face as he smushes Kaitlin Mischner (XII).

Above: (L-R) Garrett Helm and Becca Fein

Jordan Soriot    Seth Stein    Adam Sussman    Hannah Tamminen

Jared Tepper    Arvind Thambidurai    Kristen Tomlinson    Charles Turndorf
Above: (L-R) Julie Foster and Katie James

Elizabeth Wei
Matthew Weinstock
Colin Wollack
Jonathon Zindman

Not Pictured:
Sabrina Basu
Jessica Cellars
David Gordon
Hannah Lemmonick
Rebecca Stanko
Melissa Wong

Above: (L-R) Jess Rich, Katy Cara, and Sara Martin

Left: (L-R)
Marissa Carberry and Sabrina Basu

Right: (L-R)
Seth Stein, Neil Sharma, and Jordan Soriot
Above: Charlie Turndorf in his King Arthur costume for the Halloween Parade.

Above: (L-R) Arielle Shipper and Marissa Carberry

Above: (L-R) Katy Cara and Mary Peters

Above: (L-R) Beth Wei tries to hide as her friends, Elizabeth Kessler-Taub and Gwen Shockey, laugh at her.

Above: (L-R) Mike Sarvary and Kiran Vepuri hanging out in the front hallway.

Left: Ian McCue dresses up for school.

Right: (L-R) Katy Cara, Sara Martin, and Fred Mittnacht
Above: (L-R) Cait McPhaden, Ellen Cook, Jess Cellars, Sara Martin, Mary Peters, and Katy Cara

Above: (L-R) Vinnie Murthy and Zach Cherry help each other out with homework.

Above: (L-R) Madeleine Rosenberg, Jake Waters, and Chris Baker

Above: (L-R) Kevin Smith, Kiran Vepuri, Andy Babick, and Andrew Davidson

Above: Dan D'Argenio

Above: (L-R) Ally Brill and Anuva Kalawar

Above: (L-R) Misha Hill and Esther Kim
Above: (L-R) Tanvi Goel, Madeleine Rosenberg, Conor Meara, Amelia Baxter-Stoltzfus, and Rebecca Freedholm get cozy near the theater lobby.

Above: (L-R) Charlie Turndorf and Sarah Mischner

Above: (L-R) Jake Waters and Zach Cherry hanging out in the Upper School Computer Lab.

Above: (L-R) Dan Rathausen, Hannah Tamminen, and David Blitzer

Left: Matt Weinstein ponders.

Right: (L-R) Jess Rich, Mike Sarvary, Laurie Cartwright, and Marissa Carberry hang out in the theater lobby.
Mohammad Beizaipour

Claire Aisup

Nicole Auerbach

David Beard

Neal Bhatia

Jacquelyn Bowen

Kyle Brinster

Caitlin Briody

David Brownschidle

Kristina Budelis

Maria Cannavo

Ashley Chappo

Jonathon Chow

Above: (L-R) Nikhil Sudhakar, Maddie Ferguson, Krissy Garber, Michael Hartnack, and Kyle Brinster
Above: (L-R) Charles Yarborough, Mark Milner, and Jonathon Chow stop on their way to class for a quick group hug.
Above: (Clockwise from left) Vish Gupta, Jonathon Sydlo, and Derek Mayer

Above: Olivia Stoker escapes the noise of Shepherd Commons to read outside.
Above: (L-R) Last-minute studying in Shepherd Commons.

Keely Langdon

Chase Langdon

Jessica Lee

Yannick LeJacq

Christopher Lim

Anna Liu

Derek Mayer

John McSorley

Gerardo Melendez

Blair Miller

Left: (L-R)
Jenny LaMotte
and Aniella Perold

Right: (L-R)
Rachel Heller
and Samantha Morris
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Above: Members of the Sophomore class enjoy their free time in Shepherd Commons.
Above: (L-R) Rachel Heller, Chase Langdon, and Devin Ershow strike a pose on their way to Chemistry class.

Nikhil Sudhakar  Kevin Suyo  Jonathon Sydlo  John Tomasulo

Above: Justin Mimmo takes a power nap during a free period in Shepherd Commons.

Above: (L-R) Ben Turndorf and Alec Gabin
Above: (L-R) Mark Millner and Vish Gupta look happy as they head towards the Campus Center for lunch.

Above: (L-R) Justin Mimmo and James Weeks (with Jonathon Sydlo walking behind them)
Above: (L-R) Justin Mimmo and Sophie Guild

Above: Oliver Elbert in costume for the Halloween Parade.

Above: Taylor Quilty concentrates on his homework while listening to music in the middle of Shepherd Commons.

Above: (L-R) Julia Karl, Jenny LaMotte, and Emily Kossow

Above: (L-R) Molly Gallagher and Brittany Hogan

Not Pictured:
Kate Cohen
Armando Davis
Andrew Elkin
Christopher Ellinghausen
Joseph Horowitz
Robert Marshall

Mark Millner
Zachary Shechtel
Eden Williams
Julie Worthington
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Left: Charles Yarborough gives his classmates a thumbs up.

Right: (L-R) Alexandra Fizer, Molly Gallagher, David Beard, Ben Turndorf, and Olivia Stoker do homework together in Shepherd Commons.
Above: (L-R) Andrea Spector, Shilpa Reddy, Kimberly Fanok, and Meaghan Phipps

Above: (L-R) Brittany Hogan and Alexandra Fizer show off their Hollister gear.

Above: (L-R) Marie Cannavo, Maddie Ferguson, and Katie Briody

Above: (L-R) John McSorley, Oliver Elbert, and Katie Hartnack

Above: (L-R) Ashley Chappo and Andrea Plasko

Above: (L-R) Eden Williams, Ross Worthington, and Elyssa Feder

Above: (L-R) Alicia Siani and Elizabeth Morgan
Above: (L-R) Jacquelyn Bowen and Emily Kossow

Above: (L-R) Brett DePace, David Brownshindle, and Jon Chow

Above: (L-R) Justin Mimmo and Allie Crouse

Above: (L-R) Ben Turndorf, Alec Gabin, Jon Chow, and Daniel Gentile

Above: (L-R) Julie Worthington, Nick Sudhakar, Katie Hartnack, and Meg Francfort

Left: GJ Melen dez catches up on some reading.

Right: (L-R) Jenna Dodds, Mark Millner, and Ali Hiller have a late breakfast during a free.
Class of 2008

Noni Ammidon  Corey Batt  Lauren Berk

Carson Bird  Mark Brennan  Katherine Brossman  Theodore Brown

Erin Burns  Graeme Carvin  Matthew Castello  Elisabeth Cichonski

James Cole  Emily Cook

Above: (L-R) Lindsey Mischner, Eliza Curtis, and Alexandra Davidson-Palmer
Above: Members of the freshman class in their usual hang-out, Shepherd Commons.
Above: (Front Row L-R) Antoine Hoppenot, Emmeline Morehouse, and Hannah Epstein (Back Row L-R) Clinton O'Brien and Jordan Mickens

Tova Ferstenberg
Benjamin Fisch

Nicholas Ford
Susanne Fortunato

Gregory Francfort
Issac Geltzer
Kaila Gervasio
Tessica Glancey

Jenna Glass
Julie Gordon

Above: (L-R) Erin Burns and Sarah Schwartz get some work done during a study hall.
Above: (L-R) Marlyse Jost-Mazzeo and Samantha Paz are all smiles as the school day ends and they head back to their lockers in Shepherd Commons to pack up their bags.

Above: (L-R) Leah Lefebvre, Jordan Mickens, and Aditya Kulkarni
Above: (L-R) Erik Donovan, David McCourt, and Theo Brown

Above: (L-R) Brodie Sanford, David Holland, Andrew Ojeda, and Clinton O'Brien

Steward Johnson

Veronica Jordan-Davis

Marlyse Jost-Mazzeo

Aditi Juneja

Taylor Kenyon

Aditya Kulkarni

Tammy Lam

Jeffrey Landy

Left: (L-R) Katherine Brossman and Emily Exter

Right: (L-R) Alon Debiche and Emmeline Morehouse
Above: (Sitting L-R) Theo Brown and Remy Gunn (Standing L-R) Aditya Kulkarni, Mike Malyn, CJ Martino, Kevin Shannon, Brodie Sanford, and David Janhofer
Above: (L-R) Emmeline Morehouse, Marlyse Jost-Mazzeo, Kimberly Narol, Samantha Paz, and Katherine Brossman

Emmeline Morehouse
Jordan Mickens
Lindsey Mischner

Emmeline Morehouse
Patrick Murphy

Kimberly Narol
Clinton O'Brien
Katherine O'Brien
Andrew Ojeda

Michael Olorunnisola
Matthew Oresky

Above: (L-R) Matthew Greek, Warren Wilson, David McCourt, Raquel Perlman, and Steward Johnson
Above: (L-R) Trevor Hummel and Sam Radomy stage a friendly fight.

Above: (L-R) Pamela Lee and Katie O'Brien do some work on the floor of Shepherd Commons.
Left: (L-R) Cady Osgood-Otis and Jenna Glass

Right: (L-R) Julian Lee and Theo Brown get some work done during study hall.
Above: (L-R) Isaac Geltzer, Michael Olorunisula, Philip Stadulis, and David Holland

Above: (L-R) Raquel Perlman, Steward Johnson, and Elisabeth Cichonski

Above: (L-R) Rebecca Tamayo, Peter Travers, Warren Wilson, and Caitlin Wollack

Right: Theo Brown, James Cole, Dave McCourt, and Remy Gunn

PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE

PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE

PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE

PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE

PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE

Jeffrey Young
Above: (L-R) Steward Johnson, Elisabeth Cichonski, Erik Dnovan, Nick Ford, and Warren Wilson

Above: (L-R) Noni Ammidon and Meghan Shapiro

Above: Freshmen boys hanging out in Shepherd Commons.

Above: (L-R) Leah Lefebvre, Emily Cook, Samantha Paz, and Emily Exter

Above: (L-R) Corey Batt, Warren Wilson, Raquel Perlman, and Pat Murphy

Above: (L-R) Diana D'Argenio, Caitlin Wollack, and Eric Czapka

Above: (L-R) Matthew Greek, Caitlin Wollack, and Nick Ford
Above: (L-R) Leah Lefebvre and Noni Ammidon

Above: (L-R) Aditya Kulkarni, Warren Wilson, David Janhoffer, and Evan Sachs

Left: (L-R) Kim Narol and Emily Cook

Right: (L-R) Meghan Shapiro, Jessica Remington, Lauren Berk, Julia Salem, and Lydia Emery

Above: (L-R) Philip Stadulis and Dave McCourt

Above: (L-R) Caitlin Wollack, Justine Drago, and Eric Czapka

Above: (Front row L-R) Hannah Epstein and Tammy Lam (Back row L-R) Jordan Mickens, Pam Lee, Suzanne Fortunato, CJ Martino, and Alexandra Pike
Middle School
Middle School is a time of transitions. No longer children, but not quite adults, middle schoolers are on the edge of two worlds. While in middle school, students begin to mature and with the help of faculty, friends, and advisors, they form into unique individuals that are ready to face the Upper School.
Above: (Front row L-R) Ginny Stattman, Brielle Manley, Mariel Jenkins, Hilary Zipperstein, Lindsay Becker, and Mr. Vinikoor (Middle row L-R) Nick Vik, Alexandria Clint, Sam D'Angelo, Dan Altman, James Patteson, and Georgia Travers (Back row L-R) Amy Straus, Nashalys Rodriguez, Alex Phipps, Max Popkin, Danny Savitzky, and Dana Miller
Not pictured: Ms. Hoang and Ben Stadulis

Above: (Front row L-R) Erika Fritz, Charlotte Lescroart, Una Graonic, Julia Realmuto, Alison Sorrentino, Callie Bird, and Sarah Matthes (Middle row L-R) Ilana Sigal, Kiran Gollakota, Brian Fishbein, Dylan Dreher, Caitlin Gribbin, and Mrs. Yakoby (Back row L-R) Mr. Reeve, Jake Felton, Michael Fishman, Juan Carlos Melendez, Alex Crook, Nick Baker, and Ian Kar
Above: (Front row L-R) Rebecca Lavinson, Cami Linville, Gabi Rodriguez, Dana Modzelewski, Blair Capriotti, and Sam Tydings (Middle row L-R) Grant Soyka, Brooke Olsson, Emily Carr, Jeremy Brinster, Lindsay White, Emily Waters, and Mr. Wood (Back row L-R) Natalie Heker, Ayana Williams, Chris Remington, and Nick Lehmann
Not pictured: Ms. Manno and Greg Dool

Above: (Front row L-R) Francesca Behling, Grier Stockman, Emily Doll, Marla Jalbut, Adam Arevalo, Justin Shechtel, and Mrs. Zarzecki (Middle row L-R) Mr. Campbell, Ashley Smoots, Elena Bowen, Charlotte Miller, David Greek, Blake Backinoff, Sam Starkey, and Sam Chertock (Back row L-R) Niki Asimacopoulos, Chris Ross, Ali Alam, Vinay Trivedi, and Alexander Berger
Not pictured: Mr. Higgins
Above: (Front row L-R) Tracy Rosen, Lovika Kalra, Sara Katz, Courtland Lackey, Nina Limaye, and Rachel Manning (Middle row L-R) Mrs. Westrick, Taylor Caligaris, Cody Exter, Lucas Miller, Danny Khan, Nick Rossi, Maris Wood, Jessica Weiner, and Ms. Grigger (Back row L-R) Alex Gluck, Ethan Geltzer, Charlie Behling, Will Payne, Chris Gibson, and Dan Tully

Above: (Front row L-R) Coco Sednaoui, Victoria Maloney, Dana Lerner, Dina Sharon, Pragya Pandey, and Stephanie Sydlo (Middle row L-R) Mr. Howe, Adrienne Esposito, Denzel Rice, Robert Liu, Clio Maudlin, Tom McDonough, Gretchen LaMotte, and Mrs. Terry (Back row L-R) Alex Miragaya, Owen Haney, Jon Maddalone, Theo Buchsbaum, Dan Shipper, and Sam Roskos
Above: (Front row L-R) Theo Casey, Lauren Chen, Shira Karsen, Alexandra Feuer, Eliza Hanson, and Ellis Ratner (Middle row L-R) Mr. Marcuard, Jen Auerbach, Jason Kilbourne, Jonathan Scott, Emilie Hamel, John Kotheimer, and Mrs. Daly-Rouse (Back row L-R) Matthew Mantell, Maura O'Brien, Aidan Eply-Schmidt, Amory Hare, Ryan Adams, and Anna Otis

Above: (Front row L-R) Robert Zindman, Kelsey Burns, Savannah Hecker, Henry Barrett, Megan Davis, Courtney Sackey, and Nishant Nair (Middle row L-R) Mrs. Bodel, Evan Quinn, Christopher Beard, Boris Shkuta, Jade Myers, Kayla Bostwick, and Mr. Holland (Back row L-R) Neil Karandikar, David Cutler-Kreutz, Carl Mitchell, Ken Holzhammer, and Dylan Kelly
6th Grade

Above: (Front row L-R) Theresa Gebert, Ashley Hudson, Jane Coates, Allie DeCandia, Bailey Richards, and Sydney Gecie (Middle row L-R) Ms. Cohen, Chris Bonnaig, Will Kearney, Jake Kramer, Danny Kossow, Aaron Shavel, and Mrs. von Mayerhauser (Back row L-R) Parker Russo, Meade Atkeson, Maya Anjur-Dietrich, and Jonathan Rigby

Above: (Front row L-R) Matthew Garry, Simone Christen, Brandon Karpf, Eric Falcon, Rebecca Wong, Claire Stanton, and Mr. Brandt (Middle row L-R) Mrs. Soloway, Kevin Francort, Sam Botstein, Sarah Lipkin, Lea Brown, and Sydney Altmeyer (Back row L-R) A.J. Yost, Sanibel Chai, Perry McCarthy, Jeremy Lu, and Matthew Wasser
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Above: (Front row L-R) Jamie Lohwater, Evan Seto, Dane Carberry, and Cason Crane (Middle row L-R) Mrs. Reichlin, Will Powers, Alison Frieder, Katherine Elliott-Moskwa, Alexandra McCourt, Alexandra Sherman, Samanatha Schaeffer, and Mrs. Beckford (Back row L-R) Brandon Adams, Robby Smukler, Sam Kelly, Nicole Heker, Alexa Manley, and Cara Sunberg

Above: (Front row L-R) Lexie Davis, Sydney Jenkins, Katie Gibson, Valerie Pearl, Kerry Dillon, and Jacqui Stevens (Middle row L-R) Bobby Doll, Dan Reynolds, Jessica Frieder, Katharine Schade, Caylin Brahaney, Skye Samse, and Mrs. Strauss-Debenedetti (Back row L-R) Alex Ioffreda, Jacob Kaufman, Marcus Vik, and Jeffrey Berger

Not pictured: Mrs. Sugarman and Mrs. Lang
5th Grade

Above: (Front row L-R) Caitlin Dwyer, Natalie Bell, Eric Powers, Mason O’Brien, and Abby Hanson (Middle row L-R) Ms. Ballinger, Hannah Taggart, Sarah Godwin, Michael Kilgore, Andre Bonk, and Mrs. Ortiz (Back row L-R) Kevin Petrovic, Sam Share-Raab, Matthew Gluck, Walker Ward, Hunt Griffith, Charlotte Williams, and Nic Banks

Above: (Front row L-R) Ms. Holland, Connor Gibson, Oren Karsen, Patrick Wood, Dina Debenedetti, Alexander Zink, Jessica Castello, and Mr. Atkeson (Middle row L-R) Peter Powers, Matthew Kilgore, Spencer Baldwin, Olivia Burt, Alyssa Maddalone, and Julia Miller (Back row L-R) Dylan Quigley, Jacob Eisenberg, Krishna Iyer, Tom Keegan, James Sanderson, and Paul Quigley
5th Grade

Above: (Front row L-R) Mrs. Hero, Katharina Gebert, Carly Ozarowski, Jasmin Smoots, Emily Janhoff, Bailey Outerbridge, and Mr. Madani (Middle row L-R) Brit Bucklee, Jessica Goldberg, Sara Stadulis, Will Baker, and Harold Scheeren (Back row L-R) Anthony Norcott, Eliza Becker, Hunter Hecker, and Garret Jensen
Not pictured: Adriana Van Manen

Above: (Front row L-R) Joyce Chu, Sarah Peterson, Janie Smukler, Zachary Lawrence, and Brooks Backinoff (Middle row L-R) Ms. Smith, Marissa Applegate, Lily Halpern, Andre Danko, Jenna Fritz, and Mrs. Miller (Back row L-R) Rujul Zaparde, Steven Tydings, and Yasin Damji
Not pictured: Zachary Miller and Taylor Russo
Lower School
On the edge of Discovery...

Whether playing on the playground or learning about animals, lower school is all about discovery! From Junior kindergarten to Fourth grade, PDS students are able to explore and learn new and exciting things everyday!
Left: (Front row L-R) Hannah Latham, Jade Kann, Betsy Sednaoui, Zeeza Cole, Isha Rahman, and Corrine Urisko (Middle row L-R) Jack Kenyon, Bobby Madani, Natesa Bland, Jordan Lerner, and Willy Cara (Back row L-R) Mrs. Hart, Lauren Paneyko, George Asimacopoulos, David Crane, Jack Laylin, and Olivia Kelly

Right: (Front row L-R) Matthew Cavuto, Michelle Heker, Mary Atkeson, Colby White, Kalyn Altmeyer, and MacCallum Robertson (Middle row L-R) Mrs. Peifer, Owen Fay, Cionna Rosenthal, Megan McRae-Spearman, Ben Bristol, Emily Clippinger, and Katie Reynolds (Back row L-R) Spencer Mooney Ben Weiner, Brendan Hunt, and Alex Gould

Left: (Front row L-R) Carolyn Kossow, Camryn Yurchisin, Jillian Kelly, Sarah Spencer, Emily Seto, and Katie Hamrick (Middle row L-R) Mrs. Gladstone, Jay Karandikar, Vivake Pandey, Kendra Clark, Jonas Kaufman, Selena Seay-Reynolds, and Chloe Johnson (Back row L-R) Conrad Denise, Fahad Jamal, Henry Drago, and Jack Brickner
Left: (Front row L-R) Emma Quigley, Eloise Stanton, Shayna McClure, and Elizabeth Gudgel (Middle row L-R) Mrs. Bird, Sophie Miller, Hadley Jacobson, Dennis Woo, Molly Wood, Caroline Doll, Sarah Brennan, David Laub, Sean Hudson, and Mr. McLean (Back row L-R) Zachary Banks, Connor Adams, Harrison Paszamant, and Griffin Mario

Right: (Front row L-R) Molly O'Brien, Julia Christen, Lindsey Lui, Abby Sharer, and Lucy Linville (Middle row L-R) Mrs. Rizza, Zachary Freedman, Jack Sheridan, Allison Mascioli, David Takacs, Harrison Okun, and Simeon Spencer (Back row L-R) Blake Lieberman, Taylor Fasolo, Bianca Moreno-Paz, Brandon Glover, and Katie Edelblut

Right: (Front row L-R) Emma Rosenthal, Mimi Matthews, Phoebe Hare, Chelten Legget, and Jeremy Berman (Middle row L-R) Mr. Cohen, Mathias Rios, Sarah Bonakdar, Michael Tucker, Mary Travers, Avery Racine, and Mallory Richards (Back row L-R) Perry Hanson, Brian Booth, Matthew Pearl, and Sam Shannon
Left: (Front row L-R) Renita Zaparde, Cierra Moore, Abril Rios, Shana Mimnaugh, Hailey Matthews, and Ashley Cavuto (Middle row L-R) Carter Sednaoui, Kyra Mason, Benjamin Gould, Michael Zhao, and George Cole (Back row L-R) Ms. Atkeson, Sammy Noden, Teddy Martilla, Kenny Shaw, and Kyle Russo

Right: (Front row L-R) Lydia Choi, Sanjay Levinson, Gracie Raterman, Maxwell Razzaghi Taylor Smith, and Elaynah Jamal (Middle row L-R) Mr. Laughlin, Breyel Walker, Peter Shannon, Maxwell Maudlin, and Coby Gibson (Back row L-R) Stefan Kassem, JD Slattery, Caitlyn Delaney, Jillian Share-Raab, and Daphne Stanton

Not pictured: Asianna Hall

Left: (Front row L-R) Lily Goldsmith, Katelyn Takacs, Sarah Vacek, and Abigail Atkeson (Middle row L-R) Kyle Robbins, Mrs. Siegel, Shahin Damji Quincy Hill, Catie Higgins, Jack Amaral, and Addy Shannon (Back row L-R) Christopher Suarez, Jonah Lubin, Paris Campbell, Nicholas Jain, and Benjamin Dodge

Not pictured: Vasya Paushkin
Junior
Kindergarten

Above: (Front row L-R) Justin Herrup, Malia Leveson, Josie Cook, and Annika Goldman (Middle row L-R) Olivia Sheridan, Mrs. Trapp, Christian Brune Sidney Spencer, and Mary Schafer, and Elizabeth Brennan (Back row L-R) Mali Dun, Damien Robbins, Miles Thompson, and Carnie Bragg
Not Pictured: Caitlin Tucker
Faculty
At PDS, we are fortunate enough to be surrounded by a faculty that is supportive and dedicated to providing us with a superb education. Our teachers are always going to extremes to make us excel and to prepare us for our futures. Their creative tactics encourage us to work harder. With projects that range from the Physics Bridge to the Sophomore Research Paper to Poetry Readings, Shakespeare recitals and trips to the Met, our faculty is always thinking of new ways to stimulate our minds!
Admission

Left: (Clockwise from left) Hilary Griffith, Kelly Dun, Brian Beale, Lisa Smoots, Jessica Katz, and Allison Price

Business Office

Right: (L-R) Edward Matakas, Phillis Finn, Cindy Stadulis, Mary Ann Bass, and Chris Patterson

Administrative Team

Left: (Front row L-R) John Levandowski, Kelly Dun, and Andy Hamlin (Back row L-R) Carlton Tucker, Dean Jacoby, Cindy Stadulis, John Ora, and Warren Gould
Not pictured: Judy Fox and Dina Bray
Head of School

Above: Judy Fox

Division Heads

Above: (L-R) Dina Bray, John Ora, and Carlton Tucker

Administrative Assistants

Left: (L-R) Dianna Frey, Marie Shock, Barbara Brent, Diane Gigliotti, and Wendy Varga

Development

Right: (L-R) Rebecca Baumgold, Andy Hamlin, Stephanie Briody, Ann Wiley, Doreen Weinberg, Dolores Wright, Karen Dubrule, Margery Miller, Jenna Hilton, Kathy Schulte, and Chris Leyda
Not pictured: Sandra Rapp
Upper School Deans

Left: (L-R) George Sanderson, Matt Levinson, Denise Bencivengo, and Sarah Latham

Right: (L-R) Deborah Sugarman and Donna Zarzecki

Upper School History and Religion

Right: (Front row L-R) Bill Stoltzfus, Howie Powers, Matt Levinson, and David Freeholm (Back row L-R) Mark Mazzenga, Peter Green, Eamon Downey, and George Sanderson
Not pictured: Daniel Skvir

Upper School English

Left: (Front row L-R) Susan Stein, Liz Cutler, Barbara Walker, and Judy Michaels (Back row L-R) Gabriel Behringer, Thomas Quigley, David LaMotte, Kate Winton, and Mary Williams
Upper School Foreign Language

Right: (Clockwise from left) Helen Bodel, Todd Gudgel, Doug McLane, Irene Klewin Denise Bencivengo, Edem Afemeku, Cecilia Marquez, Marie-Cecile Vidican, and Annie Gibson

Upper School Math

Left: (L-R) Lisa Riker, Cheryl Sholl, John Baldwin, James Walker, Harvey Lee, Robert Singerman, William Asch, and Sarah Latham

Upper School Science

Right: (Lying across) Jen Seshadri (Front row L-R) Barbara Maloney, William Crum, and Thomas Palma (Back row L-R) Steve Gadd, Anthony Lapinski, and Carlos Cara
Middle School History and Humanities

Left: (L-R) Jeff Vinikoor, Beth Yakoby, Amy Beckford, Bette Soloway, Adam Holland, and Sybil Holland
Not Pictured: Eleanor Hero and Howie Powers

Middle School English

Right: (Front row L-R) Kim Ballinger, Bette Soloway, Katy Terry, and Susan Daly-Rouse (Back row L-R) Sybil Holland, Amy-Beckford, Adam Holland, and Eleanor Hero

Middle School Foreign Language

Left: (L-R) Lena Askesjo, Adriana Gaiersert, Helen Bodel, Yves Marcuard, Leah Smith, Peter Wood, and Tonhu Hoang
Middle School Science

Right: (L-R) Jack Madani, Dave Reeve, Maryann Ortiz, Silvia Strauss-Debenedetti, Jane Grigger, and Barbara von Mayrhauser

Middle School Math

Left: (Front row L-R) Lisa Webber, Maryann Ortiz, Arlene Cohen, Barbara von Mayrhauser, and Peter Brandt (Back row L-R) Jack Madani, Dave Reeve, John Howe, and Donna Zarzecki

Lower School Faculty

Right: (Front row L-R) Krista Atkeson, Merryl Gladstone, Dina Bray, Marie Shepard-Hogshire, Tara Quigley, Emily Gallagher, Bonnie Hunter, Susan Ferguson, Shelley Goldsmith, Holly Moraitis, and Chris Hart (Middle row L-R) Betsy Rizza, Andrea Schafer, Tina Dadian, Gabriela Salazar, Jen Gallagher, Paula Siegel, Sue Carty, Aaron Schomburg, Laurie Curtis, Laurie Parker, and Betsy Trapp (Back row L-R) Karen Pike, Cindy Peifer, Lori Ott, Jenny Mischner, Daniel Cohen, Paris McLean, and Jim Laughlin

Not pictured: Jan Bird, Marjie Laughlin, and Judy Williams
Fine Arts

Left: (Standing L-R) Gabriela Salazar, Tina Dadian, Monika Jaeckle, Susan Reichlin, David Burkett, Jody Erdman, and Aren Irwin (In forest L-R) Jerry Hirniak and Debbie Manno (Sitting) Eileen Hohmuth-Lemonick

Music and Performing Arts

Right: (L-R) Amy Zakar, Laurie Altman, Shalini Sekhar, Shannon Dougherty, Andrea Schafer, Ross Hindley, Deborah Sugarman, and Jan Westrick Not pictured: Bryce Hayes and Tomasz Rzeczycki

Library

Left: (L-R) Jenny Mischner, Cathie Miller, Jody Gerlock, Janet Mayo, and Janet Dickson
Technology

Right: (Clockwise from left) Don Slabicki, Pheobe Reed, Steve Bailey, Dean Acquaviva, James Atkeson, and Bonnie Hunter

Physical Education and Health

Left: (L-R) Ted Harrington, Mark Adams, Trese Lang, Jill Thomas, Jerome Campbell, and Peter Higgins
Not pictured: Gail Gomez and Charles Fetter

Athletics

Right: (L-R) Carol Koiro, Harry Rulon-Miller, Harry Dearden, John Levandowski, Ted Harrington, and Holly Fewkes
Custodial Staff

Left: (L-R) Luis Camacho, Ruth Martinez, Maria Theresa Carrero, Merle Wharton, Ramon Padovani, Francisco Vicuna, Burce Devlin, Taylor Marrow, Scott Rogers, Russell Stackhouse, and Orelia Barrentos
Not pictured: Raul Lopez

Food Services

Right: (Front row L-R) Yohana Villegas, Marisol Ferreira, Debra Walters, Marie Kennedy, Krissy Gollinott (Back row L-R) Tonya Polash, Anette McFadden, Elle Johnson, Betty Polash, Irene Handeland, and Fred Hostick
Not pictured: Ellen Esposito, Nancy Pike, and Betty Snead

Buildings and Grounds

Left: (Front row L-R) Mitchell Smith, Kurt Ludwig, and Tim Leary (Middle row L-R) Ricky Lenz, John Maier, Butch Riley, and Holly Lehmann (Back row L-R) Steve Storey, Jose Delgado, and Chris Devlin
Not pictured: Byron Thompson and Willie Wade
College Guidance

Above: (L-R) Dean Jacoby, Andrea Antonson, and Daniel Skvir

Summer Programs

Above: (L-R) Mark Adams and Amy Nulman

On Sabbatical

Above: Paul Epply-Schmidt

Above: Bev Gallagher

Above: Gwen Reed

Diversity Coordinator

Interns

Right: (L-R) Gabriela Salazar and Paris McLean

Not pictured: Laurie Ott and Holly Moraitis
School Nurse

Above: Holly Javick

Security

Above: George Visokay

Learning Specialists

Above: Elisa Matthes
Not pictured: Roslyn Vanderbilt and Kimberly Ballinger

School Counselor

Above: Robert Tuckman

Academic Affairs

Warren Gould
Registrar

Above: Irene Klewin

Homework Club

Above: Heather Hall

Stay and Play Program

Above: Heidi Spillman, Robert Huffman, and Eva Jackson

Bookstore

Dave Movsovich
Events
On the edge of Tradition ...

From the Candlelight Ceremony to the all school gathering for the Thanksgiving Assembly, PDS is a place of longstanding traditions. Although one of the school's most sought after events, the Halloween Challenge, was permanently removed this year, a Halloween Parade filled the void and will serve as a new tradition in the years to come. The continuation of traditions keeps our community strongly united and ties us to the past.
The 2004 Prom was an unforgettable experience. Hosted by the class of 2005, the Prom was held at the Trenton War Memorial elaborately decorated to fit a Hollywood theme. After dancing the night away to a terrific DJ, students headed back to PDS to celebrate even more at the Candyland themed post-prom. Students left the prom with so many amazing memories that will last a lifetime.
On Right: (L-R) Meg Kerwin (XII) and Will Denise (XII).

Far Right: (L-R) Kristina Costa (XII) and Travis Helm (XII)

On Right: (L-R) Front row: Bryan Wexler's date, Sabrina Osse (XII), Stacy Dubov (XII) and date; Back row: Bryan Wexler (XII), Catherine Tomasulo (XII) and date.

On Right: (L-R) Meg Kerwin (XII) and Will Denise (XII).

Above: (L-R) Kendal Bushnell (XII), Yasmin Malhotra (XII), Hillary Widlitz (XII), and Saya Russell (XII)

Below: (L-R) Steve Pezzi (XII), Kyle Hogan (XII), Colin Johnson (XII), Chris Haldane (XII), and Derrick Walker (XII)

Below: (L-R) Matt Cuneo (MIA)(XII), Katie Chomiak (MIA)(XII), Viktoriya Kovalchuk (XII), Bruce Thurman (XII), Cecily Moyer (XII), Anallie Rosenthal (XII), Robert Quigley (XII), Anu Shah (XII) and date.
This year started off with another successful and momentous Community Service Day. The freshmen and sophomore classes spent the day at the Hillside Food Bank, sorting and packaging food, while the junior class took part in workshops led by Homefront, a nonprofit organization fighting homelessness in New Jersey. The senior class spent the day at Isles, an organization in Trenton. They participated in various activities that ranged from gardening to packing bag lunches to voter registration. Organized by student co-heads Jess Burns (XII) and Anu Shah (XII) along with faculty members Lisa Riker and Bill Stoltzfus this year's Community Service Day was a great start to the new school year!
Above: The Junior Class unloading food for Homefront

Above: (L-R) Denise Bencivengo (US Spanish and 12th grade dean) and Howie Powers (US Economics and MS History)

Below: (L-R) Doug McLane (US Spanish) and Annie Gibson (US Spanish)

Above: (L-R) Bryce Hayes (US Music) and Sunny Anuzis (XII) imitating American Gothic.

Above: Mr. Tucker (US Head)

Above: Cans and food that were used to pack bag lunches

Above: (L-R) Hilary Richards (XII), Kaitlyn Langdon (XII), Jackie Pisaturo (XII)

Below: Members of the senior class after a tedious day of gardening

Above: The Junior class making bag lunches for Homefront.

Below: (L-R) Doug McLane (US Spanish) and Annie Gibson (US Spanish)
Spirit week was filled with 5 enthusiastic spirit days: “80’s day,” where people dressed in their favorite-retro 80’s outfits, “Cowboys and Indians day,” where people chose to dress in everything from chaps to mocassins, “Kyle Hogan day,” where people dressed in dedication to senior Kyle Hogan’s preppy attire, and finally the traditional blue and white day, where everyone expressed their PDS spirit by wearing the school colors blue and white. This year the Athletic Association created the extremely popular blue “2004 PDS Spirit Week” t-shirts which were sold throughout spirit week. In addition to Homecoming, Spirit Week was filled with excitement and anticipation for the dedication of the new turf fields, dedicated to Bill Smoyer, Class of ’60.
Above: Avery Fox (XII) on Cowboys and Indians Day.

Above: Avery Fox (XII) and Kristina Costa (XII) on 80’s Day.

Above: Jacob Waters (XI) on Cowboys and Indians Day.

Above: Cecilia Marquez (US Spanish), Carlton Tucker (US Head), Denise Bencivengo (US Spanish and dean) and George Sanderson (US History and dean) on Cowboys and Indians Day.

Below: (L-R) Hillary Widlitz (XII) and Meg Keegan (XII) on Kyle Hogan Day.

Below: (L-R) Alissa Crea (XI), Mary Peters (XI), Becca Fein (XI), Sara Martin (XI), Kristina Costa (XII), and Jess Cellars (XI) on 80’s Day.
This year, PDS moved away from the standard Halloween Challenge and started a new tradition: the Halloween Parade. In the parade, each upper school class competed by dressing according to a particular theme and parading in front of the rest of the school. The seniors became the first champions, followed by the sophomores, the juniors, and the freshmen, in that order. Their prize was exclusive rights to the theater lobby and priority in line during lunch for a week. The Halloween Parade was a fun new way to celebrate the holiday in a way that everyone could enjoy!

Kim Narol (IX) side with the Yankees for the Freshmen's parade theme: Yankees versus Red Sox.

Above: (L-R) Marlyse Jost-Mazzeo (IX) and Kim Narol (IX) side with the Yankees for the Freshmen's parade theme: Yankees versus Red Sox.

Above: (L-R) Head of School, Dr. Fox, and Head of Upper School, Mr. Tucker, show that this is a holiday for everyone in their pirate costumes.

Above: Senora Marquez dresses up as one of her favorite characters from her Spanish Literature class, Don Quixote.

Above: Nick Ford (IX) thinks outside of the box (but puts himself in it) for his costume as the Red Sox's stadium, Fenway Park.

Above: Kristen Modzelewski (XII) smiles as the winner of the parade is announced in front of the school.

Above: (L-R) Community Council President, Kyle Hogan (XII), and Vice President, Jay Bavishi (XII), cheer on the Senior Class.

Above: (L-R) Jackie Pisaturo (XII), Kaitlyn Langdon (XII), Meg Keegan (XII), and Hilary Richards (XII) get into the Halloween spirit in their zombie costumes.

Above: (L-R) Marissa Carberry (XI) and Shira Concool (XI) take a break from searching for Waldo.
Above: (L-R) David Brownschidle (X) and Melissa Robovich (X) dress up as Peter Pan and Tinkerbell.

Above: Members of the sophomore class recreate the dragon from the Disney movie, Mulan.

Above: Yankee enthusiast Taylor Kenyon (IX) stands by his team's side days after the Red Sox won.


Above: Mendy Fisch (XI) encourages his classmates to keep looking for Waldo amongst the Junior class.

Above: (L-R) Mr. Bailey and Hannah Tamminen (XI) show how good they are at being bad.

Above: Nick Maloney (XII) makes a statement as he cheers on his classmates.

Above: Funny-man Mr. Quigley tries to play it serious during his Creative Writing class.
William Shakespeare's

Twelfth Night

Cast
(in order of appearance)

Viola
Sea Captain
Sailors
Count Orsino
Attendants to Orsino
High Council to Orsino
Maria
Olivia
Attendants to Olivia

Sir Toby Belch
Sir Andrew Aguecheek
Feste
Fabian
Malvolio
Sebastian
Antonio
Police Captain
Policeman
Priest

Amelia Baxter-Stoltzfus
Zach Cherry
Devin Ershow, Taylor Quilty
Matt Weinstock
Oliver Elbert, Theo Brown
Adam Savitzky
Yasmin Malhotra
Olivia Stoker
Annaliese Rosenthal, Krissy Garber, Anuva Kalawar
Adam Sussman
John Lehmann
Vinnie Murthy
Devin Ershow
Robert Quigley
Taylor Quilty
Rajiv Mallipudi
Oliver Elbert
Theo Brown
Zach Cherry

Set Construction and Painting: Andrew Babick, Theo Brown, Kristina Budelis, Sam Cutler-Kreutz, Oliver Elbert Krissy Garber, Charlie Hamlin, John Lehmann, Nick Lehmann, Will Patteson, Emily Penick, Taylor Quilty, Melissa Rebovich, Olivia Stoker, and Matt Weinstock
Above: (L-R) Robert Quigley (XII) and Vinnie Murthy (XI)

Above: (L-R) Olivia Stoker (X) talks to her love, Cesario, Amelia Baxter-Stoltzfus (XI), who is really Viola in disguise.

Above: (L-R) Adam Sussman (XI), John Lehmann (XI), and Devin Ershow (X)

Above: (L-R) Olivia Stoker (X), Robert Quigley (XII), and Yasmin Malhotra (XII)

Above: (L-R) Matt Weinstock (XI) talks to his attendant, Oliver Elbert (X) and his High Council, Adam Savitzsky (XI).

Above: Yasmin Malhotra (XII) as Maria.
After a newly started tradition by the Class of ’04, in which the Junior girls play the Senior girls in a game of Powderpuff Football, the Class of ’05 remains the undefeated Powderpuff champs for their second year in a row. While the Juniors put in a good, solid effort, they could not overcome the athleticism and sportsmanship that the Seniors possessed. With Seniors Meg Kerwin, Kristen Modzelewski, Catherine Tomasulo, Lauren Hinkel, and Kristina Costa tearing up the field, the score resulted in 24-6. Juniors Mary Peters, Cait McPhaden, and Ellen Cook played a strong game and will bring better luck for their grade next year when they play the Class of ’07. As a result of the Seniors winning, Junior Powderpuff Captain, David Blitzer, sang “I’m a Little Teapot” in front of the entire Upper School during Announcements.
Above: The Victorious senior class is number one for the second year running!

On far Left (L-R) Seniors Oliver Burton and Viktoria Kovalchuk
On near Left (L-R) Seniors Hallie Slamowitz and Hannah Heller
On far Right: (L-R) Seniors Kristina Costa and Harrison Epstein
On near Right: (L-R) Juniors Mike Rappaport, Alissa Crea and Jon Hoffman

POWDER PUFF FUN FACT: THE SENIOR CLASS OF '04 IS UNDEFEATED FOR THE LAST TWO YEARS! GO SENIORS!

Below: (L-R) The senior coaches huddle, devising out their final play.

Above: (L-R) The senior coaches huddle, devising out their final play.

Below: (L-R) Senior Kristen Modzelewski going for a touchdown with fellow teammate, Lauren Hinkel running up the field.
Alongstanding tradition, the Thanksgiving Assembly, started off with a warm welcoming by Head of School, Dr. Fox and was followed by a Thanksgiving Proclamation by fourth grader, Cionna Rosenthal.

The PDS Choir and Madrigal Singers sang “Great Day” and “Fair Phyllis,” respectively, both amazingly performed and received by the PDS community. Upper School History and Religion teacher, David Freedholm followed with a powerful and memorable speech about his reflections on Thanksgiving.

The Jazz Ensemble capped the assembly with some lively tunes while students and faculty, alike, got ready to see family and friends and eat lots of delicious food over the long holiday weekend!
Above: (L-R) Jess Burns (XII) and Hilary Richards (XII)

Above: (L-R) PDS Choir Singers: Olivia Stoker (X), Annaliese Rosenthal (XII), Sunny Anuzis (XII), Kaitlin Mischner (XII), Cora Lively (IX), and Kyle Boatwright (XII).

Above: (L-R) The Lower Schoolers wait for the start of the Assembly.

Above: (L-R) Eighth graders Natalie Heker, Hilary Zipperstein, Maria Jabot, Erika Fritz, and Lindsay White

Below: (L-R) Junior Kindergarteners Mary Schafer, Caitlin Tucker, Carine Bragg, and Mali Dun

Above: (L-R) Back row: Jeff Moll (XI), Matt Weinstock (XI), Charlie Turnadof (XI), Ben Turnadof (X). Olivia Stoker (X); Second row: Taylor Quilty (X), Alec Cabin (X), John Letman (XI), Craig Knowlton (XI), Hannah Tamminen (XI); Front row: Bryan Wexler (XII), Kevin Stuy (X), Jacob Waters (XI), Becky Gallagher (XI), Hallie Slamowitz (XII), and Shira Concool (XI)

Below: The PDS Choir

Above: (L-R) Sixth graders Jessica Frieder, Sydney Gecha, and Jeffery Berger

Below: (L-R) Mia Turner (XII) and Derrick Walker (XII)
The Candlelight Concert has been a long standing tradition at Princeton Day School. This year’s concert consisted of an eclectic ensemble of music ranging from classic Christmas songs to songs written by our very own Laurie Altman. Laurie Altman started off the concert with his Jazz Ensemble performing “God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen.” The Princeton Day School Choir and Madrigal Singers, led by faculty member Bryce Hayes, performed the majority of the songs with Praveen Murphy (XI) and Margaret Curran (X) both having solos. The Overtones, led by Kyle Boatwright (XII), performed a rendition of “What Christmas Means To Me,” and was arranged by Kyle, herself. All in all, this year’s Candlelight Concert was a success and was a great and fun way to start off winter break!

Above: Praveen (Vinnie) Murphy (XI) performs a solo during the Candlelight Ceremony.

On Right: (L-R) Bryce Hayes (US Music) and Cindy Stadulis (Business) enjoy the assembly.

On Far Right: Members of the Senior Class countdown to the start of Winter Break!

Above: (L-R) Members of the Overtones: Kyle Boatwright (XII), Maddie Ferguson (X), Elisabeth Morgan (X), Hannah Tamminen (XI), and Kimberly Fanok (X) sing A Capella.

Below: Margaret Curran (X) performs a solo during the Candlelight Ceremony.
Above: The PDS Choir

Above: (L-R) Bryan Wexler (XII), Toby Fox (XII), Hannah Howard (XII), Stacy Dubov (XII) and Sabrina Osse (XII)

Above: (L-R) Ellen Cook (XI) and Lexi Shectel (XI)

Above: (L-R) Bryan Wexler (XII), Toby Fox (XII), Hannah Howard (XII), Stacy Dubov (XII) and Sabrina Osse (XII)

Above: The PDS Choir

Above: (L-R) GJ Melen­dez (X) plays the piano while Saya Russell (XII) plays the cello

Above: (L-R) Madrigal Singers: Jeff Moll (XI), Amelia Baxter-Stoltzhus (XI), Bryan Wexler (XII), Cecily Moyer (XII), Jacob Waters (XI) and Olivia Stoker (XI).

Above: (L-R) Bryce Hayes (US Music) and Laurie Altman (Artist in Resi­dence)
On the Town

Above: (L-R) Craig Knowlton (XI), Amelia Baxter-Stoltzfus (XI), Jeff Moll (XI), Ryan Palsho (XII), and Allissa Crea (XI) party at the Congacabana.

Above: (L-R) Olivia Stoker (X) gives singing lessons to Jenna Dodds (X).

Above: (L-R) Allissa Crea (XI) argues with her boss, Adam Sussman (XI).

Above: Kyle Boatwright (XII) sings “I Wish I Was Dead” as Diana Dream at Diamond Eddie’s.

Above: (L-R) Annaliese Rosenthal (XII), Ryan Palsho (XII), and Allissa Crea (XI) gossip.

Left: (L-R) Craig Knowlton (XI), Amelia Baxter-Stoltzfus (XI), and Matt Weinstock (XI) celebrate.

Right: (L-R) Annaliese Rosenthal (XII), Ryan Palsho (XII), and Allissa Crea (XI)
Above: (L-R) Craig Knowlton (XI), Jeff Moll (XI), and Ryan Palsho (XII) are let loose in New York for twenty-four hours.

Above: (L-R) Cavemen Hannah Tamminen (XI) and Aaron Sashihara (XI) dancing in the Museum of Natural History.

Above: Zach Cherry (XI) lectures fellow scientists on his discovery.

**Cast**

(in order of appearance)

Workmen
- Taylor Quilty
- Devin Ershow
- Mark Millner
- Ryan Palsho
- Craig Knowlton
- Jeff Moll
- Hilary Richards
- Katie James
- John Lehmann
- Allison Brill
- Kyle Boatwright
- Hannah Tamminen
- Elyssa Feder
- Kate Cohen
- Ani Perold
- Vinnie Murthy
- Jenna Dodds
- Mark Millner
- Devin Ershow
- Taylor Quilty
- Allissa Crea
- Adam Sussman
- Theo Brown
- Zach Cherry
- Amelia Baxter-Stoltzfus
- Aaron Sashihara
- Hannah Tamminen
- Larissa Pawliw
- Taylor Quilty
- Olivia Stoker
- Kyle Boatwright
- Kim Fanok
- Ani Perold
- Matt Weinstock
- Annaliese Rosenthal
- Kate Cohen
- Shira Concool
- Katie James
- Larissa Pawliw
- Ani Perold
- Hannah Tamminen
- John Lehmann
- Kyle Boatwright
- Shira Concool
- Kyle Boatwright
- Kim Fanok
- Ani Perold
- Krissy Garber
- John Lehmann
- Elyssa Feder
- Vinnie Murthy
- Larissa Pawliw
- Kate Cohen
- Devin Ershow
- Vinnie Murthy
- Taylor Quilty
Clubs
At PDS, we are fortunate enough to have the opportunity to participate in almost one hundred clubs. With the new schedule in place, there is much more time allotted for clubs to meet. As a result, many clubs have become more active in the community. Not only do clubs benefit the PDS community, but they have also taken part in many projects worldwide. With clubs ranging from AWARE to GSA to even the Role Playing Games Club, there is a place for every interest!
Amnesty International

Above: (L-R) Sabrina Basu (XI), Elizabeth Wei (XI), Madeleine Rosenberg (XI), and Rebecca Freedholm (XI).

Amnesty International is the PDS chapter of the Worldwide Human Rights Organization. PDS's chapter is made up of a group of dedicated students who care about fighting for people and humane treatment around the world.

Architecture Club

Above: (L-R) Jared Tepper (XI), Maria Cannova (X), Jordan Sorian (XI), Garrett Helm (XI), Mo Bezaeipour (X), Jon Siani (XI), Jason Kann (X), Pat McDonald (XI), Nicole Auerbach (X), John Maler (XI), Sabrina Basu (XI), Michael Malyn (X), Julia Karl (X), and Kevin Suyo (X)

The members of the Architecture Club share a common interest in architecture, landscape architecture, and urban studies. The club provides a forum beyond the PDS Architecture Studios and sponsors speakers, films, and field trips.

Art Club

The Art Club is a newly formed group of students and faculty, dedicated to both art practice and theory. We keep "in the know" about local artists, while expanding opportunities for art forums here at PDS.

Above: (L-R) Beth Wei (XI), Sarah Mischner (XI), Esther Kim (XI), Gwen Stockey (XI), and Leslie Shapiro (XI). Not pictured: Margaret Curran (X), Rebecca Freedholm (XI), Mr. Hirniak, Elizabeth Kassler-Taub (XI), Ani Perold (X), Mr. Quigley, Madeleine Rosenberg (XI), Kevin Suyo (X), and Charlie Turndorf (XI).
The AWARE (Always Wanting Awareness, Respect, and Equality) Club is devoted to promoting tolerance awareness of racial minorities. The club annually participates in the NAIS People of Color Conference along with other high school students from around the country.

Above: (L-R) Erel Bernacet (XII), Mimi Reed (XII), Anu Shah (XII), Carly Crouse (XII), Derrick Walker (XII), and Jasmine Hughes (IX). Not pictured: Theo Brown (IX), Brittany Clemens (XII), Allie Crouse (X), Nina Crouse (X), Misha Hill (XI), Courtney Leopold (XI), Mrs. Reed, Kunle Onitiri (XI), Troy Powell (IX), and Mia Turner (XII).

Botany Club

The Botany Club plants and spends a lot of time outside, plotting various crops including corn, pumpkins, and squash in Mr. Schomburg's garden.

Above: (L-R) Mendy Fisch (XI) and Colin Wollack (XI). Not pictured: David Blitzer (XI), Ian McCue (XI), Rishi Patel (XI), Arvind Thambidurai (XI), Ben Turndorf (X), and Kiran Vepuri (XI).

Christian Fellowship

The Christian Fellowship Club holds open discussions about Christian related topics and issues that high school students deal with every day pertaining to religion. The club meets weekly and is led by a new club member each week.

Above: (L-R) Chris Baker (XI), Stephen Adams (XII), Zach Cherry (XI), Lauren Berk (IX), and Adam Sussman (XI). Not pictured: Mr. Adams, Jordan Mickens (IX), and Peter Travers (IX).
Conservative Club

The Conservative Club meets weekly to provide an open forum for the discussion of domestic, foreign, and current affairs. Members engage in debate and watch documentaries.

Above: (L-R) Nick Krywopusk (X), David Coghlan (X), Nicole Auerbach (X), Andrew Elkin (X), Jon Sydlo (X), John Tomasulo (X), Mr. Crum, CJ Marino (IX), Brett DeFace (X), and Ross Worthington (X). Not pictured: Marissa Curberry (XI), Margaret Curran (X), Dan D'Argenio (XI), Elyssa Feder (X), Jess Rich (XI), Aaron Sashihara (XI), Kevin Suyro (X), and Jonathan Zindman (XI).

Dance Club

The Dance Club meets each week and learns various types of dances ranging from Salsa, Merengue, and Bachata. They performed native island dances, Latin dances, reggae, and hip hop at the Latin Heritage Assembly and at the Caribbean Dance.

Above: (L-R) Back row: Keely Langdon (X), Mike Rappaport (XI), Ms. Gibson, and Kunle Onitri (XI); Second row: Shilpa Reddy (X), Julie Worthington (X), and Meghan Phippens (X); Front row: Shira Concool (XI), Kate Cohen (X), Kim Fanok (X), Courtney Leopold (XI), and Katie Hartnack (X). Not pictured: Efren Bernacet (XII) and Derrick Walker (XII).

Debate Club

The Debate Club meets weekly and holds debates over topics that are chosen by the debators themselves. Debates range on issues such as the Patriot Act and Gun Control to “why the Eagles just can’t keep up with the Chiefs”.

On Right: (L-R) Kevin Suyo (X), CJ Marino (IX), Meghan Shapiro (IX), Aditi Juneja (IX), Ross Worthington (X), Julie Worthington (X), Mrs. Walker, Meg Francfort (X), Nicole Auerbach (X), Greg Francfort (IX), Katie Hartnack (X), Neil Sharma (XI), Nick Krywopusk (X), and Ben Fisch (IX). Not pictured: Neal Bhatia (X), David Coghlan (X), Oliver Elbert (X), Andrew Elkin (X), Jason Ferree (XI), Greg Francfort (X), Michael Malyn (IX), Scott McCarron (IX), Zach Miller (IX), Elizabeth Paul (X), Steve Pezzi (XII), Adam Savitzky (XI), Sanjeev Sharma (XI), Benjamin Turnford (X), Colin Wollack (XI), and Charles Yarborough (X).
Destination Imagination

New to the Upper School, Destination Imagination is a creative thinking and problem solving team. The group incorporates improvisational techniques with creative use of materials to work through performance-based challenges and hopes to attend a state-level competition in 2006.

Above: (L-R) Meghan Shapiro (IX), Greg Francfort (IX), Jess Remington (IX), Michael Malyn (IX), and Noni Ammidon (IX)

ENACT

The Enact (Environmental Action) Club is an active and motivated group that cares deeply about the environment and its preservation. Enact works locally to improve environmental conditions within the school and the county, but also is involved on a national scale through letter writing campaigns and fundraisers.

Exchange Club

From Germany with Love...
Leonie Emde

Age: 17
Hometown: Frankfurt
Favorite Sport: Tennis
Favorite Food: Chocolate Chip Cookies
Favorite Music: Red Hot Chili Peppers

Who are you staying with? Claire Alsup (X)
Most Embarrassing Moment: "My first day here, we had dinner outside and the glass door was open, but I didn’t see the flyscreen and walked right into it!"

The Exchange Club assists visiting foreign students, helping to subsidize their school expenses through two annual, traditional fundraisers: Gnome Week and the sale of Valentine Carnations.

Above: (L-R) Kris Tomlinson (XI), Claire Alsup (X), Leonie Emde (XI), Ilana Goldfus (XII), and Hallie Slamowitz (XII)
French Club

The French Club enjoys French food, movies, and culture. Parlez-vous francais? Nous parlons francais! Vive la France!

Gallery Club

The Gallery Club meets monthly in the Anne Reid Art Gallery to discuss upcoming exhibitions and gallery events. Events range from hanging exhibitions with artists and painting gallery walls to ordering and setting up food for opening receptions and speaking with guest artists on gallery tours. The gallery provides great community connection for the students in the club.

Above: (L-R) Ms. Erdman, Charlie Yarborough (X), Victoriya Kovalechuk (XII), Bruce Thurman (XII), and Michael Lin (XII). Not pictured: Clark Bristol (XI), Charlie Hamlin (XI), and Cecily Moyer (XII).
The Gay Straight Alliance is composed of students from all grades who support issues related to the gay community such as gay marriage and equal rights. The GSA produces assemblies for the Upper School and annually participates in the Day of Silence.

The goal of the Heritage Club is to promote awareness and appreciation of different cultures by organizing assemblies to honor and celebrate their contributions to our community.

InterAct’s goal is to reach out to the global community through service projects and to bridge the gap between our community and others around the world.
Jewish Heritage Club

The Jewish Heritage Club is a conference-based forum for people to explore each others' take on the Jewish religion and culture. We plan events for the different Jewish holidays and get together at people's houses to watch movies with Jewish themes and to celebrate the Sabbath.

On Left: (L-R) Back row: Jeff Moll (XI), James Cole (IX), Trevor Hummel (IX), Elizabeth Kassler-Taub (XI), Matt Oresky (IX), Andrew Elkin (X), Yannick Lejacq (X), Daniel Gentile (X), James Cole (IX); Third row: Lexi Shechtel (XI), Chris Baker (IX), Ben Fisch (IX), Dan Rathmayer (IX), Sam Cutler-Kreutz (IX), Shira Concool (XI), Allie Hiller (X), Jenna Dodds (X), Andrea Spector (X), Kaitlyn Langdon (XII), Rachel Heller (X), Shilpa Reddy (X), Kyle Boatwright (XII); Second row: Tova Ferstenberg (IX), Jenna Glass (IX), Hannah Heller (X), Hannah Waters (XII), Joe Yellin (X), Ilana Goldfus (XII), Bryan Wexler (XII); Front row: Mark Millner (X).

Junior State

The Junior State debates domestic policy and current issues with a bipartisan approach. As part of the National Junior State Government, we attend conferences and participate in activities of the largest student-run organization in the United States.

Above: (L-R) Back row: Alex Kowalski (XI), G.J. Melendez (X), Andrew Elkin (X), Nicole Auerbach (X), Meg Francfort (X), Julie Worthington (X), Ross Worthington (X), David Coglin (X), Katie Hartnack (X), Charlie Yarborough (X), Kristen Modzelesi (XII); Front row: Elyssa Feder (X), Andrea Spector (X), Senora Marquez, and Julia Karl (X). Not pictured: Erica Hyman (X) and CJ Martino (IX).

Los Gringos

The Spanish Club "Los Gringos" is a club for anyone interested in Spanish language and culture to come together and eat, dance, sing, and discuss. We educate ourselves and PDS about Latino culture in this country and around the world and spread our passion for Spanish! Somos amantes del espanol!

Above: (L-R) Mr. McLane, Eliza Curtis (IX), Leslie Shapiro (XI), and Shira Concool (XI). Not pictured: Mr. Afemeku, Charlie Anderson (XII), Mike Hartnack (X), Tanvi Goel (XI), and Trevor Hummel (IX).
Masti-Indian Club

The Masti-Indian Club (Masti is an Indian word for "fun") acknowledges Indian affairs and holidays since there is such a large Indian community at PDS. In the beginning of the year, we organized a brief Diwali assembly during which we explained the holiday and had several performers. We also had bake sales to help raise money for an Indian orphanage and for the recent Tsunami tragedy in Southern Asia.

Anuva Kalawar (XI), Neil Sharma (XI), Kiran Vepuri (XI), and Adi Kulkarni (IX). Not pictured: Sabrina Basu (XI), Alison Brill (XI), Shira Concool (XI), Tanvi Goel (XI), Aditi Janeja (IX), Nishil Patel (IX), Rishi Patel (XI), Shilpa Reddy (X), Sanjeev Sharma (XI), Arvind Thambidurai (XI), and Matt Weinstock (XI).

The Moadon

The mission of the Moadon (Hebrew for "The Club") is to show support for Israel as a Jewish State and also to raise awareness of Israeli issues at PDS.

Model United Nations

This year, PDS Model UN saw its numbers soar to about 60 students for the Princeton University Model UN Conference. Many underclassmen received their first taste of the club and will keep it going in future years, while veterans were given Honored Delegate Awards for their participation.

Above: (L-R) Yasmin Malhotra (XII), Vikram Gupta (XI), Amy Blatterfein (XI), Anuva Kalawar (XI), Neil Sharma (XI), Kiran Vepuri (XI), and Adi Kulkarni (IX). Not pictured: Sabrina Basu (XI), Alison Brill (XI), Shira Concool (XI), Tanvi Goel (XI), Aditi Janeja (IX), Nishil Patel (IX), Rishi Patel (XI), Shilpa Reddy (X), Sanjeev Sharma (XI), Arvind Thambidurai (XI), and Matt Weinstock (XI).

On Left: (L-R) Back row: Mark Millner (X), Jeff Moll (XI), Chris Baker (XI); Third row: Charlie Hamlin (XI), Yannick LeJacq (X), Tova Ferstenberg (IX), Jenna Glass (IX), Scott McCarron (IX), Kevin Shannon (IX), Mike Malyn (IX), Alon Debiche (IX), Toby Fox (XII), Trevor Hummel (IX), Mendy Fisch (XI), Matt Oresky (IX), Sarah Schwartz (IX), Andrew Elkin (X), Shilpa Reddy (IX), Rachel Heller (X); Bryan Wexler (XII); Second row: Ilana Goldfus (XII), Elizabeth Kasssler-Taub (XI), Hannah Heller (XII), Hannah Waters (XII), Joe Yellin (X); Front row: Mark Brennan (IX), Shira Concool (XI), Dan Rathausser (XI), and Lexi Shechtel (XI).

Above: (L-R) Back row: Anu Shah (XII), Kyle Hogan (XII), Peter Martin (XII), Eric Ward (XII), Jim Butler (XII), Alex Realmuto (XII), Jay Bavishi (XII), David Tyler McCourt (IX), Joe Sarvary (IX); Front row: Mendy Fisch (XI), Gyan Kajpur (XII), GJ Melendez (X), and Greg Francfort (IX).
Movie Club

The Movie Club is a group that gathers monthly to watch a movie of the Co-heads choice. Movies typically coincide with current releases by favorite directors or actors/actresses.

Science Club

The Science Club meets weekly to investigate various aspects of science, with an emphasis on physics and chemistry. The advisors do demos relating to the topics being discussed. Twice a year, the club promotes science by putting on a large-scale demo show in the theater for the entire Upper School. The activities are mostly performed by the students, with some audience participation.

Yoga Club

The Yoga Club is a newly formed club that organizes and participates in yoga classes that take place on the PDS campus.
Competition

Science Bowl

The four members of the Science Bowl represent PDS at the Regional Competition of the National Science Bowl, held each year at the Plasma Physics Lab at Princeton University.

Science League


Science Olympiad

The students of the Science Olympiad represented PDS in the 2004-2005 Regional and State New Jersey Science Olympiad Tournaments.
**Activities**

### Admissions

Above: (L-R) Back row: Devin Ershow (X), Dan Rathnauser (XI), Jeff Moll (XI); Third row: Kevin Suyo (X), David Beard (X), Oliver Elbert (X), Hannah Tamminen (XI), Meghan Shapiro (IX), Nicole Auerbach (X), Elizabeth Kassler-Taub (XI), Beth Wei (XI), Kris Tomlinson (XI); Second row: Mark Brennan (IX), Jenna Dolsi (X), Katie James (XI), Katie Hartmack (X), Meaghan Phipps (X), Julie Worthington (X), Joe Yellin (X), Daniel Gentlie (X); Front row: Cady Osgood-Otis (IX), Shilpa Reddy (X), Julie Gordon (IX), Andrea Spector (X), and Leslie Sharpiro (XI).

Approximately sixty Admission Office Tour Guides in grades IX-XII volunteer their time to help welcome families to Princeton Day School. These students give over two hundred tours a year to applicants in all three divisions, and help the Admission Office with on and off-campus events.

### Community Service

Above: (L-R) Ms. Riker, Julia Karl (X), Nicole Auerbach (X), Andrea Spector (X), Lexi Shechetel (XI), Ellen Cook (XI), Liz Paul (X), and Meg Francfort (X). Not pictured: Jess Burns (XII), Aditi Juneja (IX), Alex Realuto (XII), Anu Shah (XII), Lexi Shechtel (XI), Mr. Stoltzfus, and Mia Turner (XII).

The Community Service Club works on school-wide community service project. For example, this year we worked on the Thanksgiving Baskets for Family and Children's Services, the winter coat drive, the blood drive, and March of Dimes.

### Cricket

Above: (L-R) Back row: Adam Sussman (XI), Greg Roses (XI), Andy Babick (XI), Neil Sharma (XI), Clark Bristol (XI), Kiran Vepuri (XI), Steve Adams (XII), Zach Cherry (XI), Arvind Thambidurai (XI), Adi Kuikami (IX), Jay Bavishi (XII); Front row: Vikram Gupta (XII), Harrison Epstein (XII), and Mr. Jacoby.

Cricket got off to a slow start after last year's inaugural season - as the new schedule prevented open gym times. But once play started, the club held short weekly matches and hope to hold its second annual faculty-student match at Band BBQ this spring.
Culinary Society

The PDS Culinary Society is a group of students dedicated to the art of cooking, eating, and having fun. We meet to concoct diverse and delicious meals and share them with each other, while learning about cuisine and culture.

Exquisite Corpse

The Exquisite Corpse Club follows in the footsteps of famous surrealist Andre Breton in gathering together to write collaborative surrealist poetry.

Latino World Order

The Latino World Order is a group of student-activists that lead serious discussions about the issues concerning their fellow Latinos in the world today, and possible solutions to help them rise up.

Leftist Conference

The Leftist Conference, an online forum for political discussion, has been dedicated to liberal values since 2002. The conference has swept through the PDS community like a gate on a post, becoming one of the largest on PDSnet.
Mock Trial

Mock Trial is an activity that teaches students about the law, court procedures, and the legal system through active participation in court cases. This year, the PDS team competed against other area schools in an event that took place in the courtrooms of Mercer County Courthouse and won both preliminary rounds.

Peer Leaders

Peer Group is both a two-thirds credit leadership course for seniors and a mandatory year-long orientation program for all freshmen making the transition to the Upper School. Eighteen seniors are selected as peer group leaders and are trained by faculty supervisors in group dynamics and leadership techniques.

RPG Club

The members of the Role Playing Games Club meet for an activity in which players assume the roles of invented characters that undergo unreal and imaginative lives, the outcomes of which are partially determined by chance and partially determined by the creativity and ingenuity of the players.

SAC

Compromised of two elected representatives from each grade, the Student Activities Committee takes responsibility for such annual activities as the Fall Homecoming Dance and Band BBQ in the spring. In addition, SAC hosts various winter activities ranging from a Volleyball tournament last February to a Caribbean Carnival this year.
The Student Committee for Admission serves as a liaison between the Admission Office and the student body. After completing an application process, a small group of junior and senior tour guides were selected to attend on and off-campus admission events, recruit and train new student guides, and assist the Admission Office with enrolling newly accepted applicants.

The primary goal of the Under Graduate Alumni Board is to strengthen the relationship between students and alumni by informing students about what it means to be a PDS alum and by increasing alumni awareness of PDS activities and events.

The PDSnet Sysops (system operators) are juniors and seniors who help to administer the school’s email and messaging system, PDSnet.

The PDS Writing Center is a safe, quiet place where students can bring their written work to receive feedback from trained student mentors (11th and 12th graders). The primary goal of a Writing Center conference is not to improve the paper but to empower the writer—that is, to help students gain confidence in their own writing and revising skills.
The PDS Choir is a 55-voice auditioned ensemble of ninth through twelfth graders. The group sings mostly eight-part a cappella music from all time periods. This group performs throughout the Princeton area and tours internationally. Highlights of the '04-'05 season include a recording project and an international trip to Germany, France, and Austria.

The 19-voice Madrigal Singers consist of sophomores, juniors, and seniors. This ensemble sings mostly Renaissance and Baroque repertoire at a very high level. The Madrigal Singers produced a recording this past year and participated in a tour to Germany, France, and Austria.

The Overtones is the Upper School’s all-female A Cappella group and is composed of girls from all four grades. They meet weekly and perform at all of the school’s concerts, as well as various occasions that call for small groups.
This year, the Community Council, the Student Government for the Upper School, under the leadership of seniors Kyle Hogan and Jay Bavishi, reviewed the Honor Code, implemented the new schedule, and assisted in the selection of the new food service provider.
Publications

Cymbals

Above: (L-R) Back row: Hannah Lemonick (XI - Poetry Editor), Madeleine Rosenberg (XI - Poetry Editor), Hannah Howard (XII - Editor-in-Chief), Sarah Mischner (XI - Arts Editor), Toby Fox (XII), Bruce Thurman (XII - Photo Editor), Gwen Shockey (XII - Arts Editor), Rachel Heller (XII), Kristina Budelis (X); Front row: Yannick Lejacc (X) and Julia Karl (X). Not pictured: Stacy Dubov (XII - Photo Editor), Elyssa Feder (X), Daniel Gentile (X), Victoriya Kovalchuk (XII - Prose Editor), Kaitlin Mischner (XII - Prose Editor), Cecily Moyer (XII - Poetry Editor), Sabrina Osse (XII - Photo Editor), Matt Weinstock (XI - Arts Editor), and Charlie Yarborough (X).

Cymbals is the annual creative writing and arts magazine of the Princeton Day Schools' Upper schoolers. This year a volunteer staff of more than twenty students met numerous nights to review the myriad of artistic excellence submitted by their peers. All submissions were kept anonymous. The defining criteria for inclusion involved artistic vision, sustained and individualized voice, and well-crafted form.

The Spokesman

The Spokesman is a student forum for news, features, arts, opinions, and sports, by and for members of the greater PDS community. All final editorial decisions are made by the student editors. Each editor has a vote and represents an opinion of the editorial board. The Spokesman is published eight times a year, as well as online.

Above: (L-R) Back row: Kevin Suyo (X), Alex Realmuto (XII - Arts Editor), Victoriya Kovalchuk (XII), Mendy Fisch (XI - Editor in Chief), Harrison Epstein (XII - Photo Editor), Ian McCue (XI), Jay Bavishi (XII - Editor in Chief), Beth Wei (XI), Madeleine Rosenberg (XI - Features Editor), Adam Savitzky (XI - News Editor), Elizabeth Kassler-Taub (XI - Styles Editor), Vinnie Murthy (XI - Styles Editor), Kris Tomlinson (XI - Photo Editor); Front row: Juan Carlos Melendez (VIII), Toby Fox (XII), Andrea Spector (X - News Editor), and Jeff Moll (XI - Sports Editor). Not pictured: Jon Holmann (XI - Sports Editor), Catherine Tomasulo (XII - Features Editor), Charlie Yarborough (X - Arts Editor).
The Link Staff
2005

Editors-in-Chief
Stacy Dubov
Ilana Goldfus

Copy Editors
Hallie Slamowitz
Hannah Tamminen

Photo Editors
Sabrina Osse
Jackie Pisaturo
Leslie Shapiro

Faculty Advisors
David Burkett
Cindy Stadulis

Special Thank Yous: Caren Demyen (Herff-Jones), Mr. Slabicki, Pizza Star, and whoever on the Spokesman that keeps buying pens!
Sports
DS Athletes focus on more than the outcome of the game, they focus on their camaraderie and their love for the sport. Each team goes out to win, but most importantly, they go out for the love of the game and the new experiences that the game provides. The installation of the new turf field provided the soccer, field hockey, and lacrosse teams an amazing field to practice and compete on. Students who did not participate in a sport, enthusiastically attended football games and hockey matches, as well as showed their spirit by wearing cowboy hats on Western Day and spandex on '80s day during Spirit Week at the beginning of the year. The Super Fans were in full surge this year, especially during the Football team’s Homecoming game, despite the pouring rain and thunder. The commitment, sportsmanship, and incredible coaches not only enhance the sense of community, but also push our athletes closer and closer towards victory.
This year, the varsity cross country team was led by captains Cecily Moyer (XII), Jeff Moll (XI), and Charlie Hamlin (XI). A relatively young team with only three graduating seniors — Jay Thornton, Sunny Anuzis, and Cecily Moyer — the boys' side was comprised of a large group of sophomores and juniors, while the girls team found a great addition in freshman Julia Salem.

Plagued with injuries, the girls squad was led by a motivated Salem, the Mercer County Champion in the girls freshman race. The boys team, led by Jeff Moll and sophomore Kevin Suyo, ran many competitive races. The best race of the season, however, was against perennial rival The Pennington School on PDS's new home course, falling to the Red Raiders by only one point, 28-29. The boys were also the runner-up in the Patriot Conference Meet behind Pennington, and they established a running base they plan to further exploit next year. Salem and Moll hold the current school course records for girls and boys, respectively.

Wins and records aside, however, no one will forget the sophomore boy contingent of the team arriving 20 minutes late for practice every day after being busy with computer games, the girls' friendly team mascot/mailbox ornament named Douglas Treebank, drinking root beer floats after our annual trip to Hot Dog Johnny's, or stopping for fast food and a quick game of "McDonald's Monopoly." The runners would like to thank coaches Eamon Downey and Dave Freedholm for their support, teaching us that, contrary to popular belief, "team" is essential in cross-country.

Above: (L-R) Varsity. Back row: Coach Freedholm, Neal Bhatia (X), Charlie Turndorf (XI), Jeff Moll (XI), Jay Thornton (XII), Mendy Fisch (XI), Coach Downey; Second row: Charlie Hamlin (XI), Kevin Suyo (X), Hugo Scheeren (X), Adi Kulkarni (IX), Jordon Soriot (XI), Jason Kann (X), Ben Fisch (IX), Ian McCue (XI); First row: Lexi Shechtel (XI), Becky Stanko (XI), Jess Rich (X), Julia Karl (X), Sunny Anuzis (XII), and Julia Salem (IX).
Above: (L-R) Back row: Neal Bhatia (X), Charlie Turndorf (XI), Jeff Moll (XI), Jay Thornton (XII); Second row: Hugo Scheeren (X), Adi Kulkarni (IX), Jordon Sore  (XII), Jason Kann (X), Mendy Fisch (XI); First row: Charlie Hamlin (XI), Kevin Suyo (X). Ian McCue (XI), and Ben Fisch (IX).

Above: Captain Jeff Moll (XI)

Above: (L-R) Charlie Turndorf (XI) and Mendy Fisch (XI).

Above: (L-R) Becky Stanko (XI), Julia Karl (X), Cecily Moyer (XII), Julia Salem (IX) and Sunny Anuzis (XII)

Above: Neal Bhatia (X)

Below: Kevin Suyo (X)

Above: (L-R) Back row: Julia Salem (IX), Julia Karl (X), Lexi Shechtel (XI); First row: Jess Rich (XI), Sunny Anuzis (XII), and Becky Stanko (XI)
FIELD HOCKEY

"It's OUR turf!"

Though it took time to recover from the last year's graduation of five awesome senior players, a few broken noses, some facial stitches, and pulled muscles, our team finally pulled out a season we were proud of.

We will never forget how hard we worked at our Rider University team camp, those early morning hours at pre-season before the sun was even up, our spandex practices, and fun psychs before every game. However, the long anticipated first game on our new turf field disappointingly did not happen until midseason, it was then that we began to live up to our motto: it's our turf.

As soon as we began to play on our turf field we could feel the fire and we knew that we were becoming a better team. From that time on, we began to play with more determination and strength. Our team got better and better each time we stepped onto the field. Coach Thomas knew from the start that we had the skills and just needed to use them. With her assistance, we went on to win against Notre Dame, Moorestown Friends, Princeton High, and state Prep A runner-up Hun.

We fought hard against Newark Academy only to lose 2-3 in a sudden death over-time in the Prep A quarterfinals. Coach Thomas always told us, "It's OK to talk the talk but you have to walk the walk." No matter what the scoreboard said, by the end of the season, we not only said it but we believed that it was our turf.
Above: (L-R) Katherine Levington (IX), Amanda Levy (XI), Katie Hartmack (X), Kyle Boatwright (XII), Claire Alsup (X), and Arielle Shipper (XI)

Above: Goalie Amanda King (XII)

Above: Katie Briody (X)

Above: (L-R) Co-Captain Carly Crouse (XII), Coach Thomas, and Co-Captain Chelsea McCue (XII)

Above: (L-R) Co-Captain Chelsea McCue (XII), Saya Russell (XII), Allie Crouse (X), and Meg Francfort (X)

Below: Co-Captain Chelsea McCue (XII)

Above: (L-R) Junior Varsity. Back row: Coach Schwab, Ariel Ruvinsky (IX), Eliza Curtis (IX), Emily Exter (IX), Lindsey Mischner (IX), Veronica Jordan-Davis (IX), Sarah Schwartz (IX), Coach Banhurst; First row: Katie O'Brien (IX), Liz Paul (X), Leah LeFebre (IX), Julie Gordon (IX), Raquel Pearlman (IX), and Marlyse Jost-Mazzeo (IX)
The 2004 Panther Football Team made great strides this year, achieving a 4-4 record for the first time in over 11 years. Under Coach Bruce Devlin for the second year, the team found a groove not previously established, carrying the team to new heights.

The team started out the season losing two close games, a 28-21 loss against Morrisville and a 9-7 loss to Dwight Englewood. But with a renewed fire, PDS took the field the next four games and proceeded to win four straight shutout victories, winning by a combined score of 117-0 in those games. Bound Brook, Marvile, New York Military Academy, and St. Joseph's of the Palisades all fell victim to the Panthers' hot streak. Although the team finished 0-2, the team led Pennington in their final game 15-6 going midway through the second quarter, a feat not achieved by the team in a long time.

The punishing offense, led by senior captains Andrew Hendrickson, Jared Makrancy, and Avery Fox on the offensive line, ground out yard upon yard on the legs of freshman Mike Shimkin and juniors Alex Kowalski and David Blitzer, accompanied by the savvy play of freshman Quarterback Clint O'Brien. The stingy defense was anchored by juniors Craig Knowlton, Blitzer, Kowalski and seniors Makrancy and Hendrickson and put together 19 straight shutout quarters at one point during the season, denying teams any chance to get to the endzone.

The progress the team made this year was best exemplified by their performance against St. Joseph's as the team played on homecoming day, at night, under the lights, and in front of a packed crowd on Baker Field. Although initially the game looked to be in doubt as thunder delayed the game for an hour, the team stormed the field when the thunder stopped and created their own storm, winning the game 27-0.

The team will have to regroup next year, with the loss of all but one captain and 9 seniors total, but due to the stellar play of All-Prep freshman O'Brien, Shimkin, and Andrew Ojeda, as well as returning All-Prep juniors Knowlton, Kowalski, and Blitzer, the 2005 Football Team could go to even greater heights as they join the Hudson Valley Athletic League.

Above: (L-R) Varsity. Back row: Coaches McLain, Rogers, Devlin, Mahes, Headley, Devlin; Fourth row: Brett Gallagher (XII), Jared Makrancy (XII), Alex Kowalski (XI), Gyan Kapur (XII), Avery Fox (XII), Andrew Hendrickson (XII); Third row: CJ Martino (IX), Jason Ferree (XI), Jon Hofmann (XI), Mike Rappaport (XI), Danny O'Brien (XII); Second row: Craig Knowlton (XI), Sam Hamlin (IX), Colin Wellack (XI), David Blitzer (XI), Peter Martin (XII), Efren Bernard (XII), Adam Savitzky (XII); First row: Mike Shimkin (IX), Andrew Ojeda (IX), Nick Sudhakar (X), Carson Bird (IX), Pat Murphy (IX), Kyle Brinster (X), and Jake Lipkin (IX). Not pictured: Clint O'Brien (IX) and Derrick Walker (XII).
Above: (L-R) Quarterback, Clint O'Brien (IX) and #67 Gyan Kapur (XII) at the beginning of a game.

Above: (L-R) Seniors Gyan Kapur, Avery Fox, Efren Bernacet, Jared Makrancy, Derrick Walker, Andrew Hendrickson, Brett Gallagher, Peter Martin, Anu Shah, and Danny O'Brien

Above: The victorious Varsity team!
The Girl's Varsity Soccer season started off strong with a five-game winning streak. After losing only two games of the season to Peddie and Pennington in overtime, we won the remainder of our regular season games, earning us the best record of all the fall teams.

Led by seniors - Co-Captains Lauren Hinkel and Kristen Modzelewski, Catherine Tomasulo, Kristina Costa, and Meg Kerwin who played on the varsity squad since freshman year, the girls quickly became one of the most well-bonded teams in a long time. Juniors Mary Peters and Jess Cellars played on a defense anchored by Co-Captain Kristen Modzelewski who collectively allowed only ten goals on sophomore goalie, Maddie Ferguson. Junior Ellen Cook, Sophomore Keely Langdon, and Freshman Alex Maher joined Seniors Kristina Costa and Meg Kerwin in the midfield, while Sophomore Ashley Chappo agreed with Seniors Catherine Tomasulo and Co-Captain Lauren Hinkel to only score goals at the absolute last possible moment to make for a more dramatic win.

We were honored to play and win the first game on the new Smoyer Turf field against Metuchen. We’d like to thank the entire Smoyer family for making it possible to play on such a beautiful field and all of the parents and fans who came to support us. We’d also like to thank Mr. Levandowski, the entire Athletics department, and especially our two coaches, Ted Harrington and Matt Levinson.
Above: (L-R) Juniors Mary Peters, Jess Cellars, and Ellen Cook

Above: Alicia Siani (X) running for goal.

Above: (L-R) Kristina Costa (XII) and Mary Peters (XI) snack on Taco Bell burritos.

Below: Captain Kristen Modzelewski (XII)
The Boys' Varsity soccer had a great season. Coming off of a year with only 2 wins, our team showed up at pre-season, excited and ready to improve. From the start our team had a great chemistry and we continued to work hard everyday in practice. Our efforts paid off: we posted a winning record with more than three times last season’s wins.

We had many memorable games, including our 0-0 tie with Hopewell at their Homecoming and our 1-0 win over Trenton High at our Homecoming following the Smoyer Turf field induction, something we were all proud to be a part of.

The senior line up of Tri-Captains Ryan Palsho, Pierre Hoppenot, and Andrew Sieglen, along with help from fellow seniors Steve Pezzi, Vikram Gupta, Will Denise, and Charlie Anderson played key roles in the team’s numerous wins and several hard-fought ties. Juniors Patrick Brody, Asante Brooks, Jon Siani, Kunle Onitri, Logan Laughlin, John Maher, and Jon Zindman each gave a “helping hand” in the team’s victories and look forward to leading the team next year. Sophomores Derek Mayer, Mike Hartnack, and Mark Millner along with freshmen Antoine Hoppenot and Jeff Landy are all excited to improve and lead the team in future years. The seniors will all miss Coaches Laughlin and Malcolm very much. Thank you for all of your help!
Above: (L-R) Junior Varsity. Back row: Evan Sachs (IX), Ben Turndorf (X), Stu Johnson (IX), Hugh Gavin Wynne (X), Mohammad Bezaeiipour (X), David Coghlan (X), James Weeks (X); Third row: Dan Rathausen (XI), David Beard (X), Jonathan Chow (X), Alon Debiche (IX); Second row: Chris Lim (X), Mike Hartmack (X), Kevin Shannon (IX), Chase Langton (X), Matt Castello (IX), Joey Horowitz (X), Yannick Lejacq (X); First row: James Cole (IX), and Nishil Patel (IX).

Above: Patrick Briody (XI)

Above: (L-R) Seniors Steve Pezzi, Ryan Palsho, Vik Gupta, Will Denise, Pierre Hoppenot, Andrew Seglen, and Charlie Anderson

Below: (L-R) Derek Mayer (X) and Mark Millner (X)

Above: Jon Zindman (XI)

Above: (L-R) The Boys’ Varsity Soccer team puts on their game face.

Above: (L-R) Freshmen team. Back row: Coach Shamberg. Fourth row: Mike Malyn (IX), Brody Sanford (IX), Stu Johnson (IX), Greg Francfort (IX), Coach Afemeku, David Janhofer (IX), Nishil Patel (IX), Kevin Shannon (IX); Third row: Remy Gunn (IX), Sam Cutler-Kreutz (IX), Jeff Young (IX), Alon Debiche (IX), Corey Bait (IX); Second row: Evan Sachs (IX), David-Tyler McCourt (IX), Matt Castello (IX); First row: James Cole (IX), Mark Brennan (IX), and Graeme Carvill (IX).
Girls' Tennis

"Who do you play for? PDS!"

Starting off the 2004 season with an almost entirely new team, we had high hopes for a fun and exciting season. We had many bonding experiences such as our trip to Hot Dog Johnny’s after our Blair game, watching Miracle, playing rotating approach, and doing our volley dance. Varsity and JV were enthusiastic and supportive of their teammates throughout the season.

We welcomed five new players to Varsity, including Emma Mason at third singles, Leonie Emde and Melissa Wong at first doubles, and Nicole Auerbach and Sabrina Basu at second doubles. Co-captains and former varsity players Andrea Spector and Kaitlyn Langdon moved up the ranks to first and second singles. And of course we welcomed back the cutest coach at PDS, Coach Headley.

Both Varsity and JV were able to win important matches, such as Varsity’s close 3-2 win over WWPS.

The entire team will miss its senior Varsity players, Kaitlyn Langdon and Emma Mason, who always brought a cheerful attitude and a huge smile. It will be hard to match the 2004 season because this is the closest that the PDS tennis team has been in many years. Each player on Varsity and JV looked forward to each practice because it promised to be both fun and helpful. Everyone took away new skills, new friends, and a brand new love of the game.

We would like to thank both Coach Headley and Coach Crum for making this year so memorable. If it wasn’t for your creative drills and positive attitude, this season would not have been half as fun.

We’ll always remember: “Who do you play for? PDS!”

Above: Nicki Coates (XII)

Above: Varsity. Coach Headley, Hallie Slamowitz (XII), Sabrina Basu (XI), Kaitlyn Langdon (XII), Melissa Wong (XI), Emma Mason (XII), Nicole Auerbach (X), Leonie Emde (XI - German Exchange Student), Andrea Spector (X)
Above: (L-R) Coach Headley, Sabrina Basu (XI), Melissa Wong (XI), Kaitlyn Langdon (XII), Nicole Auerbach (X), Andrea Spector (X), and Emma Mason (XII).

Above: Captain Andrea Spector (X)

Above: Leonie Emde (XI)

Above: (L-R) Sabrina Basu (XI), Emma Mason (XII), Melissa Wong (XI), Kaitlyn Langdon (XII), Hallie Slamowitz (XII), Nicole Auerbach (X), Andrea Spector (X), and Leonie Emde (XI).

Above: (L-R) Junior Varsity. Back row: Anna Liu (X), Caitlin Wollack (IX), Alexandra Davidson-Palmer (IX), Kalla Gervasio (IX), Coach Crum, Kristine Palmieri (IX), Samantha Paz (IX), Hannah Tamminen (XI); Second row: Marissa Carberry (XI), Juliette Mason (XI), Hannah Heller (XII), Nicki Coates (XII), Larissa Pawline (XII), Sophie Guild (X), Elisabeth Morgan (X); First row: Jessica Lee (X), Rachel Heller (X), Victoriya Kovalchuk (XII), and Emma Morehouse (IX).

Above: Captain Kaitlyn Langdon (XII)
Panthers on the Prowl...

2-19

Captains:
Ellen Cook
Cait McPhaden
Lexi Shechtel

Team Award:
Keely Langdon

Coach’s Awards:
Ellen Cook
Meg Francfort

GIRLS’ BASKETBALL
“Undefeated in Spirit”

The Girls’ Basketball team started off strong with a young squad with no seniors. Freshman Hannah Epstein, started at point guard and went through trial-by-fire, faced bigger guards and learned how to pass and carry the ball through all sorts of pressure. Sophomore Ashley Chappo had two double-digit games and was a defensive and rebounding dynamo. Keely Langdon at forward, sophomore Meghan Francfort at center and junior Ellen Cook at guard rounded out our starting five. Freshmen Erin Burns, Tova Ferstenberg, and Emma Morehouse, Sophomore Claire Alsup, and Juniors Cait McPhaden and Lexi Shechtel rounded out the team and all had their moments and made important contributions whether in practice or a game.

After the first few games, it was clear that the team’s youth and inexperience in carrying the offensive load were going to hold us back. We were going to learn from our mistakes, try to come together as a team, and work hard as individuals to “up” our games. And then we started to see the results: our starters began scoring in double figures more consistently, we had mid-season wins against Timothy Christian and Moorestown Friends, we took Hightstown to a tie at the end of the first half, and gave Stuart and Friends Central each a tremendous fight. By the end of the season, we scored twenty points in one quarter against Timothy Christian, something that would not have happened earlier in the year. We lost four games by less than eight points. Next year those are the ones we’ll win.

The Girls’ team would like to thank their awesome coaches, Ms. Repko and Mr. Tuckman, for all of their help, support, and advice. Thank you for everything!
Above: (L-R) Emma Morehouse (IX), Hannah Epstein (IX), Erin Burns (IX), and Tova Ferstenberg (IX)

Above: (L-R) Ashley Chappo (X), Keely Langdon (X), Meg Francfort (X), and Claire Alsup (X)

Above: (L-R) Erin Burns (IX), Tova Ferstenberg (IX), Cait McPhaden (XI), Claire Alsup (X), Lexi Shechtel (XI), and Keely Langdon (X)

Above: (L-R) Tri-Captains Ellen Cook, Cait McPhaden, manager Mike Rappaport, and Lexi Shechtel

Below: (L-R) Meg Francfort (X) and Ashley Chappo (IX)

Above: (L-R) Junior Varsity. Back row: Erin Burns (IX), Tova Ferstenberg (IX), Cady Osgood-Otis (IX), Jasmine Hughes (IX), Emma Morehouse (IX), Coach Reeve; Front row: Cora Lively (X), Caitlin Wollack (IX), Justine Drago (IX), and Elisabeth Cichonski (IX).
The Boys’ Basketball team had a great, successful season. Although the team started with a roster full of people lacking previous Varsity experience, the team quickly transformed from a group of boys to a team of young men. The effort level picked up in practice, the commitment to the team became greater, and what we were left with at the end of the season was a group of guys with all the talent in the world, discovering for themselves what it took to play and to win at the Varsity level.

Junior Co-Captain Drew Godwin received a standing ovation from his teammates, opponents, and spectators after he scored his 1,000th point at the Mercer County Tournament Semifinals versus Ewing High School. The only other player who previously scored 1,000 points by his junior year is currently playing in the NBA.

Returning seniors, Colin Johnson, Pierre Hoppenot, Co-Captain Jim Butler, and Vikram Gupta, each had a significant impact on the team’s final record. With the additional backup from juniors Co-Captain Drew Godwin, Andrew Davidson, and freshman Clint O’Brien, the team is poised to have a terrific season next year.

The team was very fortunate to have three amazing coaches, who with support and determination helped the young team overcome several injuries and setbacks and helped them see that even though young, the team could still do some serious damage on the basketball court.
Above: (L-R) Colin Johnson (XII) goes for a lay-up during a game.

Above: Armando Davis (X) takes a rebound.

Above: (L-R) Seniors Colin Johnson, Pierre Hoppenot, Co-Captain Jim Butler, Vikram Gupta, and Nick Maloney

Above: (L-R) The team shakes hands after a game against Pingry.

Above: (L-R) Jay Bavishi (XII) and Coach McLean

Above: (L-R) Junior Varsity. Back row: Coach McLean, Greg Francfort (IX), Andrew Elkin (X), Andrew Ojeda (IX), Zach Shechtel (X), Armando Davis (X), Stu Johnson (IX), Warren Wilson (IX), James Weeks (X), Jay Bavishi (XII); Front row: Mike Olorunnisola (IX), Matt Castello (IX), Antoine Hoppenot (IX), Andrew Dowdie (X), Adi Kulkarni (IX), and Nik Sudhakar (X).

Below: (L-R) Co-Captain Drew Godwin (XI)
Panthers on the Prowl...

Boys: 4-4
Girls: 2-8

Captains:
Stephen Adams
Stacy Dubov

Team Award:
Stephen Adams
Stacy Dubov

Coach’s Awards:
Kevin Suyo
Misha Hill

FENCING
"1...2...3....Goooooo PDS!"

The fencing team anticipated a great season. With last year’s coach, Paul Epply-Schmidt on sabbatical, the team looked to new coaches: Duncan McLeod, Michael Bodel’99, and Sarah Maloney’02 for leadership and expertise.

The Boys’ side, led by senior Stephen Adams, had a great addition in freshman Trevor Hummel (foil), but also counted on Sophomores Nick Krywoypasski (foil), Kevin Suyo (saber), and Oliver Elbert (saber) and Juniors Arvind Thambidurai (epee) and Ian McCue (foil) to win key bouts. The Sabre squad, led by senior Efren Bernacet, was recovering from the loss of last year’s seniors, but remained determined to improve. The Foil squad, led by Ben Turndorf, finished #1 at the Santelli Qualifiers and at the Prep Finals held at PDS. The Epee team, led by Stephen Adams, pulled out convincing victories against crosstown rivals Hun and Lawrenceville. Adams also placed a #1 finish in the Individual Boys’ Epee at Prep Finals.

The Girls’ side, led by senior Stacy Dubov, looked to their four veteran seniors: Stacy Dubov (saber), Hillary Widlitz (foil), Catherine Tomasulo (saber), and Karlin Mischner (epee) to pull out wins. Junior Becca Fein (epee), Misha Hill (epee), and Jess Rich (saber) also aided the team and brought in several key wins that earned the girls a 2-8 record, with four losses being lost at either 12-15 or 13-14, all in 4-5 bouts. The Saber squad, led by Stacy Dubov, was constantly plagued by injuries but pulled out a #3 placement at Santelli Qualifiers, the highest placement of all the girls’ teams and the second to Boys’ Foil. Girls’ Epee, led by senior Karlin Mischner, looked strong and ready from the start of the season and brought that ferocity to the strip. They pulled out tough wins against #1 ranked Oak Knoll at Prep Finals, getting an 8-1 record, something that they were not capable of doing in past seasons. Karlin Mischner also pulled out a #1 Individual Girls’ Epee placement at Prep. The Girls’ Foil squad, led by Hillary Widlitz, was consistent throughout the season, with Widlitz posting several key wins during matches.

Records and rankings aside, we will never forget the infamous bus trip napping/bonding times, Ben’s big ‘Fro, the Hannahs’ singing, and the late night stops to Boston Market and Wendy’s. We would like to thank our team parent, Elaine Torres-Melendez and manager Allison Brill for all of their help. We would also like to thank our three amazing coaches, Mike, Sarah, and Duncan – without you we would have never gotten to where we are as fencers. Thank you!
Above: The Boys’ team.

Above: Colin Wollack (XI) fencing a bout against St. Benedicts.

Above: (L-R) The Girls’ Varsity Saber team: Catherine Tomasulo (XII), Co-Captain Stacy Dubov (XII), and Hannah Howard (XII).

Above: The Girls’ team.

Above: Kaitlin Mischner (XII) at Prep Finals.

Above: Ben Turndorf (X) after the away match at Pingry.

Above: Nick Krywopusk (X)

Above: (L-R) Co-Captain Stephen Adams, Coach McLeod, and Kaitlin Mischner (XII), after the two win the Individual Epee during Prep Finals.

Below: (L-R) Junior Epeeists, Misha Hill and Sara Martin.

Above: (L-R) The Varsity Boy’s Foil team: Ben Turndorf (X), Nick Krywopusk (X), Ian McCue (XI), and Trevor Hummel (IX).
ed by Coach Cook and Coach Shea, the Girls' Ice Hockey team had an especially great and memorable season. Seniors Kristen Modzelewski, Kristina Costa, and Meg Kerwin brought a lot of enthusiasm and spirit to every practice and game. The team was grateful to have several talented freshmen join this year, including Leah Lefebvre, Noni Ammidon, Emily Cook, and Tess Glancey. There were also many great returning players, including Jess Cellars (XI), who was the first winner of the Christopher Reeve Sportsmanship Award.

The team played well against both local and out-of-state schools. After losing twice to the Hill School, a big rival of PDS in hockey, the girls finally beat the opposing team at the PDS Invitational. They also participated in several games in Connecticut, including the Canterbury Tournament, in which they came in 7th place. Co-Captain Meg Kerwin (XII) scored three goals, including a tie-breaker during overtime, to give PDS a 4-3 victory over Simsbury. During a game against Wyoming Seminary, goalie Kristina Costa (XII) made 16 saves, allowing PDS to shut out their opponent, 8-0.

All players, freshmen to seniors, became increasingly close and well-bonded as the season went on. They especially loved wearing their scarves, celebrating Coach Cook's birthday at the Outback Steakhouse together, and playing ice hockey football.
Above: (L-R) Co-Captain Kristina Costa (XII), Kristen Modzelewski (XII), and Co-Captain Meg Kerwin (XII) pose on the ice.

Above: Back row: Alicia Siani (X); Second row: Maria Cannavo (X) and Katie Briody (X); Front row: Katie Hartnack (X)

Above: Emily Cook (IX)

Above: Jess Cellars (XI)

Above: (L-R) Jess Cellars (XI) and Katie Briody (X)

Below: Co-Captain Meg Kerwin (XII)

Above: Tess Glancey (IX)
The Varsity Boy's Ice Hockey team had an amazing season, despite losing every defensive player and both goalies when the Class of 2004 graduated. The Seniors, led by Captain Will Denise who played center in the first line, stepped up to make their team the runner-up in the Prep State and PDS tournaments. New addition, Jared Tepper (XI), filled in the empty goalie cage and quickly proved his worth. Due to the team’s success, Varsity players, Captain Will Denise (XII), Jared Tepper (XI), and Brett DePace (X) were chosen for three of the six available spots in the Trenton Times' All Area Team. In addition, Rajiv Mallipudi (XII) was the first player to receive the brand new Christopher Reeve Sportsmanship Award at the PDS tournament.

It was not only individuals who were impressive, but the team as a whole. This season’s greatest test was in the game against Lawrenceville Prep. After playing three periods that were longer than the PDS team was accustomed to, the game was caught in a tie, 5-5. It immediately went into sudden death overtime, but at the end of the five minutes, neither team scored, so the game ended in a tie. Although upset about not beating its rival, the team then went on to win against Seton Hall (the #2 team in New Jersey), Dematha (the #1 team in Maryland), and several other schools. The team credits its success to its incredible coaches, one of which, Chris Barcless, was named Coach of the Year.

Next year, the team will have a lot of rebuilding to do after the graduation of Captain Will Denise (XII), Jared Makrancy, Oliver Burton, Charlie Bird, and Rajiv Mallipudi. Luckily, they have talented juniors, Jared Tepper, Pat McDonald, Fred Mittnacht, and Jon Siani to lead the team to more victories next year - possibly even against rival school, Lawrenceville.
Above: (L-R) Back row: Ross Worthington (X), Chase Langdon (X), Hugo Scheeren (X); Second row: Zach Miller (X), Vishal Gupta (X), Mike Hartnack (X), Jonathon Chow (X), Alec Gabin (X), Chris Lim (X); Front row: Jon Sydlo (X).

Above: (L-R) Brett Gallagher (XII) and Coach Irwin.

Above: Freshman goalie Isaac Geltzer.

Above: The team huddles before a game.
Panthers on the Prowl...

3-9

Captains:
Clark Bristol
Jon Zindman

Team Award:
Jon Zindman

Coach’s Awards:
Clark Bristol
Daniel Gentile

Duct tape on the bus, listening to crazy music, stealing other teams’ snacks, and a set of secret traditions that have been passed down from year to year. Welcome to the CULTure that is PDS Squash.

The ten-player group considers itself to be one of the most close-knit teams at PDS, and not just because of its small size. They are unified and encourage and push each other to play their best, but they also joke and love playing tricks on each other. Having fun is as much a part of their daily practices as stretching.

The team’s hard work does not justify their record. Their biggest match was against rival Blair. PDS came out victorious with a 9-0 shutout, a task not achieved in recent years.

The team attributes its success to its coach, Dede. Her enthusiasm, attitude, and energy created an atmosphere on the team that can be found nowhere else at PDS - as was proven when she gave each player a squash, as in the vegetable, at the Sports Awards break-out session. Without her, half of the team would not have known what squash was, nor would any of them be as excited to play for the team.

Next year, the team will miss its only senior, Toby Fox, who was a valuable asset for the past three seasons. The young team had a great time and improved a lot. With the help of Daniel Gentile (X) and Co-Captains Clark Bristol (XI) and Jon Zindman (XI), the team is looking forward to an even better season next year.

Above: (L-R) Varsity. Back row: Coach Webster, Greg Rosen (XI), Co-Captain Clark Bristol (XI), Co-Captain Jon Zindman (XI), John Maher (XI), Toby Fox (XII); Front row: Daniel Gentile (X), Susanne Fortunato (IX), Michael Malyn (IX), Jason Kann (X), and Bam Miller (X).
Above: (L-R) Daniel Gentile (X), Greg Rosen (XI), Co-Captain Clark Bristol (XI), Michael Malyn (IX), Toby Fox (XII), Susanne Fortunato (IX), John Maher (XI), Bam Miller (X), Co-Captain Jon Zindman (XI), and Jason Kann (X)

Below: John Maher (XI)

Above: Jason Kann (X)
GIRLS’ VOLLEYBALL

Under the guidance of Coach Seshadri, Coach Lano, and Coach McLane, Girls’ Volleyball developed a fun, close-knit team that showed enthusiasm during every moment of every game, whether or not they were winning. Their record at the end of the season does not do justice to the girls’ improvement and sportsmanship.

Since they only had one senior, Tri-Captain Lauren Hinkel, the young team knew that they had a tough season ahead of them. However, Lauren and her fellow captains, Beth Wei (XI) and Becky Gallagher (XI), were able to energize their teammates. Their spirit showed and, as a result, attendance at games increased significantly this year. Before a home game against Springside, the team publicized their game and received even more fans than they had expected. With all the support, the PDS girls volleyball team beat Springside, their first win of the season.

The Volleyball team not only learned to play together well, but also became a close-knit group of friends. They enjoyed long and crazy bus rides to faraway schools, would try to rap, and always laughed at Coach Lano “google-ing.” Despite injuries and defeats, the team always managed to pull together and remember that trying to improve and having fun are always the most important parts of the game.

The greatest benefit to having a team dominated by members of the Junior class is that those younger members of the team will step up to leaders the following year. Next season promises to be the best in a long time for the Volleyball team as current Varsity players, Elizabeth Kassler-Taub, Beth Wei, Sarah Mischner, Becca Freedholm, Becky Gallagher, Leslie Shapiro, Madeleine Rosenberg, and Melissa Marks, return as Seniors.
Above: (L-R) Alex Fizer (X), Rachel Heller (X), Sarah Mischner (XI), Becca Freedholm (XI); Tri-Captain Lauren Hinkel (XII), Tri-Captain Becky Gallagher (XI), Elizabeth Kassler-Taub (XI); Front row: Madeleine Rosenberg (XI), Tri-Captain Beth Wei (XI), Melissa Marks (XI), and Leslie Shapiro (XI)

Above: (L-R) Andrea Wexler (X), Diana D’Argenio (IX), and Lindsey Mischner (IX)

Above: (L-R) Shaking hands after their game against Georgetown Academy.

Above: Clockwise from left: Emily Exter (IX), Leslie Shapiro (XI), Andrea Wexler (X), and Lindsey Mischner (IX)

Above: (L-R) The Varsity team huddles before the second half.

Below: Tri-Captain Lauren Hinkel (XII)

Above: (L-R) Junior Varsity. Back row: Coach Lano, Coach Seshadri, Emily Exter (IX), Sarah Mischner (XI), Leslie Shapiro (XI), Jess Remington (IX), Coach McLane. Second row: Lindsey Mischner (IX), Andrea Wexler (X), Meghan Shapiro (IX), Veronica Jordan-Davis (IX). Front row: Alexa Maher (IX), Diana D’Argenio (IX), and Raquel Perlman (IX).
Although the baseball team lost a lot of its core members this year, the team, led by seniors Danny O'Brien, Charlie Bird, and Colin Johnson, were able to create a hardworking and successful group. With crucial guidance from Coach Devlin, Coach Ficci, and Coach Wylie the team had another amazing season. Joining the team this year were a group of enthusiastic and talented players including freshmen Clint O'Brien, Jordan Mickens, Sam Hamlin, and Mike Shimkin.

The season started out strong for the Boys' Baseball team as they traveled to Florida for Spring Training. While there, the boys practiced intensely and their hard work showed when they returned to PDS. They played several games in Florida, and despite getting off to a slow start, they impressed everyone when they made a comeback at the end by winning two games in a row.

The entire Baseball field was full of talented players. Sam Hamlin (IX) and Logan Laughlin (XI) alternated as catcher while both Andrew Davidson (XI) and Brett DePace (X) played at first base. Second base was played by either David Gordon (XI) or Mike Shimkin (IX). At short-stop were Clint O'Brien (IX) and Adam Savitzsky (XI) with Jorden Mickens (IX) filling in at third base. Eight different members of the team rotated the position of pitcher. This created a winning team that will carry on its skill and enthusiasm into next year's Baseball season.
Above: (L-R) David Gordon (XI) and Jordan Mickens (IX) warming up during practice.

Above: Mike Hartnack (X) in the outfield.

Above: Andrew Davidson (XI)

Above: The JV team running sprints at the end of practice.

Above: (L-R) Brett DePace (X) and Logan Laughlin (XI)

Below: Mike Shimkin (IX)

Above: (L-R) Junior Varsity. Back row: Coach Mabes, Conor Meara (XI), Jason Ferree (XI), Kyle Brinster (X), Devin Ershow (X), Ross Worthington (X), Hugh Wynne (X), David Coghlan (X), James Weeks (X), Greg Francfort (IX), Coach Rogers; Front row: Alec Gabin (X), Nik Sudhakar (X), Jake Waters (XI), Carson Bird (IX), Corey Batt (IX), Ben Fisch (IX), and John McSorley (X).
The PDS Figure Skating team is lucky to be the only team that competes all year. In October, they competed at Igloo Skating Arena in Vineland, NJ. They also had a competition in early March and another competition on April 9th at the Princeton Athletics Center. PDS also hosts a Figure Skating State Championship, in which fourteen schools compete. Last year, PDS placed second and looks forward to a strong showing this year. On April 23rd, PDS competed at the New England Massachusetts Figure Skating Open, placing in the freestyle, compulsory moves, dance, and team maneuver categories.

The skating team, led by returning seniors, Victoriya Kovalchuk and Jackie Pisaturo, was well bonded. They loved practicing their moves and jumps while listening to music that ranged from The Little Mermaid Soundtrack to the Spice Girls to Indian rap. Over spring break, they hit the ice two hours each day in order to maintain their physical stamina and overall skill. The team had a great addition in freshman Tess Glancey. She was new to the team, but definitely not new to the ice - bringing in several wins and medals throughout the season.

With the loss of two seniors the team will have some rebuilding to do. Since there are no juniors on the team, the role of team leaders will fall onto the shoulders of Sophomores Liz Paul, Kristina Budelis, and Jenny LaMotte who are ready to take on the challenge. With the majority of the team returning, Coach Fetter hopes to have a promising and victorious season next year.
Above: Members of the team practice on the ice.

Above: Victoriya Kovalchuk (XII) practices a spiral.

Above: Liz Paul (X) works on her cross-overs during practice.

Above: (L-R) Coach Fetter talks to seniors Victoriya Kovalchuk and Jackie Pisaturo.

Above: (L-R) Liz Paul (X) and Tess Glancey (IX).

Above: (L-R) Coach Fetter talks to Tess Glancey (IX) about her routine.
After losing several important members, the PDS Golf team came into the season with the theory that this would be a "rebuilding year." They were right. This past season, they rebuilt their team to form an incredible and close-knit group. The returning players trained and helped newcomers, while Coaches Reeve and Walker advised the returning players on how to play their best.

Seniors Chris Haldane, Alex Realmuto, Harrison Epstein, and Nick Maloney were great leaders that the team looked up to and asked for help. Also, Chris Ellinghausen (X) proved himself to be an essential player. In this male-dominated team a great edition was freshman Jasmine Hughes. Although she was the only female player this year, she was never daunted by her male teammates and always gave her all to the team.

Although the season started out slowly, with a loss to rival school Hun, the PDS Golf team steadily improved during its practices at Bedens Brook. Regardless of its record, the team had an amazing season, full of improvements and warm memories. Next season, the team will not only be mourning the loss of this year's seniors, but also one of its greatest assets: Coach Reeve. The team wants to thank him for all of his help and wishes him the best of luck in the future.
Above: Coach Reeve giving the team some useful advice.

Above: Clark Bristol (XI)

Above: Chris Ellinghausen (X)

Above: (L-R) Clark Bristol (XI) and John Maher (XI)

Above: Coach Reeve giving the team some useful advice.
T he Girl's Lacrosse team started off their season strong with a trip to sunny Florida to train during spring break. Almost all of the members of the Varsity team attended and immediately formed great bonds and connections, both during and after practices. This also gave them a chance to spend more time off the field with their incredible coaches - Coach Thomas, Coach Cook, Coach Schwab, and Coach Shea.

Upon returning to PDS, the girls were not hindered by the icy fields, rather, they proved their skill and devotion during their after school practices and as the weather became warmer, their improvements also began to show.

Senior and veteran lacrosse players, Tri-Captains: Carly Crouse, Meg Kerwin, Kristen Modzelewski, as well as Kristina Costa, and Jessica Parton, were always ready and willing to help the new players. This year there were many great new editions to the team, especially Hannah Epstein (IX) and Leah Lefebvre (IX). As the only freshmen on the Varsity team, these girls had to work twice as hard to prove their worth, and always succeeded in doing so.

Next year's team will be lead by current juniors Jess Cellars, Mary Peters, and Katy Cara. The team's sophomore goalie, Maddie Ferguson, also looks forward to helping the team achieve consistent wins throughout the next few years.
Above: (L-R) Leah Lefebvre (IX), Ali Hiller (X), Goalie Maddie Ferguson (X), Katy Cara (XI), Jess Cellars (XI), and Ashley Chappo (X)

Above: (L-R) Hannah Epstein (IX)

Above: (L-R) Katy Cara (XI), Keely Langdon (X), and Tri-Captain Kristen Modzelewski (XII)

Above: (L-R) Hannah Epstein (IX), Keely Langdon (X), and Mary Peters (XI)

Above: Kristina Costa (XII)

Below: (L-R) Hannah Epstein (IX) and Tri-Captain Carly Crouse (XII) during a game against Oak Knoll.

Above: (L-R) Junior Varsity. Back row: Coach Schwab, Sam Morris (X), Claire Alsop (X), Ellen Cook (XI), Lindsey Mischner (IX), Erin Burns (IX), Cady Osgood-Offis (IX), Eliza Curtis (IX), Maria Cannavo (X); Front row Katie James (XI), Kate Cohen (X), Alexa Maher (IX), Katherine Levinton (IX), Leonie Emde (XI), Julie Foster (XI), Jess Rich (XI), and Elisabeth Morgan (X). Not pictured: Coach Shea.
Although the Boys' Lacrosse team lost many of their core players last year, they were able to comeback and have an amazing season. The team was filled with experienced and talented seniors including Jared Makrancy, Jon Haddad, Ryan Palsho, Jim Butler, Peter Martin, Travis Helm, Stephen Adams, Bryce Lively, Oliver Burton, and Andrew Hendrickson (who unfortunately had to leave the team due to an injury). There were also several great additions to the lacrosse team this year because many freshmen joined. Although none are currently on varsity, their coaches have high hopes for them and after one season have already seen substantial improvement. The underclassmen are represented on the Varsity team through sophomores Mark Millner, Derek Mayer, Justin Mimmo, and Joey Horowitz.

To start off the 2005 season, the entire team ventured down to Florida, where they spent several hours each day training hard and bonding as a team. Through these extensive practices, the boys learned each others' strengths and weaknesses and how to work well with each other. The trip to Florida was not only memorable because of the impressive skills they developed, but also thanks to a day at Disneyworld, which everyone loved. The lacrosse coaches, Coach Tuckman, Coach Higgins, Coach Marrapodi, and Coach Gallo worked hard with the team this season and helped the boys develop their lacrosse skills tremendously. The lacrosse team will miss the current seniors, but look forward to another amazing season next spring.
Above: Members of the JV team watch the Varsity game against New Hope Solebury.

Above: Jared Makrancy (XII) and Justin Mimmo (X) fight for the ball against New Hope Solebury.

Above: Varsity and JV Coaches Tuckman, Marrapodi, Gallo, and Higgins.

Below: Peter Martin (XII) and Jared Makrancy (XII)
Although almost everyone on the 2005 Varsity Softball team was a returning player, the team, as a whole, was very young. There were no returning seniors, but the four returning juniors led the team with skill and knowledge. Juniors Melissa Marks played second base, Cait McPhaden played short stop, Leslie Shapiro played first base, and Hannah Tamminen was catcher. Also returning this year were sophomores Nicole Auerbach as the pitcher, Jacqui Bowen in left field, Meg Francfort at first base, Krissy Garber in out field, and Katie Hartnack (X) at third base. New to the team this year were Julie Worthington (X) in out field, Elisa Cichonski (IX) in out field, and Emma Morehouse (IX) in out field.

An early highlight of the season came in the game against Newark Academy. It was the top of the seventh inning and the game was tied at 1-1. The team had two outs with Jacqui Bowen (X) on first, and Emma Morehouse (IX) was up at bat. She had two strikes on her, when she smacked the ball over the left fielder. She got a double and Jacqui came home, scoring the winning run.

One of the things the team worked on this year was the idea of the team and using team work. Our coaches, Coach Lang, Coach "Mama" Fewkes, and Coach KB brought this idea together by decorating popsicle sticks that alone could be broken, but with the whole team together could not. And using a Chinese Proverb, "A stone can not be moved with one finger."

The team grew a lot this season, working on the little things and then using them to win games. They had a fun, enjoyable season, and can't wait to come back next year!
Above: (L-R) Back row: Katie Hartnack (X), Julie Worthington (X), Krissy Garber (X), Jacqui Bowen (X), Nicole Auerbach (X); Front row: Meg Francfort (X)

Above: (L-R) Julie Worthington (X), Meg Francfort (X), Jacqui Bowen (X), and the rest of the team sitting in the dugout before a game.

Above: (L-R) Krissy Garber (X) and Jacqui Bowen (X) warming up before a game.

Above: (L-R) Hannah Tamminen (XI) and Nicole Auerbach (X)

Above: Catcher, Hannah Tamminen (XI)

Below: Short-stop Cait McPhaden (XI)

Above: (L-R) The team huddles before a game against Lawrenceville Prep.
With the guidance of Coach Campbell and Coach Asch, the Boys' Varsity Tennis team had yet another season to be proud of. Although the team lost some of its skilled players when the Class of 2004 graduated, this year's members still managed to form an incredible group. They worked hard during spring break, running sprints and concentrating on their footwork when the courts were icy and worked on their offensive and defensive game plans when the courts were dry. Whether they were traveling on long bus rides, discouraged from previous loses, or tired and weary after tough matches, the boys were extremely well-bonded and, win or lose, always had fun.

The varsity team was anchored by returning senior, Vikram Gupta, and returning junior, Seth Stein. These boys possessed strong leadership qualities that brought their team several well deserved victories.

In addition, playing first singles on the varsity team is always an accomplishment, especially for a freshman. Filling in this position was newcomer, David Holland, who was never intimidated or caught off-guard during his game, even when he had to face the top players from rival schools. Vikram Gupta (XII) and Seth Stein (XI) played second and third singles, respectively.
Above: (L-R) Kishore Chundru (XII), Thomas Li (IX), Anu Shah (XII), and Neal Bhatia (X)

Above: Co-Captain Seth Stein (XI) warms up his serve before a match against Montgomery High School.

Above: (L-R) Sanjeev Sharma (XI) and Neil Sharma (XI)

Above: Andrew Elkin (X)

Above: Patrick Murphy (X)

Above: Anu Shah (XII) gets ready to practice his volleys.

Above: (L-R) Junior Varsity. Back row: Thomas Li (IX), Jordan Soriot (XI), Matt Oresky (IX), Anu Shah (XII), Neal Bhatia (X), Nishil Patel (IX), Chase Langdon (X), Andrew Elkin (X), Kishore Chundru (XII), Greg Rosen (XI), Coach Webster. Front row: Hugo Scheeren (X), David Janhofer (IX), Alon Debiache (IX), Matthew Castello (IX), Jason Kann (X), Joe Yellin (X), and Daniel Gentile (X).
Student
Art
On the edge of Breaking Through

When it comes to the arts at PDS, students portray a variety of talents and abilities. Artists can develop creations and express themselves on paper, canvas, or clay, and photographers are able to create their own images in our very own darkroom. Student art is often displayed in the Anne Reid Gallery as well as in different areas of the school.
Sabrina Osse, XII
"Untitled"

Ellen Cook, XI
"Untitled"

Sarah Mischner, XI
"Man in Ink"
Rachel Heller, X
"Untitled"

Catherine Tomasulo, XII
"John in Tree"

Matt Weinstock, XI
"OCGC"
Elizabeth Kassler-Taub, XI
"Untitled"

Gwen Shockey, XI
"Untitled"
Pierre Hoppenot, XII
“Self-Portrait”

Bruce Thurman, XII
“Self-Portrait”
Oliver Elbert, X
"Angst Relief"

Hannah Heller, XII
"Untitled"

Leslie Shapiro, XI
"Glass Structure"
Catherine Tomasulo, XII
“Noel”

Lindsey Mischner, IX
“Untitled”

Eden Williams, X
“Mr. Almost Famous”
Rachel Heller, X  
"Untitled"

Sarah Mischner, XI  
"Cowering Mannequin"
Martin Rose, X
"Untitled"

Elizabeth Kassler-Taub, XI
"Untitled"
Oliver Elbert, X
"Untitled"

Jon Wilson, XII
"Twins"

Eden Williams, X
"Manikin"
Emily Kossow, X
"Untitled"

Jess Remington, IX
"Apple Pie"

Sabrina Osse, XII
"Girl by Pool"
Leslie Shapiro, XI
"Justine Eyelashes"

Gwen Shockey, XI
"Two Dancers"
Rachel Heller, X
"Self-Portrait"

Amanda Levy, XI
"Untitled"
Catherine Tomasulo, XII
"Untitled"

Rachel Heller, X
"Untitled"

Oliver Elbert, X
"Geometry"
Elizabeth Kassler-Taub, XI
“Untitled”

Lindsey Mischner, IX
“Untitled”

Sabrina Osse, XII
“Dew”
Alex Kowalski, XI
"Frank as Racecar"

Andrew Hendrickson, XII
"Untitled"
Katie Briody, X
“Untitled”

Sarah Mischner, XI
“Vector of a Skeleton”
ADS
Toby -
Making friends and influencing people wherever you go.

I'm so very proud of you.
All my love,
Mummy

LITTLE BY LITTLE, ONE TRAVELS FAR
J.R.R. TOLKEIN

Travel well, Brett
Mom, Dad, and Molly

Dearest Alex,

We are so very proud of the man that you have become.
Stay true to yourself and follow your kind heart.
Set your aspirations high as you reach for the stars,
And always be clear in your mind as to what could be.
As we pass the baton of life from us to you,
Remember the values we have shared.
As life’s decisions and future are in your hands,
We believe in you and hope that you find happiness and success
As you deserve the best of what life has to offer.

We love you so very much.
Congratulations!

Always with love,
Mom, Dad, and Julia
Robert-

You are a wonderful son and brother as well as an all-around great person. Congratulations on your many accomplishments at PDS. Your whole family is proud of you.

Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Paul

Class of 2005 is the Best

Amanda,

Sometimes when you're laughing and smiling and just being you, we catch a glimpse of the person you're growing up to be.

And know what? We like what we see! Congratulations! Love Mom and Dad

Good luck to the class of 2005

Dear Jessica,

Life is full of new adventures, each one more exciting than the last. Be yourself - there is nothing better.

Congratulations
All our love,
Mom, Dad, and Justin
Oliver,
Congratulations!
We are so proud of you.
You are our
Sunshine!
Love Mum, Dad and AB

Congratulations to the graduates of 2005.

We will miss the PDS community.

We love you Chelsea!

Mom, Dad, and Peter
Kristen,

Over the years, you’ve annoyed us, frustrated us, challenged us, ignored us, even insulted us. We had our first peek into your personality the first time Mom let you walk across a street instead of carrying you. You were only one year old, but you refused and when Mom insisted, you just lay down in the middle of the road. (Okay, we got the point. You can get up now.)

But sometimes what looks like disobedience and rebellion in a child is just the smoldering fire of a strong-willed, independent young adult, one who insists on learning for herself, one who isn’t afraid to take a stand. Gradually and with great hopes, we now see you becoming that young adult … and wish all the future authority figures in your life “good luck!”

You have not been an easy child to parent but you’ve been an easy child to love, and our unconditional love for you remains constant. Our hope for you is that you find a passion that stokes that fire inside you, that inspires you to achieve something meaningful to you.

What is that great line Mr. Jacoby uses?

“The best is yet to come.”

Congratulations to you & the entire Class of 2005 (and their parents) … you made it!!

- Mom, Dad, Kevin, Dana & DJ -
Congratulations Hillary and the Class of 2005!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Jacob

Congratulations Ave!

We love you!

Be smart! Be safe!

Mom, Dad, Sam, and Luke
Hallie, Hannah, and Ilana
We Love You!

Mom, Dad, Shoshi, and Micah
Mom, Dad, Matthew, and Snickers
Mom, Dad, Jacob, Emily, Jonah, and Stramoka
Stacy,

We are very proud of your accomplishments in PDS. We are sure that the new adult life you are about to begin will be an exciting endeavor.

Happy Graduation and Good Luck!

Mom, Dad, and Anthony

To our Hannah:

A wonderful daughter, grand-daughter, great grand-daughter; Sister, cousin, and friend till the end;

Congratulations on all your accomplishments, And best wishes for happiness and success in the future.

With love from,
Mom, Dad, Rachel, and Jacob
Oh what a celebration we have today.
Let's celebrate Kaitlyn on this graduation day.
We couldn't be happier
And we are happy to share
This happy ending with you.
Because happy is what happens
When all your dreams come true.
And may all your future dreams
Bring happiness to you.

Adapted from the musical Wicked

With All Our Love and Pride,
Mom
Dad
Keely
Chase
Congratulations Andrew!

We love you and could not be more proud of you.

What a wonderful young man you have become!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Matthew

CONGRATULATIONS
SABRINA
and the Class of 2005

You are a wonderful daughter and a terrific sister.
You fill our hearts with pride & joy.

With our love & best wishes,
Mom, Dad and Matthew

KYLE ILYSE

Grass skirt (attitude not included) - $5.00
War paint and feather - $5.00
Bug antennae - $6.00
Decorated box to hide the broken wrist - $7.00
The beautiful young woman you have become...PRICELESS

We love you
Mom and Dad
Some sisterly advice before you go...

1) Be smart and don’t lose your head.

2) I’ve always got your back.

3) Don’t play in traffic. Ever.

Congratulations, Jimmy!

Love,

Annie
Congratulations Kyle!

We love you and we are very proud of everything that you have accomplished, but more importantly we are proud of who you are.

All of our love,
Mom, Dad, Brittany, Brooke Chad

"The only thing that stands between a person and what they want from life is often merely the will to try it, and faith to believe it is possible."
Richard M. Devos

"Do not go where the path may lead go instead where there is no path and leave a trail."
Ralph Waldo Emerson

If God grants all my wishes, yours will all come true.
Love, Mom

Dear Kendal,

Congratulations to you and the Class of 2005!! Now the journey begins. Live it, love it and learn by it!

All our love to you,
Dad, Mom, Jesse, and puppies
Congratulations Cecily and the Class of 2005

With Love,
Mom, Dad, Jenny, Chris

May you always follow your heart and fulfill your dreams.

Love,
Mom and Julia

Jacquelyn-
We love you so much. We are very proud of all your accomplishments and look forward to graduation.

Carly-
Dreams that you dare to dream really do come true...
(From "Somewhere over the Rainbow")

Much love,
Mom, Dad, Allie, Nina, and Laila
Amazing Annaliese

Always in our hearts
with much love
Mum, Dad, Jocelyn, Cionna
Daisy, PJ, and Chit
Dear Vik:

Congratulations on successful graduation from high school.

You know hard work and good health is key to success and happiness. We admire your endurance, will power, and determination.

As you grow and move away to college to experience independence and become an adult we wish you all the success in life. Sky is the limit of success and we are confident that there is no boundary or barrier you cannot overcome.

Keep playing tennis, basketball, and soccer and keep your sense of humor and creativity.

Go out dear Vik and conquer the world. Success comes to the people who challenge themselves.

We all love you,
Mom, Dad, Vishal, Vanita, and Josh
Enjoy your next big adventure at Babson, Harrison.

And remember how much you are loved!

XOXO,
Mom, Dad, Hannah, Hattie, Sophie & Sam

That’s lovely.
You’re lovely.

That’s great!
You’re great!

all our love to SPUR
mom, dad, dmitri
Congratulations Class of 2005

We love you Danny!
Mom Dad, Clint, and Carly

Christopher-
My beautiful, smiling baby is now a handsome man who makes the world a more exciting and "filled with love" place for all of us. These years with you have been the best of my life.

Always remember that the only things you take to Heaven are those you give away here on earth.

Love,
Mom and Pop-Pop
Carson

Congratulations Bryan and the Class of 2005

"Enjoy life, this is not a dress rehearsal"

Bryan,
You are a joy and a blessing.
You make this world a better place.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Andrea
Congratulations Meg!

Enjoy your next step...
Share your loving heart...
Light up the world with that infectious smile...
And stay steadfast and true.

With admiration, respect, and love,
Mom, Sadler, Kate, and Grant

Catherine,

Congratulations!

Best wishes to the Class of 2005!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and John
Dear Saya,

Congratulations on rockin' to the end of high school! Keep it real in college and in what you pursue!

Love,
Dmitri

PARDNER -

Always be true to the cowboy's creed:

*Don't draw unless you have to
*Keep a lookout for the bad guys
*Water your horse
*Go to college, work hard, get a great job, and earn enough money to care for your poor aging parents

CONGRATULATIONS ANAND!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Ami,
Ameesh, Bruce, and Neha
What a wonderful journey your 6 years at PDS have been. Your journey to college acceptance is behind you. Your high school graduation and life as a college freshman approaches rapidly. You have worked hard, played hard and have been so successful. As you venture toward the next stage of your life, we offer the following suggestions and reminders:

Be the first to say “Hello.”
Treat everyone you meet like you want to be treated.
Make new friends but cherish the old ones.
Learn to Listen. Opportunity sometimes knocks very softly.
Never deprive someone of hope: it might be all they have.
Strive for excellence, not perfection.
Be a good loser, and be a good winner.
Don’t major in minor things.
When someone hugs you, let them be the first to let go.
Fill your gas tank when it falls below one-quarter full, especially in the winter.
Don’t burn bridges. You’ll be surprised how many times you have to cross the same river.
Remember you brother loves you no matter how many times he pushes your buttons.
Always carry your cell phone...and turn it on!!! Now call home.

We are very proud of you.
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, and Drew
Dear Nicki,
How you've changed from that funny little girl
who loved to fingerpaint her "whole self.”
Look at you now; you’re
a warm and kind friend
a smart, very intelligent young woman
a capable and responsible young adult
a caring sister and daughter
a funny person who can always make
us smile and laugh
a keeper of family traditions
an involved member of our community;
an EMT
tough enough to deal with difficult stuff
so much fun to be around
someone we want to grow old with.

Nicki, you are an admirable young woman who
has so much to give us, yourself, and the rest
of the world. Congratulations on all of your
hard work and successes at PDS. We are very
proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jane

Dear Class of 2005,

We hope that you love
this book as much as we
loved making it for you.

Congratulations on
finally graduating! Yay!

Love,
Stacy and Ilana

We are prowling on the edge of a finished book,
The final pages have been submitted with a great
new look.

We have survived the year with many late nights,
After managing jobs, sports, college, and office
space fights.

You developed your design and layout skill,
But the litter of puppies was really the thrill.
Many thanks to you both for the effort you put in,
Best of luck and never forget us – David and Cin.

Our students are highlighted,
Our employees are honored,
Our clubs are defined,
Our sports are applauded,
Our activities are pictured,
Our proofs are approved,
Our Link is Completed!

Congratulations Stacy & Ilana -
Thank you for your awesome leadership!
Autographs
A magnitude 9.0 earthquake in the Indian Ocean sends a 500 mph tsunami crashing onto the shores of 12 nations, killing more than 225,000 people and causing vast destruction.

Britain's Queen Elizabeth II announces the engagement of her son Prince Charles to his long-time love Camilla Parker Bowles.

NASA’s Messenger begins a 5-billion-mile journey to Mercury.

Vioxx, one of several arthritis drugs linked to an increased risk of heart attack and stroke, is recalled.

Billions of 17-year cicadas emerge in the Midwest and Eastern United States.
More than 700 people are wounded and 323 hostages killed when Chechen rebels seize a Russian school. The standoff lasted two days.

The world mourns the death of 93-year-old Ronald Reagan, the 40th U.S. president, credited with ending the Cold War.

Filipino conjoined twins Carl and Clarence Aquirre, 2, are successfully separated following 10 months of surgical procedures and a final 20-hour operation.

A jury convicts Scott Peterson on two counts of murder and sentences him to death.

Hamid Karzai is the first democratically elected leader of Afghanistan.

A 1,200-square-mile iceberg blocks 12,000 brooding Adélie penguins from their Antarctic feeding grounds.

Despite threats of violence, millions of Iraqis cast ballots in a historic free election.

Kmart Holding Corp. and Sears, Roebuck and Co. agree to an $11 billion merger that will create the nation's third largest retailer.
With his wife Laura by his side, George W. Bush wins a second term as president by defeating Massachusetts Sen. John Kerry in a fiercely contested election. Bush won with 51 percent.

As US Airways, United Airlines and ATA enter bankruptcy, Delta Air Lines cuts fares by up to 50 percent to entice travelers.

Martha Stewart serves five months in prison and is fined $30,000.

Federal Communications Commission Chairman Michael K. Powell resigns.

Fire sweeps through a crowded, multilevel Paraguay supermarket, killing more than 300 shoppers.
Despite a fraudulent election and dioxin poisoning, Viktor Yushchenko perseveres and becomes the new Ukrainian president.

Following a seven-year, 2.2-billion-mile journey, the Cassini spacecraft reaches Saturn's orbit. One of Cassini's discoveries was a new radiation belt surrounding the ringed planet.

Contaminated batches of flu vaccine cut the U.S. supply in half.

The Supreme Court rejects a Florida state law that would keep severely brain-damaged Terri Schiavo alive.

The sun, Venus and Earth align during the first transit of Venus since 1882.

China's coal miners endure a six-month series of deadly explosions and accidents that kill more than 550.

Last erupting in 1980, Mount St. Helens again releases steam, spews ash and develops a 1,300 degree lava dome.

As the death toll surpasses 1,400, Operation Enduring Freedom continues for the 140,000 U.S. troops stationed in Iraq. Though the first elections for the new Iraqi government were held in January, no timetable was established for the withdrawal of American forces.
France's 1.6-mile-long Millau bridge extends 1,122 feet above the Tarn Valley, making it the world's tallest roadway span. Following Yasser Arafat's death, new Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas agrees to a cease-fire with Israeli leader Ariel Sharon.

Excessive rains cause a deadly and destructive mudslide in La Conchita, California.

Hurricanes Charley, Frances, Ivan and Jeanne batter the Caribbean islands, Gulf Coast and Florida. During the same season, Tropical Storm Gaston drenched the East Coast.

Weighing 8.6 ounces, Rumaisa Rahman is the world's smallest baby. In contrast, Brazil's Ademilton dos Santos weighed 16.8 pounds.

Illinois Sen. Barack Obama delivers the keynote address at the Democratic Convention.

In the same year that a new, colorful $50 bill is put into circulation, the U.S. dollar hits a low against the euro.

Lebanon's former prime minister Rafik Hariri is assassinated.
SpaceShipOne completes two suborbital space flights, reaching a record-breaking altitude of 367,442 feet, to win the $10 million Ansari X Prize for the first privately funded spaceflight.

The Pledge's "one nation, under God," is preserved by the Supreme Court.

Trials proceed for seven U.S. soldiers accused of abusing detainees within Iraq's Abu Ghraib prison.

Cosmetics mogul and merchandising pioneer Estée Lauder dies at 97.

Ivory Coast loyalists initiate a violent, anti-foreigner uprising, forcing thousands of French citizens and visitors to evacuate.
The animated motion picture “Shrek 2” is the year’s No. 1 box office hit. The movie earned more than $436 million, an Academy Award nomination and two People’s Choice Awards.
• Phylicia Rashad, star of "A Raisin in the Sun," became the first black woman to win a Tony Best Actress Award.
• Comedian and talk show host Ellen DeGeneres was "People's Choice" for Favorite Funny Female Star.
• More than 30 million viewers tuned in to watch Fantasia Barrino defeat Diana DeGarmo and become the third "American Idol."
• Following 24 years with CBS, anchor Dan Rather announced his resignation. Four CBS executives were fired for running an unverified story regarding President Bush's National Guard service on "60 Minutes Wednesday."
• A quadriplegic for nine years, "Superman" Christopher Reeve died at 52.
• Both Tom Brokaw of "The NBC Nightly News" and Barbara Walters of "20/20" resigned their anchor positions after more than 20 years on the air.
• Hollywood couple Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt announced their separation.
• Media moguls Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen took control of $300 million in net assets on their 18th birthday.
• The world bid farewell to former "Tonight Show" host Johnny Carson, playwright Arthur Miller and entertainers Marlon Brando, Rodney Dangerfield, Janet Leigh, Tony Randall, Fey Wray, Jerry Orbach, Julia Child, Peter Ustinov, Sandra Dee and Isabel Sanford.

**ENTERTAINMENT NEWS**

- Jamie Foxx receives the Actor in a Leading Role Academy Award for his portrayal of blind R&B legend Ray Charles in "Ray."
- Hilary Swank wins an Academy Award for her lead performance in the Oscar-winning picture "Million Dollar Baby."
- Golden Globe winner Leonardo DiCaprio receives an Oscar nomination for his starring role in "The Aviator." The film, directed by Martin Scorsese, claimed five Academy Awards.
- "Spider-Man 2" starring Tobey Maguire earns more than $373 million at the box office.

- Dave Chappelle signs a $50 million contract with Comedy Central.
- Julia Roberts joins a long list of new Hollywood moms with the birth of twins Phinnaeus and Hazel.
- "Jeopardy!" wiz Ken Jennings wins more than $2.5 million in a 74-game run.
- Sunday night soap "Desperate Housewives" is named Best Television Series at the Golden Globe Awards.
The cast of "One Tree Hill" models the year’s latest fashion trends including the “layered look,” distressed denim, vintage blazers and jean jackets. Ponchos, tweed jackets, and pearls were also hot items.

Sony releases PSP (PlayStation Portable) a 10-ounce, multiplayer video game system with a four-inch color screen.

Pastel hues such as pink are popular for men and women.

NASA’s "scramjet" breaks a world record by flying nearly 10 times the speed of sound.

Oval decals featuring popular locations and symbols appear on vehicles worldwide.
POPULAR NEWS
- Japanese schools tracked students on campus via computer chips that emit radio transmissions.
- Ben and Jerry's worked with a Penn State scientist to invent an ozone-friendly freezer that uses sound waves to chill a liquid cooling agent.
- Tabouli and Baba Ganoush were the first felines to be cloned.
- Phillips designed MiraVision, a flat screen television that doubles as a mirror when not in use.
- The FDA approved the use of a new face transplant surgery to aid patients with severe burns.
- A grilled cheese sandwich depicting the Virgin Mary sold for $28,000 on eBay.
- Scientists created ripeSense, a sensor that indicates when fruit is ripe by analyzing emitted aromas.
- Cellphone jammers were installed in churches, courthouses and schools in an effort to curb interruptions and incidents of cheating.
- The United States Army issued new fatigues that feature easy-to-use Velcro openings and redesigned camouflage that conceal soldiers in the desert, forest and city.
- Congress passed a bill that prohibits the use of camera phones to sneak inappropriate photos of other people.
- Divers and surfers began using Shark Shield, a device that repels sharks by emitting electronic pulses.

Apple’s iTunes and iPods, along with Satellite XM Radio and Sirius Satellite Radio offer innovative ways to collect and listen to music. Snack food brands such as Reeses, Edy's, Lays and Coke cope with the Atkins craze by developing and marketing low-carb candies, ice cream, chips and sodas.

No larger than a grain of rice, a microchip containing important medical data is approved for human implantation by the FDA. “Livestrong” bracelets raise awareness of the fight against cancer. Bluetooth and advanced laser technology make wireless internet, known as WiFi, easy-to-use and affordable to the public.

The desktop CPU of the new iMac is contained within a monitor just 2.875 inches thick. "The O.C.’s" Mischa Barton wears one of the year’s most popular hairstyles. Popular television series like "Seinfeld," "CSI" and "24" are released on DVD.
In a 24-21 game, the New England Patriots defeat the Philadelphia Eagles to win their third NFL Super Bowl in four years.

Patrick Tillman, who left the NFL’s Arizona Cardinals to enlist in the United States Army, is killed during a firefight in Afghanistan.

Golfer Phil Mickelson enjoys winning his first career major at The Masters.

Heisman Trophy winner Matt Leinart leads the University of Southern California to a 55-19 win over the University of Oklahoma, making the Trojans the NCAA National Champions.

In a defensive battle, the Detroit Pistons defeat the Los Angeles Lakers to win the NBA National Championship.

Labor disputes cause the NHL to cancel the entire hockey season for the first time.

Kurt Busch wins NASCAR’s Nextel Cup championship by an 8-point margin over Jimmy Johnson.

Birdstone denies Smarty Jones the Triple Crown at the Belmont Stakes.

SPORTS NEWS

- In the same year that Kobe Bryant’s leased office was settled out of court, the L.A. Lakers traded Shaquille O’Neal to the Miami Heat.
- Golfer Tiger Woods wed Swedish model Elden Nordgard in a Barbados ceremony.
- Washington, D.C. became the new home of the Montreal Expos.
- San Francisco Giant Barry Bonds hit his 700th career home run.
- A brawl broke out during a game between the Indiana Pacers and the Detroit Pistons. Several players and fans were charged with assault as a result of the fight.
- A private plane crash in Virginia took the lives of 10 Hendrick racing team family members and employees.
- Former Green Bay Packer and 19-time Pro Bowler Reggie White died at 43.
- Golf legend Michelle Wie became the first 15-year-old to play with the LPGA.

OLYMPIC NEWS

- The United States brought home 103 Olympic medals, including 35 gold, 39 silver and 29 bronze.
- The U.S. Women’s Swim Team set a new world record in the 6x50m relay.
- With only one run scored against them during the Olympic games, the U.S. Women’s Softball Team earned the gold.
- Kyle Shewfelt became the first Canadian gymnast to win gold in the men’s floor competition.
The Boston Red Sox overcome the New York Yankees' three-game lead to win the ALCS. Boston moved on, defeated the St. Louis Cardinals, and ended "the curse" with their first World Series win in 86 years.

Peyton Manning breaks Dan Marino's single-season record with 49 TD passes.

Despite a back injury, Serena Williams claims her seventh Grand Slam victory at the Australian Open.

Lance Armstrong wins his sixth consecutive Tour de France.

The University of Connecticut wins both the Men's and Women's NCAA Basketball National Championships.
Swimmer Michael Phelps contributes to the U.S. Swim Team's 12 golds by earning a record-breaking eight medals.

Mariel Zagunis, 19, wins gold for the U.S. Fencing Team.

Misty May and Kerri Walsh captivate viewers as they spike their way to a women's beach volleyball gold.

U.S. cyclists Tyler Hamilton and Bobby Julich pedal to gold and bronze medals.

Gymnasts Carly Patterson and Paul Hamm claim gold in the all-around competitions. Despite a controversy caused by a judging error, the Court of Arbitrations for Sport upheld Hamm's victory.